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Introduction: Placing Prairie Drama

Plays grow out of specific places, rooted in a soil which is layered with
the accretions of people and events, weather and time. Their essential
conflicts are conditioned by the landscape in which they are set, whether
ancient or modem, urban or rural; their focus is widened or contained by
the horizon, and their spatial relations by landscape or cityscape. Canadian
poets such as Al Purdy and John Newlove are highly sensitized to the
interactive relationship of mind and land - the convolutions of which can
"run parallel with [the] brain"! - and with the psychological tensions
which a landscape of extremes can impose:

Not to lose the feel of the mountains
while still retaining the prairies
is a difficult thing.

but I
remember plains and mountains, places
I come from, places I adhere and live in?

The articles in this special issue of Prairie Forum interrogate the ways in
which Canadian prairie drama has shown the individual or group in the

-_···_-~--pro-cess~of--setf:;-definittrrnin-t~rms-ot landscape, community-;mSfory, politics,---
and religion, creating a specific place from which to speak, and resisting the
tendency of the "centre" to marginalize the West. They implicitly counter
the contention of Toronto critic Robert Wallace that a critical approach to
Canadian drama "based on environmental and geographical definitions" is
"outmoded and nonproductive," and that "regionality be approached as a
social and imaginative construction, not as a geographical condition.r"
According to Wallace, the topography of a particular space has little bearing
on the character of the region, which is determined primarily by ethnicity,
class, ideologies, even voting patterns. As the following articles show,
prairie drama does indeed reflect the social diversity of the population, but
it is also characterized blT the ways in lArbich individuals and commupities
respond to environment, transforming this response into a regional
mythology.

Robert Kroetsch understands this compulsion to find names for the
elements of a landscape, to create a "narrative of place" which informs and
illuminates the lives of its inhabitants. For Kroetsch, local pride comes from
"an awareness of the authenticity of our own lives.... To understand
ourselves becomes impossible if we do not see images of ourselves in the
mirror - be that mirror theatre or literature or historical writing. A local
pride does not exclude the rest of the world, or other experiences; rather, it
makes them both possible. It creates an organizing centre."! Similarly for
George Woodcock, "there are no universal landscapes":"it is in regions that
landscape combines with history to create traditions ... if there is anything
to which modem man [sic] seeks to place himself in totemic relationship, it
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is the land.r" For Henry Kriesel, IIall discussion of the literature produced in
the Canadian West must of necessitybegin with the impact of the landscape
upon the mind.?" an impact evoked, for example, in WolfWillow by Wallace
Stegner:

Desolate? Forbidding? There was never a country that in its good
moments was more beautiful. Even in drouth or dust storm or blizzard
it is the reverse of monotonous, once you have submitted to it with all
the senses. You don't get out of the wind, but learn to lean and squint
against it. You don't escape sky and sun, butwear them in your eyeballs
and on your back. You become acutely aware of yourself. The world is
very large, the sky even larger, and you are very small. But also the
world is flat, empty, nearly abstract, and in its flatness you are a
challenging upright thing, as sudden as an exclamation mark, as
enigmatic as a question mark.

It is a country to breed mystical people, egocentric people, perhaps
poetic people. But not humble ones. At noon the total sun pours onyour
single head; at sunrise or sunset you throw a shadow a hundred yards
long. It was not prairie dwellers who invented the indifferent universe
or impotent man. Puny you may feel there, and vulnerable, but not
unnoticed.7

For the first European immigrants to the Prairies, drama was a meanSOf-
surviving in a hostile environment - psychologically and emotionally.
Early theatre in the West reflects a determination that theatre should
happen regardless of physical or economic privation," created out of the fear
that a tenuous hold on the land could be easily shaken off," It obliged
individuals to draw on their own creative talents within a context of group
action and cooperation needed to jointly achieve goals and build a sense of
community. Prairie theatre developed originally as an amateur exercise,
nurtured by the Dominion Drama Festival, and in Alberta by the
educational outreach programs of Elizabeth Sterling Haynes. Although the
"regionalization" of professional Canadian theatre began in the late 1960s,
lEe;; piuiiic plu) 3 .. cede lap ea flm B1i15 £; mall cowpapies vdth ?

mandate to commission, workshop and produce Canadian plays 
Workshop West and Theatre Network in Edmonton, Twenty-Fifth Street
Theatre in Saskatoon, and Prairie Theatre Exchange in Winnipeg.

Contemporary prairie plays are often set in small towns, depicting the
tension between what Robert Kroetsch calls "the sense of roots and the
sense of motion" - for example, The Last Bus by Raymond Storey,
Kidnapping theBridebyFrankMoher, The Mail Order Brideby Robert Clinton,
The Prairie Church ofBuster Galloway by Lyle Victor Albert, Sky and TheSoft
Eclipse by Connie Gault, Footprints on the Moon by Maureen Hunter, The
Bordertown Cafe by Kelly Rebar. Drama set in the urban prairie also
resonates with a desperate attempt to establish a sense of place and self in a
hostile environment - the gothic tragi-comedies of Brad Fraser, for
example - Unidentified Human Remains andtheTrue Nature ofLove and Poor
Superman. His "rural" prairie play, The Ugly Man, transposes Jacobean
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tragedy to a western landscape, but its locale is more that of Bonanza than
an Alberta ranch. Prairie plays may also be placed anywhere in a wider
"Western world," the witty comedies of Stewart Lemoine and the puppet
theatre of Ronnie Burkett, for example. However, as Diane Bessai points out
in "Centres on the Margin: Contemporary Prairie Drama," these plays are
still conditioned by their perception of the self in relation to a perceived
"centre" of authenticity and importance. Their satiric edge may function to
undermine power centres, or to recast them in terms of specific western
locales:

Just as the dramatic rendering of place ... gives the autonomy of centre
stage to characters who by circumstance are literally decentred by
gender, age or social or geographical environment, so are their writers
striving to centre regional urban society in the contemporary world
through dramatic forms expressing their regionality.l" ,-

The psychological geography of prairie drama is that of western Canada,
even though it may be set anywhere.

Anne Nothof, Special Issue Editor
Athabasca University

NOTES
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Town Hall vs. the Barracks:
Theatre in Nineteenth-Century Regina

Patrick B. O'Neill

ABSTRACT. The presence of the North West Mounted Police and individuals such as Kate
Simpson-Hayes and Nicholas Flood Davin brought a rare vitality to amateur productions in
the nascent community, while the rivalry of centres - the Town Hall Theatre and the Barracks'
Theatre - added a unique quality to the history of theatre in Regina during the nineteenth
century. Overall, however, the growth of theatre in Regina followed a familiar course as
professional touring companies displaced community efforts.

SOMMAIRE.Dans la jeune ville de Regina, la presence de la Police acheval du Nord-Ouest et
de personnalites telles que Kate Simpson-Hayes et Nicholas Flood Davin a infuse une vitalite
remarquable dans les pieces jouees par des comediens amateurs, tandis que la rivalite entre les
theatres - Ie Town Hall Theatre et Ie theatre des baraquements de la Police - a ajoute une
dimension particuliere a I'histoire de l'art dramatique au XIXesiecle. En derniere analyse,
I'evolutiondu theatreaRegina a suivi les sentiersbattus, puisque cesont les troupes itinerantes
professionnelles qui se sontimposees face aux troupes communautaires.

The decision to run the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) line through
southern Saskatchewan, rather than the fertile belt to the north, altered the
pattern of settlement in the territory and the development of theatre in
Saskatchewan. On 27March 1883,an order in council transferred the capital
of the North-West Territories from the Battlefords to Regina, a town site

········wnich-llie··Mamtob·~i·-·Free···Press-·-descrr6ed·-as'lJ"emg·'m·
7/
1he· ·'iriidst·· ·of·" a ' ·vast

plain of inferior soil ... with about enough water in the miserable little creek
... to wash a sheep. II

1

Graft and corruption naturally played heavy roles in this decision, as
land speculators, the railway, and local groups argued for their own vested
interests. Edward Dewdney, the lieutenant-governor, had formed a syndi
cate to purchase the land which Dewdney had recommended as the site for
Regina. It included Arthur Wellington Ross, a former Manitoba cabinet
minister; Frederick White, the comptroller of the North West Mounted
Police (NWMP); John Balsillie, a high official of the Hudson's Bay Com
pany's land department; Elliott Galt, the son of the Honourable A.T. Galt;
J.F. Bam, a future ManItoba Judge, and two members of IJarllament. By
subdividing the land into town lots and selling only two-thirds of the
property, Dewdney and his friends hoped to make a profit of over $1.5
million on land purchased for $3,360.Needless to say, the CPR, which had
not been included in this deal, decided to build their station on a site they
owned two miles further down the track. Dewdney urged Sir John A.
Macdonald to build the government facilities on the land he controlled;
however, George Stephen (president of the CPR) advocated they be erected
near the station. In a compromise decision, Macdonald agreed to permit the
construction of Government House and the Police Barracks near Dewd
ney's land by the river, and to erect the Land Office, the Post Office, and the
Customs Office in the vicinity of the train station. The offices of the Indian
Commissioner and the North West Council were placed half way between
the river and the station. As a result, government buildings were strung out
along two and a half miles of wind-swept prairies.'

1



2 O'NEILL

Petty politics accordingly dominated the beginning of theatre in Regina,
since the capital was actually two towns - one focussed on the CPR station
and the other on Government House and the North West Mounted Police
Barracks. The strong competition for settlers between the two localities
fostered the first theatrical activity when James Davis, late of the NWMP,
built the first place of entertainment which opened qn 117 March 1883 on
land near the Barracks," Corporal Harry Walker supplied the entertainment
for this quasi theatre with the help of "a full set of band instruments and a
magnificent set of drums" purchased from Harry Price, of Winnipeg, for the
Mounted Police at Regina. Prior to his transfer to take charge of the NWMP
band in Regina, Walker had been stationed in the Battlefords where theatri
cals had been a regular occurrence at Government House and the Police
Barracks. Walker, "whose name was a household word in Manitoba in
connection with musical matters," arrived at Battleford on 29 November
and organized his fellow officers into the Star Minstrel and Variety Troupe
for their first performances in 1878.5

The CPR townspeople at this time were limited to concerts and entertain
ment in the churches - the Methodist Church on 4 April 1883, the Presby-

.__>_.teria~ ~!lu!,_~l1. o!ll~.M~y 188~L~4 fu~.AngUc~I1Church>on 24 May.1883.!~_.._
Then, the local blacksmith, Charles J. McCusker, built McCusker's Hall in
the summer of 1883. Regina's first amateur dramatic club was formed at
McCusker's Hall that fall and Cool As A Cucumber was chosen as the first
offering.7 --

With the arrival of Captain Richard Burton Deane" in Regina by the end
of the summer of 1883, the cause of theatricals found a champion among the
ranks of the officers" to augment those offered by Corporal Walker. Appar
ently not satisfied with the facilities provided by James Davis, Deane
created a temporary theatre in a building normally used for warehousing
and quartermaster's stores. While overseeing the construction of this thea
tre, Deane also undertook his first directorial and acting assignments in
Regina. "B" Troop, with Captain Deane in the lead role of Victor Dupois,
presented lei on parle francais on 22 January 1884, followed by a black face
minstrel show and a sketch entitled "The Troublesome Servants" at which
performance "Mrs. Dewdney was present and evidently enjoyed the eve
nings entertainment.?'" Corporal Walker followed this with a second min
strel show on 26 February" and a third on 2 April 1884.12

With its force of 150 men and their wives, the Mounted Police dominated
the theatrical scene in Regina at this time. Harry Walker, Captain Deane,
Captain and Mrs. Neale, augmented by Dixie Watson, a civil servant, and
his wife, took the lead in providing entertainment for the government town
of Regina. Although primarily centred at the Barracks, these people also
freely gave their assistance to the various church entertainments of the time
in the CPR town such as the penny readings fortnightly at St. Paul's Church
in the winter and spring of 1884, and the 1884 Dominion Day concert held
at the CPR freight shed which raised $110 for the Knox Church Ladies' Aid
Society."
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The townspeople around the CPR station appear to have lost their
theatrical club during the season of 1884-85,but the NWMP remained quite
active. Their season began on 18 November when the "Mess Room of the
Barracks was utilized for the performance and the manner in which it was
arranged, and the stage and the scenery fitted up, reflected the greatest
credit upon those who undertook the work.,,14 The works chosen were
Smith's comedietta," Cut Off With A Shilling, with Deane in the role of
Colonel Bernes, followed by Broughand Halliday's farce, TheAreaBelle. The
audience included His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor and Mrs. Dewdney,
His Lordship the Bishop of Assiniboia, His Worship Mayor Scott, Colonel
Irvine, and many of the leading citizens of Regina.

If the townspeople yielded the season of 1884-85 to the NWMP, the next
season saw them regrouped by October, under the leadership of Nicholas
Flood Davin, editor of the Leader and future member of Parliament from
Assiniboia; Mr. Benson, a local businessman; and Donald S. McCannel, the
local school teacher, into the Literary and Musical Society" and ready to
occupy the new town hall then under construction. Upstairs in this new
town hall, was "a large hall with a gallery crossing the north end. At the

~~-~~ollth..encL[was~L~platlQrm_l0~_x30' .and.under. the~a.lle~IwaslJl~ID~ll__
room 6' x 8'. The ceiling [stood] 14 feet from the second floor." 17 The Town
Hall Theatre opened with a concert on 11 February 1886 for the benefit of St.
Paul's Church with Mr. and Mrs. Dixie Watson, Mrs. White-Fraser, Mrs.
Neale, Mrs. A.J. Fraser (all regular performers in the NWMP entertain
ments), and with Fred Smith and Nicholas Flood Davin representing the
town." Unfortunately, soon after its opening, the theatre was converted
into a temporary school and ceased to be available for theatrical perform
ances until the following summer.

With the circulation of a handbill printed on brown paper that was well
calculated to pique the curiosity of the inhabitants of Regina, the reopening
of the theatre was announced in strained OldeEngHsb·

A great Syngyng Meeting which will besunge at Ye BIG TOWNE
HALL which is sette opposite ye Big Windmill in Ye Towne of Regina,
on Friday Night, ye 4th day of ye month of June A.D. /86.Ye big doors
will be unbarred about candlelight, and ye sounding of ye musick will
be heard at 8 o'clocke. - Ye polle tax hath been fixxed at ye summe of
50 Coppers; except ye Beste seats which are picked out for which ye
must pay 75 Coppers, and if ye wish to sit in two seates at once ye must
pay 100 Coppers for a two part ticket.

N.B.Yecan come early, and ye women folks canbring their knitting and
get rested before syngnge begins. Ye Menne and ye women can sit
together.19

The review in the Leader on 8 June 1886 describes the new theatre:

On entering the hall which was densely packed, the gallery being filled
to lithe gods," an exclamation of surprise and delightburst from the lips
on seeing the beautiful screen, drop curtain and foot lights which the
Council had got fixed up within the last few days aidedby the mechanical
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and artistic genius of Mr. John Morrison. On going "behind the scenes"
we there found the usual crowding: mirrors, paint pots, what not found
behind the scenes of larger theatres. We now have a theatre....

In the vanguard of theatrical leadership in the town for the next ten years
were the author of the "Great Syngyng Meeting," Nicholas Flood Davin,
who became president of the reconstituted Musical and Literary Society in
August 1886, and Mrs. Katherine Bowman Simpson-Hayes. Born Katherine
Hayes in Dalhousie, New Brunswick, she had married C. Bowman Simpson
of Bowmanville, Ontario, in 1882, but they soon separated and she arrived
in Regina in 1885 with her two children, Burke and Elaine.20 As a performer,
Mrs. Simpson-Hayes (described in the newspaper of the day as having a
"most finished manner, with great histrionic power, which displayed not
onlynatural gift but careful training") appeared in the first entertainment of
the Musical and Literary Society's season in the fall of 1886. Her second
appearance in the "mirthful and laughable" farce TurnHim Out elicited the
comment that she "played the soubrette part to perfection." By November
she was offering her services as a "Teacher of Elocution, French and Music"
in addition to operating her millinery shop and conducting and playing the
music at St. Roman Catholic Church."

The performance centre had indeed shifted from the Barracks to the
town. In November Lieutenant-Governor and Mrs. Dewdney attended a
performance of Dearest Mamma with Captain Deane heading up the cast of
the NWMP performers." A minstrel show by the Regina Brass Band solidi
fied the Town Hall Theatre's pre-eminence in theatrical matters for 1886.23

Its glory, however, was to be short lived. By December Inspector
Matthews, assisted by R.S.M. Belcher and Sergeants White and Stratton,
had completed the construction of a new and larger theatre at the Barracks.
The Barracks' Theatre could seat 350, fifty more than its competition at the
Town Hall Theatre. The theatre opened with an original farce, "Manager's
Troubles" Hlrittcr by Corporal Hamson apd Cepstab 1

II IfiS@J], iawllicl
the manager of the Barracks' Theatre advertises for a comedian, and a black
comic vocalist applies for the position: "Mr. Avery and his droll acting
(which as well as the manager's was quite as good as any professional) kept
the house in roars of laughter" with, or despite, lines such as "Why are the
young ladies of Regina like prize fighters? Because their fingers are always
anxious to enter the ring and they are a match for a man twice their size.,,24

The opening was followed on 20 January 1887 by a repeat performance
of Dearest Mamma, performed previously at the Town Hall Theatre and
reprised at the specific request of Dewdney, followed by the first appear
ance of the North West Star Minstrels in another original script entitled
"M.D., or The Bogus Doctor" which included among its dramatis personae
Calgary Jim, a cowboy, and Mr. Hayseed of Regina."

The townspeople fought back. On 1 February 1887Mrs. Simpson-Hayes
organized the supporters of the Catholic Church in a production of scenes
from School for Scandal, in which she played Lady Teazle, to be followed by
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the farce Rural Simplicitu." The NWMP retaliated three weeks later with The
Chimney Corner and lei onparlefranfaisat the Barracks."

From that time until the end of the decade the majority of performances
took place at the Barracks' Theatre, simply because the Town Hall Theatre
continued to be used as a school for the approximately 175 students until
1889 when construction on the Union School was commenced. The Musical
and Literary Society had no access to the theatre during school days and in
addition, D.S. McCannel conducted night classes there twice a week. It is
not surprising that since they were unable to set up and rehearse because of
classes, visiting professional performers favoured Friday night perform
ances at the Barracks and Saturday nights at the Town Hall, once Regina, or
rather both Reginas, were included on the theatrical touring routes.

The first professional performers whose visit was noted in the newspa
pers of the time were Darnell and Danby, variety entertainers, in January
1887.28 Dr. and Mrs. Guerin with their costume recitals followed at the Town
Hall and at the Barracks in February." The Guerins were Saskatchewan's
first local professionals - Dr. J.F. Guerin (a practicing dentist in White
wood by 1886)had appeared with the D'Oyle Carte Company, and his wife

~"_.-"·-hftd-been·-aetive~m-the-pr6fessi6f\al~theatre··iIlEnglanet·bef()-re-emigratingio~

Canada. To augment the income from his dental practice, the couple
appeared together, with their children and with local amateurs, throughout
western Canada until the tum of the century. Not until the summer of 1887
did professional companies arrive with regularity - A.R. Wilber's Madi
son Square Co'y and Lyceum Theatre Co'y,3° the Lew Johnson Colored
Combination," the Cool Burgess Company," and the Puck Comic Opera
Company" led the way that summer.

Why did the professional theatre companies ignore Regina until the
summer of 1887? Population is one reason. Although the Town Hall Theatre
had been in operation for over a year and the Barracks' Theatre for six
H 21.s;dev~hOiI$OO€bfJe@ple li -re 1· like [@mDl mlityr34 Tl [ pt~
explanation, however, lies in the original conflict between Dewdney's
syndicate and the CPRwhich still enjoyed a monopoly in rail service in the
West. The original plan for Regina made it the hub of a great transportation
network, but the railway refused to build any branch lines from Regina, and
chose Moose Jaw, forty miles to the west as the divisional point. To dampen
the town's prospects further, the west-bound train arrived in Regina at 2:22
a.m, The CPR's intransigence not only limited the immediate growth of
Regina, but also made it difficult for touring companies to play Regina since
companies had to arrive and depart in the middle of the night." The only
major professional attraction to perform prior to 1887 was W.S. Harris's
Nickel Plated Circus and Menagerie which played Regina in July 1884. The
circus, however, travelled in its own train and was not affected by the
crippling 2:22 a.m. arrival and departure time."

Regina's Board of Trade, formed in 1886, ameliorated the relationship
with the CPR and encouraged a change in the train schedule with the
beginning of trans-Canada service in 1887. On a typical theatre tour from
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Winnipeg to Vancouver, thereafter, stops were made at Portage la Prairie,
Brandon, Virden, Moosomin, Qu'Appelle, Regina, Moose Jaw, Medicine
Hat, Calgary, and Banff.37These were the towns most often visited in the
nineteenth century by the larger and more experienced theatrical groups,
known as the mainline performers. In the years between 1887 and the end
of the century, at least seventy-three mainline dramatic troupes visited
Regina and performed over 300 times in the town." Contrary to an earlier
assumption that the "few theatre companies appearing in the West at this
time travelled only in the summer along the Canadian Pacific Railway
line,"39 in fact, only twenty of the seventy-three visits to Regina were in the
summer months, while the month of March alone saw eleven visits."

Most of the bookings for these mainline performers into what were
classified as first-rate or second-rate houses by theatrical agencies were
handled either directly or indirectly from the United States. The bookings of
most smaller groups and some of the larger companies such as that of
Harold Nelson41 were handled from Ontario. The Regina papers mention
the various visits of the Shipmans from Toronto, and of the representatives
of the London Entertainment Bureau to book attractions into Regina and the
towns off the main line (that is to say theJranscontinentalline) of the CPR.

Regular visits by second- and third-rate companies'" and by individual
performers brought entertainment to both Regina and the smaller settle
ments on the branch lines. The performer's life on this secondary western
circuit was difficult both physically and financially. In a letter to Kate
Simpson-Hayes during the summer of 1889, Pauline Johnson, the Iroquois
poet who regularly toured in western Canada, complained:

My debts are a constant source of worry to me.... My jewellery is not
yet out of pawn. I have not a ring to my name. lowe six printers and
don't know when I can pay them. We are doing well, i.e, I am not
borrowing money, but I cannot yet pay old debts. People will just have
to waitandhave-confidencelhatwhenlhaveiU:he-}LWill get it 43

Other correspondence between Pauline Johnson and Kate Simpson-Hayes
at this time reveals that Simpson-Hayes submitted a play to Pauline Johnson
for her consideration. Unfortunately Johnson's precarious financial situ
ation prevented her active interest in a play whose heavy demands for sets
and costumes she could not afford, but she offered to recommend the work
to a publisher."

During the 1880s, the amateur theatrical laurels had belonged to the
Barracks, but this changed briefly at the beginning of the 1890s and perma
nently after 1895. With the removal of the school from the Town Hall, the
decision of Harry Walker45 to take charge of the Regina Brass Band, the
removal of Superintendent and Mrs. Neale to Macleod and both Captain
and Mrs. Deane and Inspector and Mrs. White-Fraser to Lethbridge (all
driving forces in the Barracks' Theatre),46 the arrival of the professional
companies, and the emergence of the town's business centre near the
railway station, the theatrical momentum had moved from the Barracks to
the Town Hall.
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A stage accident marked the visit of the People's Theatre Company in
1888 when

Mr. Bettnerbecame so violent when rescuing Kathleen from her would
be murderers, that he smashed, with a shovel, the chandelier of lamps
hanging above the stage, and a torrent of coal oil and glass rained on the
party. The debris was quickly cleared away and the next act went on. 47

This and two minor fires in 1888 and 188948 persuaded the authorities to
remodel the Town Hall Theatre in the spring of 1890.Two outside stairways
were Quilt, one at the back of the hall and one near the stage. The stage was
enlarged by six feet and the floor of the hall was raised at the back to provide
for better sightlines and additional seating. An additional expenditure of
$600 was authorized in May "to repair the stage in the Hall and to provide
a number of new seats" - and this on a building that was insured for only
$2,000.49 Performance space,was inadequate compared to other theatres of
the-time, and the need for a new theatre was understood by the citizens."
More discussion of a new theatre occupied the Standard on 24 February
1893,but without the finances or the will to undertake the erection of a new
building, the Regina Town Council opted to refurbish the interior of the
TownHall.Theatre..Thisdid.notsatisfytheLeeden

Now that the Town Hall has been improved within, would not a fresh
coat of paint on the outside and the removal of the swallows' nests
under the eaves add materially to its appearance?

Not all the alterations to Jhe theatre were financed by taxes. The Regina
Minstrels, whose efforts had paid for the "profusionof gold lace and plush"
enhancing the interior decor in 1890, added electric lighting to the stage of
the Town Hall as their 1891improvement for their 7July opening."

The Regina Amateur Musical and Dramatic Association, organized in
April 1891,offered TheCape Mail- a "pathetic one-act drama" that "deals
entire1 in tears/' and M Lord in Liver _Ua screechin_l funn farce" for ::
t err irst per ormance on 1 aYe oug e inances of the Regina
Musical Dramatic and Literary Association were sound, interest in its
membership lagged. In August 1892, it was decided to postpone further
operations until October, but the group failed to reorganize at that time. 53

The loss of interest in matters theatrical at this time resulted in large pari
from the depression that gripped Regina until 1896.A partial crop failure in
1892 was followed by the hot winds and burning skies that destroyed the
1893crop entirely; the parchin~ drought of 1894brought only 6.26 inches of
precipitation including snowj' the local economy forced a virtual abandon
ment of theatricals."

In response to the depression, Mayor Willoughby, with the help of
Nicholas Flood Davin, MP, reactivated penny readings in 1893 to solicit aid
for the. needy. First made popular in Battleford in the 1870s and then in
Regina in the 1880s, penny readings offered local entertainers who
performed free on a regular basis; the modest price of admission collected
at the door (fivecents originally, then ten cents) was distributed to the needy
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by the mayor. This was the only relief aid provided during the financial
crisis - but it was not a free handout. Men whose families received
assistance were expected to shovel town sidewalks or perform other duties
imposed by the mayor. Although the first two penny readings in 1893
resulted in a profit of only $22.65,56 during the winter of 1894, at the height
of the depression, total receipts for seven penny readings at the Town Hall
were $238.50.57

Entertainment provided at the penny readings included minstrel and
dramatic productions by the NWMP and an original patriotic script entitled
"The Seven Provinces," produced by the youn§ ladies of the high school
and written by the Honourable George W. Ross. 8 The most interesting and
unique performance at the penny readings occurred on 15 February 1895
when a mockbreach of promise case, Dickson vs. Grassick, was tried before
Judge A. Dunnett. A jury of six was chosen from the audience and several
witnesses appeared "to tell the truth or not the truth, or anything like the
truth" before local lawyers. The jury awarded $4.50 to the plaintiff Miss
Ethel Dickson and $600 to themselves for their troubles. "His Lordship,"
however, "at once discharged the jury, took the case into his own hands and
g~y~....~.. decision of $§q,oqQ!2Jh~. J?I~~!g! ....unless..Jh~ .d~f~l1.<:!C:ll1.t ..'.~!~1<~ .. the
girl." The defendant, having his choice between the fine and matrimony,
willingly took the girl.59

Although the Regina amateurs were largely inactive during the depres
sion, the North West Mounted Police Barracks' Amateurs continued to
operate because their financial situation was not dependant upon the farm
economy. Realizing that the Town Hall had become the better facility with
its renovations in the late 1880s and early 1890s, they undertook major
repairs and refurbishing at the Barracks' Theatre along with new scenery
painted by Constable Warry. Electric lights were installed by Staff Sergeant
Walker in the Barracks' Theatre in May 1894 for their production of "Fur-
nished Apartments" and "Spanking Legacy."6o. . .. .. . .

A decline in the force's participation in amateur theatricals in Regina
(and throughout western Canada) began after the end of the depression.
Discovery of gold in the Klondike in 1895occasioned the transferral of most
of the force to the Yukon." Once there, many did not re-enlist but chose to
follow their fellows to the gold fields. In addition, the outbreak of the Boer
War saw large numbers of police officers enlist for service overseas. (The
traditions of theatricals by these men continued, however, both in the
Yukon and in South Africa. With a sense of local pride, the Regina Leader on
22 November 1900 reported a production under the direction of Major
Howe of Regina by the Canadian Mounted Rifles at Elandsfontein Garrison
in South Africa.)

Not quite as active as the NWMP during Regina's depression, but,
certainly busier than other amateurs, Kate Simpson-Hayes deserves special
mention because she attempted to earn monies for herself from her dramatic
skills. Although she had failed earlier to interest Pauline Johnson in pur
chasing a script, Simpson-Hayes continued to write and produce for the
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theatre. In the summer of 1891 she presented "Cinderella, or The Little Glass
Slipper" with a cast of fifty children from St. Mary's Catholic Church. The
play was probably a reworking of one she had written and produced at the
Town Hall in Port Arthur's Landing, Ontario, on 7 February 1879 when she
was a twenty-three-year-old school teacher there.f

In 1892, Kate Simpson-Hayes produced an original one-act play, set in
Regina and entitled"A Domestic Disturbance," on 21 and 29 December in
the Town Hall Theatre, on 30 December in the Barracks' Theatre, and in
Moose Jaw on 2 January 1893,63 with herself in the leading role as Sophronia
Bangs. Its plot revolves around the story of a love child who appears at the
reading of the will of a prominent local man. The play may have been
inspired by the birth of her two subsequent children out of wedlock in 1889
and 1891.64 Knowledge of her secret union with Nicholas Flood Davin
probably inspired much local discussion. Divorce presented difficulties to
Kate Simpson-Hayes as a practicing Roman Catholic, and the couple had
never been able to legalize their relationshi4'. Her next work, entitled
"Divorce for $50," was produced in Winnipeg, and may reflect her discus
sions with Nicholas Flood Davin on the matter.

The highlight of .the amateurtheatricalseason ··0£··1893-94 .also flowed
from the pen of Kate Simpson-Hayes in the form of the "brightest come
dietta" entitled "T'other from Which," which received productions at both
the Town Hall Theatre and the Barracks' Theatre in May 1894.66,By Christ
mas, a fairy play by Simpson-Hayes entitled Slumberland Shadows reached
the stage under the sponsorship of St. Mary's Catholic Church/" where it
was augmented with selections from Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado. In the
summer of 1895, Kate Simpson-Hayes included Slumberland Shadows in her
published collection of writings, Prairie Pot-Pourri,68 making it the first play
published in the North-West Territories. Soon after its publication, addi
tional performances of Slumberland Shadows took place in the Town Hall
Theatre on 28 Se tember, while rehearsals were underway for a new _ ~~;-_~=-::::c~~-~-~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~_.~-_.~~.~~~~~
pro uction 0 m ere ayeen 0 e year. lIDpson- ayes wou
produce a revised version of SlumberlandShadows in October 1896 entitled
"Fairy Land,,70 and visit Portage la Prairie in December for another produc
tion with children there at the Catholic Church in that community.

As a separated mother with two acknowledged children, Kate Simpson
Hayes relied on monies earned from these productions, her positions as
organist at St. Mary's Church, and librarian with the North-West Govern
merit," and her writings for the Leader and other publications, to support
herself and her family. When the Harry Lindley company visited Regina in
March 1897, another opportunity to augment her income arose in satirizing
"certain circumstances in the surroundings of a distinguished local character"
in a new play entitled "The Duplicate Man; or, Too Much A Godfather." The
love affair of Kate Simpson-Hayes and Nicholas Flood Davin had ended
abruptly in 1895 with bitterness and regret on both sides when Davin
surprised everyone by marrying Eliza Jane Reid of Ottawa on 25 July 1895
and promptly adopting his six-year-old "nephew," Henry Arthur. Davin
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and his new wife then went to Winnipeg hoping to bring his daughter back
to Regina as well. The nuns, into whose care the child had been placed four
years earlier, supported by Kate, refused to provide him with any informa
tion on the girl orher whereabouts." Angered and hurtby Davin's rejection,
Simpson-Hayes wrote "The Duplicate Man" and sold the rights of produc
tion to Harry Lindley. Sensing profits from the Regina citizens, he rushed
the piece into production immediately, but the large audience was disap
pointed in the production values. In a curtain speech,

Mr. Lindley made apologies for the imperfections in the presentation,
which were due to the haste with which the piece was learned by the
company. He said the company recognized the merits of the play, and
it would be adequately rehearsed and given a prominent place in their
repertoire/"

Partially true to his word, Lindley made "The Duplicate Man" part of his
repertoire and it was featured by his company at Fort Garry Park, Win
nipeg, in June 189774and elsewhere, but he never paid Kate Simpson-Hayes
her fee of $100 or any royalties for his productions of the piece. She did
receive payment from Alice Rowlands who continued to present a revised
Y.eIsiQtl.pfJhenFlaYtel1titlgd/'.ABargaiI1EQrA_Hu5ban"d,~~.inCalifQ.rnia.into

the twentieth century.75

Kate Simpson-Hayes' modest financial return from her theatrical writ
ings did help her survive the depression of the 1890s. Prosperity returned to
Regina with the upturn of the prairie economy in 1896-1897, but by 1897,
Simpson-Hayes had relocated to Winnipeg with her two legitimate chil
dren, Burke and Elaine, where they established a new life without Nicholas
Flood Davin.

The theatrical scene had shifted during the depression: the removal of
Simpson-Hayes to Winnipeg, the retirement of most of the "old guard," and
the decline of the Barracks' Theatre, effected a new stage in the relationship
too ,€€l¥l1La&11&1[&cit) illEdits til€abkals~ [@ titmtn:! thatCiitCigcd at tile etnt

of the nineteenth century inRegina reflected the phenomenal growth in North
American theatre generallyj" this was the so-called "Golden Age" of profes
sional theatre when touring companies crossed and recrossed the continent.

As the earlier amateurs moved from Regma or retired from active
participation, theatre became less an activity of the community and more an
entertainment for the community, less a pastime and more a commercial
enterprise. A new group of amateurs emerged with a changed mandate. In
the past, amateurs had undertaken productions primarily in aid of specific
local needs, such as an organ fund or the Territorial Hospital. The new
amateurs of the "Golden Age" emphasized professional standards and
used their profits to improve future productions. The formation of the
Regina Musical and Dramatic Society on 27 October 189777 ushered in this
new era in amateur theatricals. Unfortunately, their professional standards
with the production of Gilbert and Sullivan's The Pirates of Penzance on 27
and 28 December 1899 were their undoing. The officers of the society opted
to use the $38.04 profit from the operetta" to offset the small deficit incurred
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by various other concert appearances of the orchestra throughout the year
(seventeen performances during the 1899-1900season). Under advice from
a local legal firm, the Regina amateurs decided to ignore D'Oyle Carte's
request for payment of a $35 royalty fee. D'Oyle Carte filed suit and
eventually the Supreme Court of the North-West Territories directed the
Regina amateurs to pay the royalty fee of $35and costs amounting to nearly
$1,000.79 With this decision, it becomes obvious that a new age of theatre had
begun in western Canada.

Simultaneously church groups, which had previously mounted theatri
cals and concerts to raise money for charitable purposes, curtailed their own
productions and began to rely on professionals to raise the needed funds.
As early as9 June 1893,the Methodist Churchhad chosen to align itselfwith
a professional touring group, the Jubilee Singers." By guaranteeing a
certain number of tickets, the Methodist Church could share the box-office
receipts above that number - $155. Churches and local groups eschewed
the turmoil of mounting productions, and instead put all their efforts into
selling tickets. Although many groups availed themselves of this option,"
it was not without hazards. If the attendance was below the guarantee, the

_~~P_QDJ~Q_!' __ hJ!c:.i_tQ_m~ls~,~JJp_Jhg_ ..giJJ~!~:n~~._ .NQ!' .. W"_~r~ thetouring__grQMPS
entirely honest with the sponsors. The Regina Leader reported that the
Oddfellows, who had sponsored the appearance of the Cosgrove Company
on 30 September 1897, "were indignant at the action of the company in
reserving part of the performance for a 10 cent after-show, - action which
under their contract they had no right to take.,,82 In Regina itself, whose
population increased during the first part of the twentieth century, touring
groups relied less on local sponsorship and more on the box-office receipts
directly. The practice, however, continued in the smaller towns of Saskatch
ewan until the demise of the road/"

Another change in attitude toward the amateur theatre is reflected in the
policy of the Western Canada Press Association as announced by the Leader
on 15 March 1900. From that date no free notices of any concert, entertain
ment, penny reading, and so forth, would be inserted in the paper. In
explaining the rationale for the adoption of this policy, the editor specifi
cally directed his comments to the organizers of charitable functions:

/JOh,but our concert is for a charitable purpose, and surely you will not
refuse to contribute this mite for the laudable cause," pleads the pro
moter. The publisher will appear to be niggardly from one point of
view. But recollect the fact that these events for which free advertising
is asked, are of weekly occurrence. To every possible form of charity
and benevolence and religious purpose the publisher is asked to con
tribute. The country press is as lightly endowed with wealth as any
institution or business calling in the land, yet it has been bearing by far
the heaviest end of the charitable, religious and benevolent movements.
Where the other citizen gives two dollars to perhaps one out of three
events promoted for these good causes, the publisher gives from five to
ten dollars by way of free advertising to every single one of them/"
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Since the charitable groups were actually sponsoring professional touring
companies which would havebooked ads in other circumstances, the action
of the newspapers was understandable.

The presence of the NWMP, Kate Simpson-Hayes, Nicholas Flood Davin,
and the existence of the two theatrical centres - the Town Hall Theatre and
the Barracks' Theatre - provided its particular local character, but the
growth of theatre in Regina followed a pattern similar to that in any other
town of similar size on the Prairies. In the beginnings, the town relied on
local talent to produce amusements directed towards the dual purpose of
entertaining friends and raising a small sum for a charitablepurpose. As the
end of the century approached, the increased population base of the town
permitted regular visits by touring professional companies, and local amuse
ment for charitable purposes became less important to the cultural elite of
the town. As the leaders of the community became more interested in the
growth and importance of their town within the framework of the country
as a whole, they demanded more in terms of quality from their amateur
companies and the touring professionals. They compared their town's
dramatic offerings to those in the recognized theatrical centres of the
country, and the community aspect of the amateur theatre became less
-impoftanfjffthefrfiiilids.As"'aresl.ilt~theatre·~is·-apasti.riieJor'its 'citizens
diminished to a minor diversion and largely vanished from the pages of the
local newspaper whose attention was focussed on the activities of the
touring companies. For its first fifteen years the locus of theatrical activity
in Regina shifted between barracks and town; however, a second balancing
act between amateur and professional theatrical activity was finally settled,
inevitably perhaps, on the side of the professional touring companies. But
community-created theatre and the personal enjoyment of the people in
volved had done much to make the conditions of life in the midst of that "vast
plain of inferior soil" a little richer.
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lIThe Actors Excelled Their First Efforts":
Amateur Theatre in Lethbridge, Alberta, 1885-1900

Ches Skinner

ABSTRACT. With the establishment of towns on the Canadian Prairies attempts were made to
create communities with many of the benchmarks the settlers had known "back home."
Foremost among such institutions was theatre, including both the performance space and
production. Because of the mining enterprise and rail access, Lethbridge, Alberta, attracted
many of the touring companies from the United States, eastern Canada, and England which,
apart from the entertainment aspect, gave the early residents a sense of being connected to the
outside. In addition to theatre from other places, there were frequent local productions by
members of the NWMP and other residents, resulting in a type of theatre similar to what was
current elsewhere and to the colonial model that existed in Canada for much of this century.

SOMMAIRE. Les nouveaux arrivants dans les Prairies canadiennes tentaient de recreer dans
les villes naissantes plusieurs des points de reference essentiels dans leurs villes d'origine. Le
theatre, comme lieu et comme evenement dramatique, fut une institution de premier plan. En
Alberta, la presence de mines et de chemins de fer attirait aLethbridge bon nombre de troupes
itinerantes venues des Etats-Unis, de l'Est du pays et de I'Angleterre ; la population, en plus se
divertir devant la scene, y nourrissait Ie sentiment de maintenir des liens avec Ie monde
exterieur, Outre les productions venues d' ailleurs, on y presentait regulierement des pieces
jouees par les membres de la Police acheval et par d' autres citoyens : ce fut done un type de
theatre semblable acelui qui existait alors partout ailleurs et au modele colonial predominant
au Canada pendant une bonne partie de notre siecle,

An.1890-advertisement... by..the ....AlbertaRailway .....&..CoalCoventiced
settlers to move west where 700,000 acres of land were for sale at prices from
$2 per unit and upwards. Subheadings to the land sale sought to further
attract eastern Canadians and Europeans by stating that the climate was
unsurpassed, water was excellent and fuel cheap.' Significant, too, in this
announcement (which incidently carried a drawing of cowboys starting a
roundup on an Alberta ranch), is the note that all the Company's holdings
were in and around the community of Lethbridge - an important labour
centre. It went on to claim that should potential landowners' farms be
inactive for a season, there was ample opportunity for employment in the
coal industry. Therein derives the origin of the slogan which came to be

__~fil!~.t~~_~!!h.k~!h!?!!~_g~~_/~_I~~_~9_~! ..S!!Yj!!_~b-~ ..~h~C!_!~~~~~~~.~~ .._._ ..
It was the discovery of coal whichbrought an influx of settlers to this part

of what was then the North-West Territories of Canada. The first attempt at
mining this high-grade fuel was in 1870, but without an efficient means of
transporting it, the operation was on an insignificant scale. It was not until
it was confirmed that the Canadian Pacific Railway would be routed
through the southern Prairies that it became feasible to begin working in
earnest. It was at this juncture in time -1882 - that the Northwest Coal &
Navigation Co. was formed, and people from eastern Canada, the United
States and Europe came to Lethbridge to settle and to find work. With
employment prospects at a peak and accessibility realized by the transcon
tinental railway, the population of Lethbridge rose dramatically from four
in 1881 to 1,000 in 1885, and eventually to 2,600 in 1900.

The social problems which characterized the town during its first two
decades were inextricably related to the rapid influx of settlers and the
diversity in their backgrounds and cultural origins. The upper echelon of

17
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tainment practices of the day.'

From the beginning, the churches and schools found it necessary to raise
money in order to finance their work and maintain their buildings, and the
most popular means of doing this was through the presentation of plays,
minstrel shows, musical and variety concerts, readings, lectures, tableau
entertainment, dances, orchestral events, and recitations.' In reporting on
the local entertainment scene, TheLethbridge News carried announcements
of such events in every issue, and in many cases, provided postproduction
commentary on the shows. One thing which is evident from these brief
reports is that, regardless of venue or genre, these amateur theatrical shows
were well attended, due, perhaps, as much to the worthiness of the cause
they supported as to the quality of entertainment. The editor consistently
promoted these musical and dramatic concerts and often compared the
local product to similar ones he had seen in larger, and more cosmopolitan
centres back east; typical of these comments is this one about a concert at the
NWMP Barracks in 1891:

the community was English-speaking from Great Britain, Canada, and the
United States. These people were the managers, merchants, police, and
other professionals, who worked together to create a facsimile of the
lifestyle they had known back home. TheLethbridge News, founded in 1882,
was the mouthpiece for this group; it reflected their opinions and attitudes
about all aspects of the community and, in particular, about those residents
who did not fit the pattern in terms of national origin. Often the paper made
derogatory remarks about immigrants from Eastern Europe whose cus
toms were at odds with those of the core group. In fact, one issue singled out
the "large colony of Slavs and Hungarians" and questioned whether or not
they were the "proper class of men to assist in the building up of a new
country./" The upper class, so to speak, resided in the town proper, whereas
many of the non-English-speaking people settled in a separate area north of
the railway tracks. Until a municipal government was established in 1889,
no faction of the community could boast of much in terms of services which
denote permanence and planning; after that time, however, the town
council slowly initiated changes which would introduce some of the ameni
ties similar to those "back home," thereby ensuring that the town would
become something more than just a frontier mining settlement.

-----«--«<---·Perhaps-fue-rnostsIgnificant-contr-ibutio~~-t~w~~d~·-th;~;t~bii;~~~tof
those benchmarks which people associated with "back home" were made,
in the early stages, by the churches, schools, and the NWMP. The Protestant
and Roman Catholic denominations had a presence from the outset as their
clergy endeavoured to build churches and schools and establish such
service organization as was customary and necessary in order to maintain
these institutions. The NWMP provided a standard of law and order which
protected the people and simultaneously provided a degree of security for
those who were eager to relocate to this prairie region. Apart from enabling
the people of Lethbridge to achieve a semblance of order common to the rest
of Canada at the time, these institutions also provided opportunities for the
pimteef5 to ettjo, t!EcincisUiC1:hILeDypdltiGpaEhtg in -file pbptitcii--e!r[ei-"
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Anyone who imagines that, being far removed from the centres of
eastern art and culture, beneath the shadow of the great western hills
and being to a certain extent isolated, life in Lethbridge possess [sic] few
attractions in the way of entertainments would have been agreeably
surprised to find that we have right here in Lethbridge local talent of a
high order, well qualified to prepare and carry out a high class concert
that would do credit to any eastern city.s

The newspaper seldom made negative comments about the perform
ances; in fact, each production was billed as being better than the last, and
in many cases was accorded the distinction of being the best of its kind that
the Territories had seen to date. In a few instances when the reporter did
consider it necessary to mention the less successful elements of an entertain
ment, it was prefaced by noting the inordinate amount of work and energy
which had gone into the project. Local actors were accorded accolades
whether they were "well suited for comedy," or contrarily, that "they spoke
as if in a hurry to get to the end"; regardless, the newspaper emphasized
that they had "really excelled themselves by their masterful manipulations
on the instruments, sang very sweetly and performed their characters in
their usual able manner." In addition to church- and school-related enter-

-,·_·~-·-tainm.ent;·therewerereguiarproductions-offull-1ength·playsby--the·town's

two dramatic societies - the NWMP Dramatic Club and the Lethbridge
Musical and Dramatic Society."

Theatre requires a number of conditions in order to get established;
foremost among these is a knowledge of how to prepare productions and
present them. In addition, there has to be an audience with the time and
money to participate in the art. All of these were present in Lethbridge in the
late nineteenth century. According to the Lethbridge News, over 300 titles by
forty-five professional and twenty-one amateur groups were performed in
the town between 1885 and 1900.7 These groups would have given local
audiences an understanding of a wide variety of theatrical forms and styles.
t*»EO y EI,=tIle ploductiufr=-dftd pte'~kimi plaetke~~Ig:=se@I sis~eftt:=.

with what was happening elsewhere in North America and England,
because a few of the early residents were skilled in theatre, with previous
experience in acting, directing, and designing.

One of these people was Captain Burton Deane, who started the two
amateur theatre groups in Lethbridge during this period. Deane was a
member of the NWMP who was stationed in Lethbridge from 1888 to 1897.
Born in India, Deane attended grammar and military schools "in England,
and after serving as a lieutenant in the Royal Marines, he came to Canada
and was appointed inspector in the NWMP in 1883. He was first posted in
Regina and from there transferred west to Lethbridge and eventually to
Calgary. Deane had been involved quite extensively in garrison theatre in
England and the NWMP barracks theatre in Regina; when he arrived in
Lethbridge he continued with that activity by forming the NWMP Dramatic
Club, usually doing plays with which he had been associated previously."
With help from some of the women of the community, he prepared and
presented full-length plays in order to raise money for charitable causes.
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natural as was possible to imitate real life on the stage."!'

What appears to have been the NWMP Dramatic Club's major theatrical
accomplishment was Deane's production of Charles Dance's TheWonderful
Woman, which he claimed to be the first "dress play" (requiring period
costumes) performed in the territories. This endeavour required a twenty
foot stage, painted backdrops, period costumes, and a cast of seven; and
after its Lethbridge run the play was taken to Fort Macleod, about thirty
miles away." Both TheLethbridge Newsand TheMacleod Gazette were enthu
siastic in their praise of the production and used the event to remind the
people of southern Alberta that they were progressing rapidly in their
ability to produce plays using good local actors, with scenery and costumes
comparable to that used by professional theatres in larger metropolitan
centres. According to Deane's journal, he and his team did attempt to raise
the production standards; they designed and built the set and costumes to
represent the court of Louis W, purchased wigs from Chicago, and at
tempted a style of acting believed to be indicative of that period.f

This, along with the NWMP band, its Quadrille Club and other cultural
services provided by the police, made ·the force an integral part of the
community. Deane's involvement in theatre in Lethbridge ensured the
establishment of the traditions of the British theatre, thus furthering the
community's efforts to recreate what was considered standard in the urban
centres. In this way the theatre in Lethbridge followed the pattern of early
Canadian theatre as one which imported the practices from the United
States and England.

Deane's memoirs, Mounted Police Life in Canada.' makes only cursory
mention of his theatrical exploits; however, a part of the manuscript which
did not make it to publication and which is now in the Glenbow Museum
tells the story of the first production he organized in Lethbridge:

We had not been there very long when my friend Mr. C.F.P. Conybeare,
K.C., presented himself one morning "as a deputation of one" to say
that the newly built church was badly in need of pews and to ask if it
would be possible to get up a theatrical entertainment in aid of funds on
that behalf. I replied that it would be quite easy if the townspeople
would lend a hand. The Barracks would present a small play for the
~econd .part ~f t~e,pro~a~~if .. I()<:Cll!Cldi~~aIldge~!I~l:1"l~l!~<.)~lti.··_·_·····contrloute·some-musIc' tor-the first haltof-theevenIng. --... The Division
messroom was a fine big room opening through double doors into a
spacious kitchen. It was easy to construct proscenium and stage fittings
in a more or less permanent form and leave a passageway about eight
feet wide through the stage without in the least interfering with the
ordinary purpose of the rooms."

The IIsmall play" which Deane refers to was S. Theyre-Smith's Cut Off With
A Shilling, which combined with a variety of musical selections to raise $100
for St. Augustine's Church. The financial and critical success of that first
show resulted in a demand for subsequent productions. The next program
was made up of Henry Craven's The Chimney Corner and Thomas J. Wil
lilBl SL ki-fl'l P",ie-flflUpis ItLwiliclr8eatte playeda"fltiiiiOCI of ImdSdt-a!"';
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Figure 1. Left: Playbill for a production of "The Wonderful Woman," March 1890(courtesy The Archives, Sir
Alexander Galt Museum, P19735085000-GM).Right: Playbill for a production of "Not Such a Fool as He
Looks," c. 1892 (courtesy The Archives, Sir Alexander Galt Museum, P19735083000-GM).

In the wake of the excitement following TheWonderful Woman, the club
collaborated on a production of John Buckstone's Luke the Labourer with
Alberta Railway & Coal Company employees. It was performed at the
company's library hall. This is one of the first records of a Lethbridge
production using a different group of people than those used in other local
performances. Lukethe Labourer was a fitting choice since it was one of the
more popular plays in theatres of that time and one of the first attempts by
the nineteenth-century theatre to deal with the problems of the working
classes." In this venture Deane was brought together with the town's other
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Figure 2. Illustrated Sporting & Dramatic News,2 August 1890.Courtesy Ches Skinner.

theatre expert, Tim Dunne, a former NWMP officer who then worked for the
mining enterprise.

- -- - -DUnne !Aba-s·from_l oo-de11, -Fe-g1anGrafta-itlveertfl-el'e-'eit l[~~ooivettilis
training in stagecraft, predominantly at the Prince of Wales Theatre. He
came to Canada in 1870 and was for a while stationed with the School for
Gunnery at Quebec before joining the NWMP in 1876. Dunne was active in
the early Lethbridge theatre; like Deane he had professional training, and
perhaps most importantly, he knew the conventions of the theatre. Al
though popular as an actor and magician, Dunne was primarily a scenic
artist, and therefore was responsible for painting the drops for locally
produced entertainments and shows including Deane's production of The
Wonderful Woman.

Until 1891 most plays were performed at the NWMP Barracks on the
proscenium stage constructby Deane,but subsequently all theatrical events
took place at the Building Co. Hall which was equipped with a permanent
performance space. Financed by the building committee which consisted of
a doctor, bank manager, and officials from the Alberta Railway & Coal
Company, this facility provided space for offices and recreation, as well as
a 400-seat theatre.
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-·culfured and sophIsticated larger CItIes and towns "backhome.,,---~_nn._-

The Gilbert and Sullivan opera was directed by William Mackenzie, a
touring professional performer who stayed in Lethbridge for a year and,
along with an actress, Jessie Glover, gave music and voice lessons to local
residents. During the two-month rehearsal period, the director worked
with a cast of forty performers who, with the exception of his associate, were
all residents of Lethbridge.

In addition to directing, Mackenzie supervised a stage manager and a
large contingent of people who painted backdrops for every scene, made
costumes, and operated the limelight and coloured effects. As was the
custom in nineteenth-century theatre, The Pirates ofPenzance shared the bill
with a number of between-acts specials, including the popular fad, skirt
dancing, a vaudeville item which, according to Elizabeth Kendall, was "a
cross between jigs and clogs and the formal pseudo-balletsteps of specta
cles" involving "fast footwork, acrobatic stunts, vigorous swishing of the
skirt, twirls, and coy curtsies.?" . .

The Building Co. Hall was opened at a time when the coal industry was
at a peak in Lethbridge with up to six trains a day leaving the yards;
consequently no expense was spared in ensuring that the "ornament of
town" would have state-of-the-art furnishings and equipment. For the
people who had worked to bring the town to a level similar to the more
cultured centres they had left, this was a major benchmark, for now the arts
could really be performed in a venue rivalling theatres elsewhere. The 25
November 1891issue of the Lethbridge News paid tribute as follows:

The drop for the stage in the Building Co.'s hall has arrived from
Chicago and been put in place. It is a splendid piece of workmanship
and is a credit to the commodious and well finished stage and hall. The
invoice is in hand for the imported scenery and when it arrives Leth
bridge will have one of the most convenient and commodious opera
halls west of Winnipeg. The taste displayed by the choosers of the drop
and scenery is shown to be excellent and no expense has been spared in
the decoration and furnishing of the stage and hall throughout. Seats
have been ordered for the accommodation of four hundred people.15

In April 1892 Deane formed the Lethbridge Musical and Dramatic
Society, which opened the new theatre with a production of Henry Byron's

~-~~Not-Suc1i~··a·-Fool···as-Hetoo1cS··starrmg···alrthe~·re~gurar·locaI· · · actors.~Mr-.·jji1J.1Il.e

contributed one backdrop to this production with another purchased from
a company in Chicago. This amateur group continued its activity after the
opening, and the Building Co. Hall soonbecame the entertainmentcentre of
the town with churches and schools availing themselves of the spacious
facility for concerts and plays.

One of the more ambitious undertakings by the Lethbridge amateur
theatre was a production of The Pirates of Penzance in 1898 - after both
Deane and Dunne had left the town. The local press was ecstatic about this
event and saw it as indisputable proof that the coal-mining town had finally
IJ!o~e~Cl~ClY. ~!~~it~hl.lJn1JI~b~g~g~ and taken..i~_~plCl<:eCll1l()I1g. the
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It comes as no surprise that TheLethbridge News review was enthusiastic
and in awe of the talent Lethbridge could produce on such occasions. The
performers were applauded for their charming looks, beautiful singing,
and distinct speech, in addition to their "excruciatingly funny" perform
ances. And the women warranted special mention:

The ladies called forth wonder and admirationby their exquisite dresses
and sweet vocalism. Their charms and graces have aroused much
admiration, and already they are besieged with suitors.17

Completing the amateur theatrical scene in Lethbridge between 1885
and 1900 was the popular nineteenth-century minstrel show, and like the
rest of North America, the Lethbridge audiences embraced this type of
entertainment. And probably for the same reasons. Minstrelsy was not only
entertaining because of the caricatured portrayals of southern blacks by
white men in makeup, but it also allowed for a direct relationship with the
audience. Unlike the scripted plays which were the usual fare at the
Lethbridge theatres, minstrel shows were informal, unpretentious, and the
pieces were often improvised to make references to local events and people
and, according to one advertisement, were suitable for all ages:

Bfingthelittlekidsi.Tifwillbeagreafevent~anathe-oldfolk,ifwfll
make them ten years younger. Sew your buttons on securely and bring
your mothers, wives and sisters, or some other fellow's sister. IS

Another reason for the successful reception of minstrelsy in Lethbridge
and area may have to do with the actual characters and settings; they were
both so far removed from the reality of southern Alberta that they must
have appeared exotic. In fact, they may have, as Robert Toll says, "looked
different enough to be authentic.r'"

Practically every community in southern Alberta had a troupe of black
faced performers and in Lethbridge there were two: one made up of mem
bersof the NWMP.. and .. a local trou e named the White-E ... edCoterie.
Accor ing to the reviews of the Lethbridge minstrel shows, the local
performers were well aware of the production methods as well as the
appropriate scripts, songs, and other materials. As in the case of theatre, the
traditions and techniques of minstrelsy were introduced by those who had
moved to the area and by the professional minstrel troupes that frequented
the area such as Willis' Coontown 400,and Richard and Pringle's Minstrels.

Minstrelsy was a distinct form of presentation which demanded a spe
cific kind of program and performance style. Black-faced actors sat in a
semi-circle on stage, played such instruments as fiddle, banjo, bones, and
tambourine, and presented a three-part show. The first part consisted of
jokes, comic and serious songs; the second, the variety section, included
song and dance, and novelty items such as the most distinctive minstrel
feature, the stump speech, a "humorous address on a topical subject deliv
ered in heavy malaprop-laden dialect."zo The final part of the minstrel
program was a short sketch.

The amateur entertainment scene in this coal town in the heart of the
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wheat country in the last decade of the nineteenth century was particularly
varied and active, attesting to the unique and diverse nature of the commu
nity. There was leisure time, money to spend, and job security, with a
significant portion of the population desirous of recreating a society and
lifestyle analogous to that which they had known prior to settling in the
West.

Lethbridge was not isolated; it was connected by rail to Calgary, Medi
cine Hat, and Great Falls, Montana. Because of that accessibility it was on
the circuit of the touring professional theatre companies and entertainers
and therefore attracted most of groups that ventured into the territories
with productions of such popular nineteenth-century plays as The Silver
King, Uncle Tom's Cabin, Franchon, Alabama, Octoroon, OliverTwist, Camile,
The' Streets of New York, East Lynne, and Quo Vadis. In addition, there were
illusionists, lecturers, medicine shows, singers, musicians, and on two
occasions, the Canadian poet Pauline Johnson. The crowning event, and
certainly the one which garnered the most press coverage was a visit by the
Metropolitan Opera Company in 1898, with its production of TheMikado.
The Lethbridge News was particularly elated by this event and ran compre-

~~~_hensi¥estQries~ab_o_utJhe"Compan¥._..._~--~~_ ..- --_.__ .. _-_ .._..._-~---

The establishment of theatre in Lethbridge in the late nineteenth century
parallelled what was happening in the rest of Canada at that time; there was
nothing remotely indigenous or unique to the area on the early playbills.
Instead there was a concerted effort on the part of those promoting theatre
to simply import and imitate what was happening in the rest of the world,
particularly in England and the United States. With people like Deane and
Dunne the British tradition was introduced at the very beginning and
became the way theatrewas done. The playswhich toured were thepopular
titles of the day and even though there were some Canadian scripts avail
able they were not produced in Lethbridge during this period." The colo
nial.paradigmwas- firm]¥. en.trenchedand _theco]on¥m.ade~connections

with the cultural conventions believed to be in vogue in the Centre; to
replicate these in Alberta and the rest of Canada at that time was a major
step towards re-establishing uhome.,,22 And it was for this reason that the
editor of thenewspaper often cautioned people. that the visiting companies
were highly regarded in other cities, and in order to ensure their return it
was imperative that their productions be well attended. The caption "Best
in the West" often accompanied' the announcement of the performances,
and reports after the fact approached the events with reverence, never
deeming to offer criticism about something which had been a critical
success and labelled as "professional" in places such as London, New York,
Seattle, and Boston.

Although the entertainment scene depicted here reflects the activities of
one segment of the total population of nineteenth-century Lethbridge, it
does serve to' illustrate the intensity with which the citizens of the "new
western frontier" sought to maintain much of the lifestyle they had known
prior to moving there. The locally produced shows helped to forge the
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community together and assisted greatly in giving this "coal town in the
heart of the wheat country" a character not devoid of those features which
characterize an orderly society. The travelling companies from the metro
politan centres brought a view from the outside, and in doing so, both
reduced feelings of isolation and reassured the citizenry that they were
indeed a part of the rest of the world. It was no doubt this basic need which
motivated the editor of TheLethbridge News to exhort the people to support
these "civilizing events" and the artists, performers, and entertainers who
almost always "excelled their efforts."
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A version of this article was presented at the 1986conference of The Association for Canadian
Theatre Research in Winnipeg. I am most grateful for the advice and assistance provided by
my colleagues Judy Conine, Rene Plazier, and Alice Luther.
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Spaces and Choices:
The Theatre in Calgary from 1944 to 1968

John A. Hawkins

ABSTRACT. In the development of the theatre in Calgary between 1944and 1968,the constant
pursuit of theatre venues and the acquisition of particular kinds of spaces largely determined
the nature of the companies that were created, audiences that were developed, plays that were
selected, and the role of government in supporting theatre in Calgary. We tend to think that
theatre companies emerge from a philosophy expressed as a statement of purpose; that
audiences develop according to social and economic factors; that plays are chosen for aesthetic
or commercial reasons; and that government funding comes from an enlightened social
responsibility. However, in Calgary, the issue of venues often determined these other factors,
not the other way around.

The pursuit ofprofessional theatre in Calgary over this twenty-four-year period comprises two
distinct phases. The first, November 1944through May 1957,is characterized by the response
to the Calgary visit of Lawren Harris, a Group of Seven painter and, in his capacity as an arts
activist, an advocate for regional community arts centres which would include theatre spaces.
The second phase, May 1957through September 1968,is characterized initially by the attempts
of Calgary theatre people to accommodate themselves to the benefits and drawbacks of the
new Jubilee Auditorium, then subsequently by their efforts to explore less traditional spaces
and theatre forms.

SOMMAIRE. Dans revolution du milieu theatral a Calgary entre 1944 et 1968, la recherche
constante de salles et l'acquisition de certains types d' espaces theatraux ont determine en
grande partie la nature des compagnies theatrales qui se sont formees, des auditoires qui se
sont developpes, des pieces qui ont ete choisies et de I'appui consenti par le gouvemement. On
croit seuvent que les eompagnies-theatrales naissent d'une philosophie identifiee par un
enonce clair de l'objectifpoursuivi, que les auditoires augmentent selon des facteurs sociaux et
econorniques, que les pieces sont choisies selon leur valeur esthetique ou commerdale, et que
I'appui du gouvemement decoule d'un sens eclaire des responsabilites sociales. Pourtant, a
Calgary, c'est la nature des salles de theatre qui a souvent determine ces facteurs, et non pas Ie
contraire.

On percoit deux grandes periodes durant ces 24 annees de theatre professionnel aCalgary. De
novembre 1944amai 1957,on peut parler d'une reaction ala visite de Lawren Harris, membre
du Groupe des Sept; cet activiste avancait l'idee de centres regionaux communautaires pour
les arts incorporant des espaces theatraux, De mai 1957 aseptembre 1968, la communaute
artistique de Calgary tenta de s'adapter aux avantages et aux inconvenients de la nouvelle salle
Jubilee Auditorium, puis elle explora les possibilites offertes par les scenes moins tradition
nelles et par des formes theatrales novatrices.

__ .. priQf!o J.9#L_~~lgaryJ1.~4~lJ.jQy~c.l.a... YigQrQ"lls_.tr~ditjQl1Qf .~Cl~~tlr
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specifically due to the lack of well-equipped theatre spaces. Like others
across Canada, Calgary theatre workers tied their hopes for a professional
theatre to the pursuit of a well-equipped theatre venue. I will call this lithe
Harris throughline," since it was Lawren Harris who made Calgary theatre
workers aware of this national discourse.

In Calgary through the 1950s and 1960s, the Harris throughline included
the constant efforts by prominent citizen allies of the mainstream theatre
community to build a new theatre in which to house professional theatre
activity. The Jubilee Auditorium, which opened in May 1957, seemed to
fulfill aspects of the building that Harris had propounded. However, it was
much too large to serve the needs of local theatre workers, and their
disaffection gave rise to experiments with other spaces and theatre forms. I
will refer to the consequent work of some of these workers as "the entre
preneurialline," because their efforts lay outside the ongoing mainstream
efforts to fulfill the Harris vision. It was the influence of the entrepreneurial
line that led directly to professional theatre in Calgary. This is ironicbecause
it seemed obvious to everyone that it would be the Harris throughline that
led to professional theatre. But the energies pursuing the Harris throughline
~_~a!TI~ toa standstillinMayIsefiand onlyan infusion of newenergies was
able to overcome the obstacles. As it turned out, the shift away from
traditional theatre spaces toward alternative and "found" spaces was ser
endipitously crucial in bringing about the first professional theatre in
Calgary.

The First Phase: November 1944-May 1957

By mid-1944, when Canadians began to think of a postwar Canada, they
were committed to supporting specific initiatives by the Liberal govern
ment in Ottawa to establish interventionist social policies relating to vari
ous aspects of Canadian life. In the cultural sphere, Canadians embraced a

__visionof the_artsaaaJ?arlofthis_oew_sociaLorder_._InCalgar:x, as.elsewhere.
there was an attitude of optimism. In the fall of 1944, the cultural scene in
Calgary, including the theatre scene, was virtually a clean slate. The former
theatre organizations, as well as the theatre venues in which they had
performed, had disappeared. Audiences had been otherwise occupied. In
November 1944, everything changed for Calgary theatre.

Lawren Harris, in his role as president of the Federation of Canadian
Artists, conducted a national speaking tour in the fall of 1944 to promote the
implementation of measures advocated in the Summary Brief presented on
21 June 1944by sixteen arts groups to the House of Commons Committee on
Reconstruction and Re-Establishment. This brief set forth specific objectives,
and made several recommendations, among them that a "government
body" be established to "interest at least twenty-five cities in the erection of
major community centres," which would include "a large auditorium de
signed and equipped for drama, ballet, orchestra and concerts. ... These
auditoriums, if properly equipped, could be used by local groups for Little
Theatre performances as well as Dominion Drama Festival performances.I"
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On the evening of 24 November 1944, Harris visited Calgary to give a
lecture on "Democracy and Art" and to promote the vision of a national
campaign, supported by national and local governments, to establish"civic
cultural centres" across Canada. This lecture was attended by a large
number of citizens who supported the idea of a cultural centre for Calgary.
At the heart of his vision, Harris saw a multiuse facility with a properly
equipped theatre as an integral part. Thus, if and when a cultural centre
were to be established in Calgary, it would necessarily have to fulfill both
the philosophy and the physical structure set forth by Harris.

The definition of a "properly equipped" theatre space developed over
time. First, the Hart House Theatre at the University of Toronto, built by
Vincent and Alice Massey in 1919, was the prototype for Little Theatres
across Canada. It established the standard for venues deemed suitable for
the later Dominion Drama Festival system. HartHouse had a SOD-seat raked
auditorium, a proscenium opening thirty feet wide, a stage twenty-two feet
deep, with up-to-date lightingboard and equipment, and facilities in-house
for constructing scenery, costumes, and props. Second, in August 1948, four
gentlemen influential in Canadian theatre held a meeting in Kingston,

- Ontario. Herman Voaden.president of the Canadian Arts Council, was
perhaps the single most knowledgeable person in Canada about the state of
the physical theatre facilities in the country. Charles Rittenhouse was a
well-informed member of the Executive Committee of the Dominion Drama
Festival, which set the standards for technical production, acting and
directing for small theatre groups across Canada. Michael Meiklejohn was
the primary civil servant working on arts-related policies for the Physical
Fitness Division of the federal Department of National Health and Welfare.
William Angus was director of Drama at Queen's University, one of the first
postsecondary drama departments in Canada. Together, these four men
represented a consensus of mainstream theatre thinking in Canada at the
~.~~.A!!h~~~~t~g,th~yJu.J;!h~r9-~f~~<!(;l~/l?r<?l?~!lye-9.uipE_ed" theatreas
one that mcIillled a stage, a proscemum, a front curlam, a cyclorama, SImple
spot lighting and some means of controlling the lighting.' Finally, in the
context of the submissionby the governors of the Dominion Drama Festival
to the Massey Commission in August 1949, the word "theatre" meant a
space fully equipped technically, with adequate lighting and wing space; a
generous auditorium and lobby for audiences; adequate support spaces for
actors, including dressing rooms; office space for management staff; and a
rehearsal hall, scene shop, costume shop, and storage areas for local theatre
groups.'

Prior to World War II, the reality of the theatre spaces in Calgary fell
short of the ideal vision of a properly equipped theatre expressed by Harris.
By 1944, the only theatre venues that existed in Calgary were the auditori
ums of three high schools: Western Canada, Central, and Crescent Heights.
Each space consisted of a rectangular gymnasium, with a flat floor for
sports, and a raised stage at one end, equipped with a proscenium arch and
a front curtain. Audiences sat on folding chairs set up on the flat floor.
Offstage wing space, and positions to hang lighting instruments, as well as
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the instruments themselves, were extremely limited. Thus there was a great
gap between Harris's vision and the everyday reality for Calgary's theatre
groups. The gap was partly physical: the inflexible and inhospitable rela
tionship of stage to auditorium; the lack of wing space; the poor quality of
technical equipment, which limited the growth and development of the
groups' work; and the poor sightlines and acoustics for the audience, which
inhibited audience development. But the gap also existed because the
stages did not belong to the groups themselves. Because these auditoriums
were controlled by the Calgary Public School Board, the greatest problem
was limited availability for rehearsals and workshops, and problems sched
uling performance dates. Harris called for the civic cultural centres to
contain a theatre space specifically designed to accommodate performances
by local amateur theatre groups. This was the element of the vision that
Calgary theatre workers most enthusiastically embraced.

By spring 1946, Calgary had acquired a new space devoted to cultural
activities: the Coste House. From 1940 to 1945, the Coste House had been
used by the art school at the Institute of Technology, now the Alberta College
of Art, for studios and gallery space. When the art school moved out at the
~end of the war, the civiccentre committee, struck in response to Harris's talk,
appealed to the city to be given the Coste House as the arts centre, to serve
temporarily as the fulfillment of Harris's vision. The city finally agreed to
provide the building to the newly formed Allied Arts Council, the successor
to the civic centre committee. Although the Allied Arts Centre at the Coste
House provided space for rehearsals and meetings of theatre groups, as well
as classroom and workspace for many different arts and crafts organizations,
it lacked one of the centrally important features of Harris's vision: a properly
equipped theatre for performing arts groups.

In December 1944, three weeks after Harris's visit, Betty Mitchell at
tended the meeting that established Calgary Civic Theatre.4 She was al

-=---=-~E~ad¥~w~U~lmoMm~fur·het~diree-tiagM!grk~at W~stmn~Canada--Migh=-Scho~Ql~_

and as a co-founder of Calgary's Green Room Club. She had just completed
her Master of Arts degree in Drama at the University of Iowa. Mitchell
wholeheartedly embraced the ideals of Lawren Harris, the call for a cultural
civic centre, and particularly the idea of a properly equipped performance
venue for drama, which she believed was an essential prerequisite for
professional theatre in Calgary. Within a few weeks of the meeting, she
herself established a theatre organization called Workshop 14, which be
came the most significant group in Calgary between 1946and 1964.

Mitchell was a person of her time, when many people looked to authori
ties or "experts" for leadership and guidance. She was impressed by titles,
by academic credentials, and by social heirarchies, particularly in cultural
matters. Mitchell had been involved in Alberta drama festivals since their
inception in 1930.She thrived on the public exposure, the social whirl and
the opportunity to work with important people in business, industry,
government, education and the arts. Mitchell's disposition of character, and
her mentorship of Workshop 14, exerted a strong influence on Workshop's
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members to embrace her views. Thus, Workshop 14 supported the perva
sive tenets held by those in the theatre mainstream in Canada.

In Calgary in the 1950s, there was an uncompromising attitude about
what constituted a "real theatre." This attitude prevailed because the
influential theatre people had all endorsed Lawren Harris's vision of a civic
cultural centre, complete and indivisible. Since the Coste House did not
have a theatre, and thus was an "incomplete" version of the civic cultural
centre, the focus was on completing that vision by adding a properly
equipped theatre. This focus blinded Betty Mitchell and other influential
theatre people in Calgary to the possibilities of achieving, in some less
traditional way, her objective of a full-time professional theatre company.
In August 1953,Mitchell spoke about the problem:

we can't have first rate theatre without a place of our own. Western
Canada high school auditorium has served nobly for years but now it is
booked every night and it is becoming increasingly difficult to work
there.

It is possible under the present circumstances to do an adequate ama
teur show but not a professional show. We have produced some very
good plays and have come very near professional standards but we
falter technically because we haven't the right facilities.'

The significant theatre groups that came into being in Calgary between
1944 and 1957 were Calgary Civic Theatre, Workshop 14, the Arts and
Letters Club, and The Buskins. All of these companies used high school
auditoriums as performance venues. They selected plays that included
traditional and modem classics from The Rivals and Hedda Gabler to
Anouilh's Antigone; popular modem plays such as Harvey, You Can't Take It
With You, and Picnic; traditional formula plays such as ArsenicandOldLace
and Gaslight; and operettas such as HMS Pinafore and The Mikado. They
occasionally produced a Canadianwork: in February 1955,Workshop 14did

____~Breecbe£fulm. Band~Street b¥-Alb_ertawciterlllsiec2arkGoMlan~Siglliiicantijl

absent were experimental or avant-garde plays; and underrepresented
were large-cast plays and plays that relied on visual spectacle, although The
Rivals and Anne of the Thousand Days were costumed extravagantly, and
HMS Pinafore had a large chorus of singers.

Calgary theatre workers constantly coped with the gap between Harris's
vision and the inadequacy of the spaces available. From time to time
individual efforts were made to find different performance arrangements of
the existing spaces. In 1947, Calgary Civic Theatre did scenes from Shake
speare "in intimate theatre manner:" in the lobby of the Coste House. The
actors performed very close to the audience without stage curtains or any
technical support, although they did wear period costumes. In June and
October 1951,John Rivet, newly returned from the University of Washing
ton's Penthouse Theatre, a theatre-in-the-round, rearranged the auditorium
space in Western Canada High School to direct two productions using this
new staging method. By 1951, in the United States, theatre-in-the-round as
a form was providing many small regional theatre companies with venues
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of their own, as well as the opportunity to become professional: Theatre 47
in Dallas, the Alley Theatre in Houston, the Arena Stage in Washington,
D.C., and Circle-in-the-Square in New York City. Betty Mitchell, one of the
most educated and aware theatre people in Calgary, certainly knew of these
theatres. However, as former Workshop 14 member Frank Glenfield said,
"For some reason, Betty never liked that kind of theatre. We only did it the
once. It was not the easiest thing to block/" Mitchell was a strong believer
in the proscenium arch form. Judging by remarks that she made over
several years, a theatre-in-the-round located in a found space would not
have represented to her the kind of "properly equipped theatre" that she
envisioned. Mitchell believed, with good reason, that if Workshop 14 kept
winning awards at the Alberta Regional Drama Festival and the Dominion
Drama Festival (DDF) national competition, thus bringing credit to the city,
Calgary'S City Council would eventually reward its efforts by providing a
suitable theatre venue. An editorial in the Calgary Herald of 7 April 1948,
seemed to reinforce Mitchell's hopes:

Take, for example, "Les Compagnons," the Montreal group which won
the Dominion [Drama Festival] award last year [1947]. Montreal's city
fathers were so pleased by this that they provided "Les Compagnons"
with a theatreall to themselvesf

A bitter disappointment for Calgary theatre people, particularly for
Betty Mitchell and Workshop 14, occurred in 1955. Two theatre-related
items appeared in the Calgary Herald of 14 March 1955.The first announced
that Workshop 14, for the eighth time in ten years, had won the Calvert
Trophy for Best Play in the Alberta Regional Drama Festival," The second,
"Auditorium Disappoints Thespians," stated:

The Herald learned from both Calgary and Edmonton amateur theatre
representatives who have seen detailed plans for the two [jubilee]
auditoriums and who conferred with provincial officials in Edmonton
last week, that noprovisionswhatsoever have beenmade in the two

-~-----==--:$1~5UO~uob audltorlumslor dramaflcordance presentatIons bylOCal;-or---
small professional companies.l"

By March 1955,Workshop 14had been in existence for more than ten years,
had won many awards at the Alberta Regional Drama Festival and the DDF,
had sent forward many of its alumni to professional careers in theatre, had
set higher production standards for plays produced locally, had been
significantly instrumental in bringing the DDF finals to Calgary in 1950,and
had brought attention and credit to Calgary as a community in support of
theatre and other visual and performing arts. All of the arts groups had
made efforts over the years to ensure that both municipal and provincial
governments understood the specific needs and priorities for local theatre
groups. The bitter irony was that, at the height of Workshop 14's most
recent success, the company's good faith, as well as that of other theatre
groups· in Calgary and Edmonton, was being betrayed by a provincial
government intent on making the Jubilee Auditorium suitable primarily for
housing large touring productions.
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The Second Phase: May 1957-September 1968

The beginning of the second phase was markedby the May 1957 opening
of Calgary's Jubilee Auditorium, the first new theatre built in the city since
the end of World War II. The arrival of this facility was extraneous to the
ongoing efforts being made by those pursuing Lawren Harris's recommen
dations, since the Jubilee Auditoriums in Edmonton and Calgary were gifts
from the provincial government on the occasion of Alberta's fiftieth anni
versary. However, in many important ways, the Jubilee Auditorium did
answer the criteria established more than a decade earlier by Harris; more
over, it presented for the first time the possibility for Calgary theatre groups
to consider large-scale productions.

Initially, there was much excitement at this prospect. In June 1957,
Workshop 14 produced The Teahouse of the August Moon; The Buskins
produced Mr. Roberts in November. Both shows were extremely ambitious.
Teahouse had a cast of thirty, unusual for Calgary at the time. Gordon Gibbs
recalled the production:

We had panels of bamboo curtains that flew up individually, and
covered the whole proscenium. We had wagon stages, and we brought
inJeeps piled highWithgoods and people and goats. We had a teahouse
that came down from the flies, and panels came in, and it was built
before your very eyes.ll

The Buskins' Mr. Roberts was no less ambitious. [o Cormack described how
they found enough adult male actors to fill all of the roles:

We had all these guys - because it was not that far away from the
Second World War, and there were still all these Navy types around, so
we just advertised, and we went through the Naval Command at
H.M.C.S. Tecumseh. We had them as sponsors, and the commander was
our advisor. The word got spread around through their members, and
all these guys came out to take parts.12
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Designer Wes Irwin built the major part of a battleship onstage, wltha~
three-level playing area, and a beaverboard-and-plywood Bofors gun. These
two productions established a minimum standard for plays at the Jubilee
Auditorium, and the lavishness and spectacle continued to increase. Two
years later, for a production of Salad Days, Workshop 14 put two actors
inside a giant cup and saucer and flew it across the stage, sixteen feet off the
floor.

But the Jubilee Auditorium really came into its own for local groups with
the era of the "big musicals." By 1960, Eileen and Elgar Higgins had
established the Calgary Theatre Singers, and were doing operettas such as
TheMerryWidow and Amahland theNight Visitors. In the fall of 1961, Eddie
Wong, a young entrepreneur and businessman, arrived in Calgary from
Edmonton. Wong established Calgary Musical Theatre, which produced its
first full-scale production, South Pacific, at the Jubilee in January 1962. The
Higgins responded the following month with Oklahoma. By 1965, these two
groups had produced The KingandI, GuysandDolls, Carousel, Pajama Game,
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Annie GetYour Gun and Kiss Me Kate. For a city of only 300,000 people to
produce eight such productions in only thirty-seven months, entirely with
volunteers, was a remarkable accomplishment; the Jubilee Auditorium
made this feat possible.

The Jubilee Auditorium, insofar as it fulfilled all but one of the important
elements of the Harris throughline, should have represented the realization
of the dreams of local theatre workers. However, it became clear very
quickly that the large scale of the building was unsuitable for performances
of dramatic plays. When local groups did such plays in the Jubilee Audito
rium between 1957and 1962,the audience size ranged between 200 and 800
for each of three to five performances. In the 2,762-seat Jubilee, these
audience numbers were devastating. However, in a SOD-seat theatre, par
ticularly with two or three additional performances, these numbers would
have indicated success.

Because the Jubilee was deficient in this way, theatre workers desiring a
more intimate theatre experience began to explore the possibilities of using
found spaces, and to experiment with less traditional theatre forms. Added
to the existing mix of circumstances was the fascination on the part of many
people with the new "avant-garde" theatre from Britain, Europe and Off
Broadway. It is significant that most of the productions of such plays over
the subsequent five years occurred in alternative and U found" spaces, rather
than in the established venues. The creative energies that gravitated to
alternative work were the same instincts and energies that saw possibilities
in such physical spaces. By June 1965, a wide variety of avant-garde plays
had been produced in Calgary, All of them were produced on the stages of
three new theatre venues, two of which were "found" spaces: the MAC
Theatre, which had its first performance in June 1964; and The Buskins'
Cottage Theatre, an intimate theatre in an old Cottage School, which
opened as a performance space in October 1964.The third new space was in
the Allied.ArtsCentre.which.was.also.. used.. for.many .. traditionalplays.

By 1959, the Allied Arts Centre at the Coste House needed to move to
new quarters. Its activities had grown much too complex, its membership
too large, and its aspirations too ambitious to be contained in the old
mansion. The Allied Arts Council acquired the Union Tractor Building in
downtown Calgary in 1959 and a limited renovation was done immedi
ately. But a more extensive renovation, to include the fully equipped theatre
that remained a priority for those pursuing the Harris throughline, was put
on hold for three more years while a major fund-raising effort was mounted.

One of the spaces in the partially renovated facility was a room known
as "the gallery upstairs," which was available to interested Arts Centre
members for limited performances. The gallery upstairs offered a new
venue, without any prior audience expectations, for the presentation of
avant-garde work. One of the first theatre workers to explore this new
material was Joyce Doolittle, who arrived in Calgary from Rochester, New
York in September 1960.She recalls that in March 1961,
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I did a performance of Ionesco's TheLesson, with Donald Truss playing
the Professor, upstairs in the gallery at the Allied Arts Centre. They
didn't have a theatre at that time. And nobody came except all the
spouses of the people who were in it. I think one reason there were only
seven people in the audience was that it was a very cold night, one of
those crunchingly cold nights. 13

By the summer, Doolittle's ambitions had increased: on 1 August 1961, she
directed a production of Beckett's Krapp's LastTape and Act Without Words,
which played for only one performance in the gallery upstairs to an audi
ence of about 100 people.

TheAlliedArts Centre Theatre

It took three years for the Allied Arts Council to raise funds and to
complete the full renovation of the Union Tractor Building. By the spring of
1962, it was clear that the new theatre wouldbe ready to open in September.
This venue would finally complete the "civic cultural centre" called for by
Lawren Harris in 1944, and would thus eliminate the final barrier to the
creation of a professional theatre company in Calgary. In April 1962, the
Board. of Governors, acting on a recommendation by Managing Director
Archibald Key, hired Irene Prothroe as "theatre director" for the new Allied
Arts Centre Theatre. By September, she was referring to herself as "artistic
director," had set plans in motion for an adult season of plays, and had
made provision for the eventual creation of a children's theatre company.
Over the next three years, partly in response to suggestions by the Canada
Council, Prothroe pursued policies that were designed to bring the stand
ards and practices of the Allied Arts Centre Theatre Company into line with
those expected of professional companies. Using the physical venue of the
Arts Centre Theatre to its fullest extent was essential to this direction.

The Arts Centre Theatre had a 497-seat raked auditorium. While it was
not lavishly eguippedtechnically, itwas serviceable, with lighting positions
and instruments at advantageous positions, adequate wing space, and a
decent sound system. However, in spite of these strong points, it reflected
an institutional feeling in its architecture and decoration, and did not foster
the kind of energy and excitement needed to match the expectations and
demands of Calgary'S dynamic theatre workers.

By 1964, the Allied Arts Council had become bogged down with the
complexities of running such. a diverse operation, and its volunteer pool
was overworked. When Archibald Key retired in 1964 after eighteen years
as managing director, his replacement, Ben Greene, focussed his attention
on the economic aspects of the operation, some of which were admittedly
precarious. In doing so, he failed to provide an effective vision that would
revitalize the volunteer pool, experiment with new approaches, and keep
the organization moving toward a professional theatre company. In May
1965, the Board, acting on Greene's recommendation, eliminated the posi
tion of theatre director as a cost-saving measure, terminated Prothroe's
employment, and put in place a plan for the volunteer Theatre Committee
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of the Board of Governors to run the theatre operation. This plan was
hopeless from the start. By the summer of 1967, the Allied Arts Centre
Theatre Company was dead, and the Arts Centre Theatre became available
for a successor organization. )

TheBuskins'Cottage Theatre

David and [o Cormack had arrived in Calgary from Edmonton in 1952.
By January 1955 they had established The Buskins in order to pursue their
own ideas of theatre, which they felt were at odds with existing local
groups. At first, The Buskins was a producing organization only, doing a
number of plays at Western Canada High School, the Jubilee Auditorium,
and the Allied Arts Centre Theatre. However, the Cormacks were commit
ted to theatre training: they believed that work on productions, while
excellent for experience, provided inconsistent and sporadic training for
theatre workers. The Cormacks initially identified their objective as the
creation of a professional training school. To house this school, they leased
an old Cottage School in East Calgary.

Between 1959 and 1962 the Cormacks founded and operated the Harle
quin School, but eventually came to the conclusion that the scale of what
they were attempting was far too ambitious. When the fully renovated
Allied Arts Centre opened in September 1962,the Harlequin Theatre School
moved in and became the Arts Centre Theatre School. But because The
Buskins was doing productions between 1962 and 1964 in the Allied Arts
Centre Theatre and the Jubilee Auditorium, the Cormacks continued to use
the Cottage for rehearsals and for building ~cenery. By the spring of 1964,
the Cormacks decided to create an intimate performing space on the second
floor of the Cottage. After some imaginative and resourceful efforts to fulfill
the requirements of fire regulations, the new venue opened on 4 June 1964,
with a production of N.F. Simpson's A Resounding Tinkle. An audience area
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raised stage was built against one wall, and a serviceable dressing room was
made out of the cloakroom. For the Cormacks this venue was intimately
connected to the work of their group:

Bythe time we got to the Cottage, we could do things that were off-beat.
We could do what we liked up there. We were trying to encourage other
people to direct. So Alan Robertson directed, and Joyce Doolittle came
in, and it gave a much more universal feeling to the group. We also
encouraged people within the group to try their hand at directing 
Bev Bromley directed Zoo Story.

This was at the IIcoffee-house" time. That's what the Cottagewas. There
was a coffee bar in the back, and people were encouraged to take their
coffee to their seat. It was terribly intimate, and everybody knew
everybody. It was like a club. The Cottage was ours! We could do with
it as we wished! We could rehearse right on the stage! It was a real
company again, and that's what we all wanted at that point.14
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TheMAC Theatre

In the spring of 1963,Donald Boyes, who had been in Calgary for many
years as a freelance entrepreneur, entered a partnership with Eddie Wong
and local musician Harry Pinchin to lease the old Isis movie theatre. They
renovated the basement and turned it into the Musicians' and Actors' Club
of Calgary, which rapidly became known simply as the MAC Club, and
rented out the unrenovated theatre upstairs as a rehearsal hall. Over the
following year, they renovated and refurbished this theatre, initially in
order to rent it to local groups as a way to raise revenue to subsidize the
operation of the Club downstairs. However, in June 1964, the MAC organi
zation changed its emphasis: Don Boyes suggested that the group itself
produce plays in its own building.

The MAC Theatre was renovated as an open stage, thrusting out over the
first rows of seats; it had no front curtain, but used lighting changes for
scene shifts. This arrangement does not seem radical or unusual today;
however, in 1964,the MAC administration fretted over whether local groups
would want to rent such a nontraditional facility, and whether audiences
would respond positively to the absence of a proscenium arch. As it turned
out; local groups and audiences gravitated to the MAC Theatre, and it
became a popular venue, particularly for avant-garde material. During the
first two seasons, between 1964 and 1966, productions included avant
garde plays such as A Taste ofHoney, Oh Dad Poor Dad, and Luther; popular
but controversial plays such as In White America, A ViewFrom theBridge, and
CatOnaHotTin Roof; and popular comedies such as A Thousand Clowns and
Present Laughter. The clientele developed over the previous year by the MAC
Club downstairs provided the core of the audience at the MAC Theatre for
its first season.

Conclusion

The efforts of tbe-inf1uentialCalg-a~T~rkM-sJrk}m 1944 QR,J,Uarg S

were focussed on creating a professional theatre in the city. Through all of
her success with the festival system, and her proselytizing for a properly
equipped theatre venue, Betty Mitchell's dream was to create a place for
Calgary theatre workers to earn a living. Her productions established the
standards to which all productions subsequently aspired. The Cormacks'
efforts to provide training, as well as experience, and their exploration of a
unique venue at the Cottage, were focussed on developing new theatre
workers with greater expertise, as well as new audiences who were more
open to new kinds of theatre. Joyce Doolittle's productions of avant-garde
plays demonstrated that non-mainstream plays tapped a new audience,
and also attracted new theatre workers. Donald Boyes' work at the MAC,
both downstairs at the Club and upstairs in the theatre, also broadened the
base of theatre workers, put arts practitioners and activists in closer contact
with each other, and gave them a place to exchange ideas. Both the Cor
macks and Boyes created venues that finally broke down the single-minded
pursuit of the traditional venue put forward in the Lawren Harris vision.
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The professional theatre in Calgary would emerge only after certain
changes occurred: accepting the idea of new kinds of staging arrangments,
then actually creating them; embracing a more diverse audience, and
developing in them more progressive tastes and expectations; and pushing
the limits of what was possible in both play selection and staging. Calgary's
first professional theatre developed directly from a merger in January 1966
between the MAC organization, and Betty Mitchell's Workshop 14, to form
the MAC-14 Society. On the one hand, the success of the MAC Club and its
theatre operation had been tied to the work of various individuals and
groups to push the development of Calgary theatre forward. On the other
hand, by Christmas 1965, Workshop 14 needed a new lease on life. The
festival system was ending, Betty Mitchell was retired from teaching and
semiretired from theatre work. The relationship between Workshop 14 and
the Allied Arts Centre, promising just two years earlier, had soured. It was
not only time for a change, it was time for a transformation, and the sharp
tum made byWorkshop 14to embrace the progressive direction of the MAC
organization was the logical next step. The remaining step for this new
organization, the MAC-14Society, was to connect itself to the Harris through
line by moving into the Allied Arts Centre Theatre; this was accomplished
by the summer of 1967. The MAC-14 Society's 1967-68season in this space
was its final "pre-professional" season; in June 1968, the organization
transformed itself into a fully-professional theatre with a new name: Theatre
Calgary.
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Necessary Adjustments:
The Problem of Community Solidarity in

Paper Wheat, The Fighting Days and The Shipbuilder
Don Perkins

ABS1RACT. Since the mid-1970s, plays dramatizing events and lives out of prairie history
have looked at both what the West has achieved, and where it has fallen short of its potential.
Twenty-Fifth Street Theatre's Paper Wheat, Wendy Lill's TheFighting Daysand Ken Mitchell's
The Shipbuilder examine the challenges, successes and failures involved in defining and
building a coherent sense of IIcommunity" out of the diverse immigrant populations who
settled the Prairies in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Where Paper Wheat
suggests that anxieties over geography and economic survival erased ethnic tension in the
interests of collective survival, the other two suggest that such tensions remained as definitive
characteristics of the region, and raise the question of whether they remain in their audiences'
present.

SOMMAIRE.Depuis le milieu des annees 70,les adaptations ala scene de vies et d' evenements
tires de l'histoire des Prairies mettent en lumiere les accomplissements de l'Ouest, mais aussi
ses espoirs decus. Paper Wheatdu Twenty-Fifth Street Theatre, TheFighting Daysde Wendy Lill
et The Shipbuilder de Ken Mitchell explorent les defis, les succes ainsi que les echecs de la
demarche vers I'elaboration d'un sentiment d'identite collective au sein d'une population
d'origine diverse, venue s'etablir dans les Prairies ala fin du XIXesiecle et au debut de notre
siecle. Paper Wheatavance l'idee que les inquietudes face aux facteurs geographiques et aux
imperatifs economiques ont affaibli lestensions ethniques pour faire place aux interets lies ala
survie collective. Les deux autres pieces, quant aelles, laissent entendre que ces tensions sont
demeurees une caracteristique essentielle de l'Ouest et elles s'interrogent sur sa survie parmi
I'auditoire.

The alternative theatre movement emerged in Canada by the late 1960s
and early 1970s, in part to express a sense of Canadian cultural nationalism.
It sought to develop plays in Canadian idioms about Canadian themes to
reflect Canadian experiences. At a more local level, this ambition to produce
an indigenous Canadian drama led alternative companies not only to
examine topical issues but to define their"identity and culturalbase in local
history" (Filewod 1989:17).Beginning in the early to mid 1970s, alternative
~M·[~_J~h"{}I-l<----aI[(;ln~~Sft@p-~¥est--m-H6m6ftteft/

Twenty-Fifth Street Theatre in Saskatoon, and Prairie Theatre Exchange in
Winnipeg, and more mainstream regional theatres that adopted the "alter
native theatre ethic,,,l such as the Globe Theatre in Regina, began to create
and produce shows reflecting the experiences and interests of their local
and regional prairie audiences. Andras Tahn of Twenty-Fifth StreetTheatre
voiced much of the sentiment driving these theatres when he proclaimed,
"And when you come to see our plays and we talk about a crocus, it's your
own bloody crocus. So what if it's not a cut flower imported from some
where else" (Perkins 1979). Plays created dramatic characters and actions
out of a variety of regional concerns, exploring the contemporary West and
its history. In the latter case, playwrights and collectives examined both
what the West had achieved and where it had fallen short: not all of the
"crocuses" werebeautiful. Problem areas included contacts with and effects
on aboriginal peoples and cultures, as seen in Sharon Pollock's Walsh (1973)
and Ken Mitchell's The Plainsman (1985); relationships between the West
and "Canada," or "Ottawa," seen again in Walsh, and Ken Mitchell's Davin:
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ThePolitician (1978);and, of particular interest here, the challenges, successes
and failures in defining and building a coherent sense of "community" out
of the diverse populations who settled the Prairies in successive waves of
immigration from shortly after Confederation until the 1920s.

The early post-Confederation settlers, as Doug Owram (1980)explains,
were largely British or British Canadians, who expected to create a west that
would be "British in character" (p. 224).The major wave, from 1897to 1913,
and a smaller one in the 1920s, brought large numbers of non-British
Europeans to challenge that expectation, and create considerable cultural
and political tension in the region. That tension, and the work of creating
some sense of "community" out of the diversity in the face of a lingering
strong pro-British sentiment, is a theme or sub-theme inTwenty-Fifth Street
Theatre's Paper Wheat, Wendy Lill's TheFighting Days, and Ken Mitchell's
TheShipbuilder.

Together, these three works reinforce in different ways George Ryga's
observation, first published at about the same time the plays were being
created, that regions are better defined as zones of shared social anxieties
than of shared 'geography - though geography can be one source of
anxiety.' Paper Wheat suggests that anxieties created by physical and eco
nomic climate essentially erased cultural and ethnic differences in the
interests of collective survival in the face of an external problem. The
Fighting Daysand TheShipbuilder show how cultural and ethnic differences
themselves continued to be the problem, or source of anxiety - and suggest
that a region can be identified not only by the anxieties it overcomes, but by
those that continue to divide it. TheFighting Daysshows how suspicion of
"enemy aliens" and non-British stock created a rift in the women's move
ment on the Prairies before and during the First World War. TheShipbuilder,
finally, suggests that anxiety over the very fact of ethnicity, of "non-British"
or "non-Canadian" origins, and over creating and preserving the ideal of a
homogeneous way of doing things cost the emerging prairie economy and
society greatly, leavlllg flletegiolftnateriany and cl.ilfurallylmpovelisned
rather than enriched.

Paper Wheat was developed and then redeveloped in 1977 by different
but slightly overlapping actor collectives under different directors - An
dras Tahn and Guy Sprung. The actors read the history and interviewed
surviving settlers of what amount largely to the second and third waves of
immigration identified above - the Laurier/Sifton years and the post
World War I period. The original focus of the project, based on a suggestion
from Eldon Anderson, at the time corporate secretary at Credit Union
Central in Regina, was to create a play documenting the founding of the
agricultural cooperative movement. Anderson had proposed the idea when
Tahn approached him for corporate donations for the fledgling Twenty
Fifth StreetTheatre. In undertaking this project, Twenty-FifthStreetTheatre
found itself pursuing what Toronto's Theatre Passe Muraille had identified
in 1975 as one of the two fundamental myths of the West, the myth of
"enormous collective effort/"

-------------_._-
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The version of the play that has gained the most public acceptance and
exposure is Sprung's (originally published in Canadian Theatre Review,
Winter 1978), later edited by Tahn and published in Paper Wheat, The Book.
This version called on the research and acting talents of an actor collective,
itself of mixed ethnic background. It included not only "Ontario Anglo"
(David Francis) and "prairie raised" (Sharon Bakker), but Maritime Irish
(Michael Fahey), Ukrainian-Canadian (Lubomir Mykytiuk) and Latvian
Canadian (Skai Leja).There was also a Saskatchewan Ukrainian fiddler, Bill
Prokopchuk. Their opening scene, called "The Last Best West," gives them
a chance to introduce these backgrounds as, in character, they explain what
brought such a culturally and linguistically differentiated group to Canada.
Apart from the gentle push of rather crowded nests "back home," the
common threads pulling them in are the promise of land and the chance to
be their own masters.'

Early scenes deal with the mixing of languages and cultures. The darker
side emerges first, when Vasil Havryshyn negotiates with the localshop
owner, John Pearson. Pearson tries out greetings in a variety of languages
till he hits on "Yak sia mayeshi''" which prompts a burst of enthusiastic
Ukrainian from Vasil - a burst incomprehensible to Pearson. Vasil's
onstage relief and surprise at hearing himself addressed in Canada in his
native tongue has on occasion been echoed (particularly during the early
tours of the play throughout Saskatchewan) by audience members of
Ukrainian background, evidently startled to hear their language on a
Canadian stage. Vasil's real challenge, although he does not understand or
recognize it because of the language barrier, is the terms of his contract with
Pearson, who advances him the supplies and equipment he needs for the
first year on a homestead - on a note promising that should Vasil default,
Pearson would get back the equipment and the land as well. Cross-cultural
challenges re-emerge later, in a lighter moment. In his heavily accented
English, Vasil proposes to his Latvian-born housekeeper, Anna Lutz. At
first, sllcllrirlks sile isbeurg filed, 01, at least, tlrat Vasilis4imlittg fault vvith
her work. In the end, they both agree that they should get married. After all,
they "get along alright" (p. 45) and "don't argue."

A more difficult barrier exists between Vasil and his stiff-lipped, stiff
necked English neighbour, BillPostlethwaite, who is determined to make it
on his own. When Postlethwaite breaks his plough on "a bleeding great
rock" (p. 46), it is Vasil who comes to his rescue. Postlethwaite is unwilling
to accept company or help - particularly the company and help of some
one who can barely speak English. Vasil quickly overcomes Bill's stubborn
ness, just as he overcame Anna's confusion and his own awkwardness in
the proposal scene. After all, he and Postlethwaite share the same name: "In
Ukrainian, Vasil. In English, Bill" (p. 47). Besides, they share a common
interest - farming - and a common goal- surviving on the Prairies. Billwill
not accept charity, but will accept the loan of Vasil's plough in exchange for his
own labour to help Vasil dig a well. Cross-eultural cooperation emerges as the
main answer to the physical challenge of prairie homesteading.
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Later, such cooperation also emerges as the answer to economic pres
sures. Vasil and Bill offer to help Sean gain revenge on an unscrupulous
elevator agent who has been cheating farmers on crop grades. Then Billand
Vasil talk Sean into joining them at an organizational meeting of territorial
grain growers. They, of course, have been ordered to attend by their
long-suffering wives, who have tired of hearing the men complain and of
watching them lose out as relatively powerless individuals.

By the end of Act One, any matters of imported ethnic or cultural
difference disappear. The real enemy, the real source of anxiety, is the
economic system that threatens all settlers, regardless of origin, and the
only answer is community solidarity in the form of increased cooperation.
In Act Two, as Paper Wheat goes on - in a rather one-sided fashion - to
explain the history of the successes of the cooperative movement and of the
jointly owned and operated farmers' purchasing and marketing groups, the
matter of ethnicity, of cultural origin, never reappears. In a play that is
above all else a celebration of "enormous collective effort," and is itself a
collective effort, community necessity has led to a community solution and
community solidarity. Shared local problems and shared local solutions
matter more than imported differences.

Although the time period is rather vague, the opening act of Paper Wheat
seems to cover experiences up to about 1905,suggesting that the social and
cultural problems arising from multicultural immigration were settled
rather early. They were not, of course. The Fighting Days, a feminist recon
sideration of the early western Canadian suffragist movement, clearly
shows that racial and ethnic tensions remained. These tensions, exacerbated
by the suspicion of "enemy aliens" during World War I, undermine the
ideals of and occasion a rift in the Canadian suffragist movement, as Lill
dramatizes the resulting conflict between the movement's most famous
leader, Nellie McClung, and one of her most important (though largely
fQI'go!ten) Jiet1t~l1ant$, firancis [a?if] 13eynon. _

Lill's play evolved from an idea to do a play "about unsung women in
Manitoba history" (Mitchell 1985: 17) that eventually focussed on the
Women's Press Club of Winnipeg. In researching this group, Lill found

There reallywas a similaritybetween the kinds of things I am interested
in and what those women were interested in: the discussions about war
and pacifism, the discussions about women's rights.... Women haven't
really come very far in some ways. (p. 18)

In examining this period and this conflict, Lill addresses such questions as
how someone like Beynon becomes "forgotten," and why the women's
movement is still asking some of the same questions and facing some of the
same problems over seventy years later. She finds her answer in the variety
of issues that divide women, particularly the issue of cultural and racial
difference.

The first act, which covers the period from 1912to the start of World War
I, dramatizes a movement towards success. McClung calls persuasively for
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the vote for all women as a force for peace in the world. Her words fire the
imagination of the young, impressionable Beynon, who has just arrived in
Winnipeg and taken up a job as columnist for the RuralReview (a fictional
paper, taken from Beynon's semi-autobiographical 1919novel AletaDey
Beynon actually wrote for the Grain Growers' Guide). In speaking up for the
suffragist movement and her friend, Nellie, Beynon must address the scorn
of her employer, McNair (a fictitious character, again taken from AletaDey),
who maintains that McClung is "an upper class snob who wouldn't have
given my mother the time of day.:" Beynon has had to admit there is some
truth to McNair's charge that "the suffragists are an exclusive club" (p. 37),
"full of names like Stewart, Titherage, Ward, Galbraith, Gordon, and not ...
Lewycky, Schapansky and Swartz" (p. 36), and whose members have been
lobbying to "eliminate any foreign language in the schoolyard" (p. 36).
Beynon can only counter with, "I admit there are some members who don't
feel comfortable with all the strangers in our midst, but that will change. It
takes time to alter attitudes" (p. 37). This line is typical of a species of
prophetic statements found throughout historical plays - prophetic in the
sense that they predict a "world as it could be," not necessarily a world as it
will be. These statements ask the audience to judge not only the subsequent
action of the play, but also, in effect, to measure its own present against this
inheritance from the "past.?" and to consider what progress, if any, has been
made. The double task here is to judge which characters alter their attitudes
within the play, and to consider what of the offending attitudes remain in
the audience's own time, even in their own experience or behaviour.

Beynon takes on the work of altering those attitudes through her column,
as she passes on practical advice and political education for prairie farm
women, and responds to letters from bigoted readers such as "Wolf-willow":

With all this talk of women's freedom, maybe there's something you're
forgetting. And that's the foreigners. Haven't we got enough trouble
with them over there, without letting them think they can run our
emmtry~t~1TWebea-r-=dHttti'tlffby4lle4gmmtfl_-ism=at-ttl--

religious perversity of the average foreigner? I say no! We must keep
them back. Give us good sound British stock women, already civilized,
already subject to both earth and heaven for conduct. (pp. 40-41)

Beynon replies:

It seems tragic to me the number of people, who without being able to
give a single reason, instinctively hate or fear or distrust every person
who does not belong to the same race or religion as themselves.... Ifour
country of Canada is going to achieve its potential as a great nation, we
must begin to recognize the contributions of people from all lands who
decide to make it their HqME. (p. 41)

This response earns praise from her sister, Lily, but a frosty dismissal from
McClung as an "idealistic little piece," that fails to take into account that
"Some of the countries where these foreigners hail from are rattling their
sabres at Britain even as we speak" (p. 43). McClung, for all Beynon's
admiration and defence, lends direct support to McNair's accusations.
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withdraw the suggestion of a partial franchise. (p. 132)8

Within the dramatic (as opposed to the historical) action, Lill draws more
absolute lines between the two former friends to emphasizehow far apart the
issue of racial and ethnic tension has driven them, and through their conflict
she emphasizes how the issue divided the region as well as the movement.

Beynon idealistically clings to her prewar stance that all women must
have the vote, since they share other traditions, "Justice, love, equality" (p.
72), the very traditions McClung had spoken of before the war. Eventually,
animosity to her pacifist and pro-foreign stance - as other voices join that of
Wolfwillow - costs Beynon her job, and she emigrates to the United States,
since there seems little place for her in a "sisterhood" that can turn against its
own ideals, even if only as a "temporary" measure. According to Lill, the
price Beynon paid for refusing to compromise was that "she passed out of
history" (Mitchell 1985: 18), heroically trying to alter people's mistaken

Act Two opens with Nellie celebrating with her "sisters" on the day
women get the vote in Manitoba, congratulating them for having come"a
long way": "The dayhas finally arrived when we've beatenback the bigotry
which says that men are better than women. This day strikes a blow for
social equality" (p. 51). The reference to bigotry seems carefully calculated
to anticipate subsequent events in the play. The celebratory suffrage parade
music shifts quickly into military music, and McClung's speech soonbegins
to ring rather hypocritically as Canada's involvement in the war further
exposes and feeds antagonisms within the movement, and betweenwomen
of different cultural and economic backgrounds. The social and political
tension effectively turn a "paradise" momentarily "gained" into a "para
dise" fundamentally"compromised." McClung herself actively promotes a
bigoted compromise on the issue of federal votes for women. The key scene,
Scene Two, takes place in a dramatic (though historically inaccurate) con
frontation at a Winnipeg Press Club Christmas party. Lill creates the tense
dialogue between Beynon and McClung by meshing lines from Beynon's
columns in the Grain Growers' Guide with lines from a letter by McClung
published in response, in the Guide of 24January 1917.McClung argues that
since so many men (her own son among them) are away fighting, the
"balance" in many prairie ridingshas shifted away from good British stock,
and, she points out, the "whole moral tone of the electorate has drastically
changed" (p. 72). "Foreign" women must be denied the vote "to protect our
... [Imperial] traditions." Canadian women, it seems, speak with one voice
only if that voice has an approved, British, accent. Lill increases the shock
value of the scene through strategic omissions of passages from McClung's
letter. McClung had affirmed that she saw the exclusion of foreign women
from the vote as "merely a war measure" - a temporarily necessary
adjustment. She had concluded on an even more conciliatory note:

I quite realize that our forces must not divide.... Because I place woman
[sic] suffrage above all personal considerations, and because I know
that any one person's j11dgement is quite liable to he fault¥i=I will
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attitudes towards each other, speaking for their essential similarities in
stead of their superficial differences.

The Shipbuilder, which originates from events in the late 1920s and the
Depression-era1930s,again examines the ethnic and cultural tensions at the
close of the period of large-scale immigration - tensions arising in this case
from a continuing anxiety to suppress cultural difference and to insist on a
homogeneous "new-world" way of doing things. It is, in terms of historical
chronology, the final segment of Ken Mitchell's "Great Plains Trilogy,,,9
which explores how the Plains were emptied of their original inhabitants
(human and animal), then resettled by others to create a new world. The
process, in Mitchell's vision, robs the Plains of their Edenic potential,
resulting in a desiccated, impoverished environment and culture.

The play is a dramatized retelling of the story of Tom Sukanen, who built
a ship on the open prairie, planning to sail it down the Saskatchewan River
system, across Lake Winnipeg, down the Nelson River and out across
Hudson Bay, back to his native Finland. Mitchell, in resetting Sukanen's
story, has admittedly and openly made up characters and incidents, refusing
to be confinedby the "handcuffs" of history in dramatizing the forces, rather
than the individuals, in conflict. To emphasize and maintain distance be
tween Sukanen and the title character of his play, and to separate the events
of Sukanen's life (the historical framework for the dramatic action) from
those of the drama, Mitchell names his title character [aanus Karkulainen."

Right from his arrival, Jaanus is an affront and a challenge to the
standards of the settled community to which he is a latecomer. This is a
region in which the second generation is on the land. Jaanus' own brother,
Yuki, has married into the community, and into an established farm, while
[aanus has to make do on more marginal land. Yuki has also changed his
name, Anglicizing it to Crook in order to please his wife, Betsy, and to fit
into the community. Jaanus makes no such concessions.ll

Tensions between the brothers emerge in their first conversation, in
Scene Three. Jaanus greets Yuki in Finnish; Yuki begins to respond in
English, then recovers and switches to Finnish. Betsy protests: "Somebody
going to translate for me?"12Betsy and [aanus have been antagonists right
from Scene One, when she chases this ragged tramp away from her home,
ignoring his request for a drink of water. When Yuki tries to explain that
Betsy did not know who [aanus was, [aanus retorts that, in Finland, "the
dirtiest tinker would have been welcomed" (p. 27). Further tensions arise
when Jaanus turns down Betsy's invitation to come to church with them the
following Sunday. [aanus rejects the idea that God is found "only in your
puny church" (p. 29), earning a warning from Yuki that here "it's not like
the old country. More social responsibility. You're expected to set an
example." As the play proceeds, it becomes increasingly clear that "set an
example" is a euphemism for "follow the crowd." There is no room for
individuality or independent thinking (ironically, suchbehaviour raises the
suspicion of Bolshevism). For Betsy, the ultimate cause for alarm is that
Jaanus does not try to hide his origins, but remains proud of them, while her
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Yuki had "worked hard at fittin' in-tillJaanus came along" (p. 33).[aanus
is a daily reminder of her husband's "tainted" background.

Dramatically speaking, [aanus is a constant antagonist not just to Betsy,
but to the entire district, a reminder of what they have come from, and a
challenge to what they have become - or (if they dared admit it to
themselves) what they have reduced themselves to. He resolutely does
things his own way - an old-world way, rather than adapt to the "new"
way, "our" way. He digs himself a home into the ground, rather than raise
a house above it. He plants according to an old-world schedule. Mechani
cally gifted, he makes his own machinery as needed, rather than buy it from
the local dealers. This puts him in direct competition with the main local
businessman, Sholer, who is continually at pains to downplay his German
parentage. Sholer runs the main harvesting business in the district, using
large machines. He cannot abide [aanus' smaller, more efficient machine
cutting into his profits. Adding to his unrepentant "old-world" ways,
Jaanus "sins" further by his effrontery in succeeding on such terms - even
during the Depression, when the others are going under by sticking to their
made-in-Canada methods.

In contrast to the situation in Paper Wheat, in The Shipbuilder economic
hardship tends to increase ethnic tension, rather than reduce it; tends to
widen rifts, rather than bring the residents closer together; tends to make
residents more sensitive to their origins and differences, rather than less.
The plot shape of The Shipbuilder is similar to that of The Fighting Days: the
first half shows how something good could have happened, how a form of
paradise was possible, while the second half shows how that potential good
was undermined by ethnic tension - a tension between those who, like
Crook and Sholer, might not exactly "be" British, but who wished to appear
as such, opposed to one who chose to "be himself." In Scene Ten, for
example, Sholer speaks for the district when he bitterly, and ironically,
denounces "ImmigrantsI:=Mark my ¥Toms.~~dhe-----==
country" (p. 56). [aanus' one friend, Larry Bender replies "Your old man
was a D.P., Sholer," to which Sholer sanctimoniously responds "Well, so
what? I was born here! I belong here! Folks are asking me to run for the
Conservatives." Sholer's friend, Cannon, adds "They don't give a damn if
he's German! Right, Mike?" and Sholer shoots back "I'm not German! My
father was Austrian! And a land-owner, not some bog Irish peasant -!"
Some negative old-world attitudes, it appears, survive just barelybelow the
blurring smudge of western Canadian dust.

As Jaanus builds his ship, proposing to sail "home," his eccentric vision
of leaving the prairies, of returning to the Old World is a final insult to a
community that increasingly feels itself trapped by the physical and eco
nomic climate. To Betsy, it is even blasphemy. To her, and others, [aanus is
clearly insane: pressure builds to have him committed to the Saskatchewan
Hospital in North Battleford. As Yuki later explains, [aanus did not leave
Finland voluntarily; he was pushed out, effectivelybanished from his home
town for crossing class lines, for loving and being seen publicly with the
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daughter of a wealthy merchant. His years of wandering have been years of
exile. His rejection of Canadian ways of doing things has been, in retrospect, a
symptom ofhis psychological dependency on a vision of a lost home and a lost
love as much as a testimonial to his old-world savvy and resourcefulness.
When, as was Sukanen, he is finally committed, it is hard not to feel some
sympathywith the townspeople, for all their xenophobia andbigotry- Jaanus
seems insane, or seriously unbalanced and deluded, even to the audience.

Still, there is underlying the whole playa vision of an opportunity lost,
of a time and place where one man could have made a difference, had he not
been denied simply on the grounds that he refused to fit in, or to do things
U our way." There is also the pervasive sense that U our way" has on occasion
been no more forgiving or tolerant of difference than were the U old-world"
prejudices that drove [aanus into exile in the first place. Looked at another
way, [aanus becomes a victim of a "community standards" mentality. The
attempts to silence him are attempts by the townspeople to suppress
anyone whose vision or methods or standards differ from their own. In
some ways, Jaanus stands as a metaphor for the artist, someone who forces
the townspeople to examine themselves in a mirror not of their own
fashioning. Their response is to smash the offending mirror.

As drama these plays isolate and exaggerate, through concentration and
varying levels and techniques of fictionalization, events from the early
years of western Canadian settlement. They speak to western Canadian
audiences in the present of things from their collective pasts, and since
historical drama is fundamentally a polemical and didactic form," they
seek to inform those audiences not only about their past, but to reconstruct
that past as a modelby which to judge and evaluate their present. In the case
of Paper Wheat, the audience is asked to celebrate as its heritage the triumph
of tolerance over intolerance, and to recognize the achievement of ancestors
who adjusted to harsh realities by overcoming ethnic differences. The
Fighting· Days and The Shipbuilder ask their audiences to consider a less
pleasant herItage, one of continued and recurrent intolerance and repres
sion. As such, they are part of a larger project of Canadian historical drama
of their period, an investigation into and a challenging of Canada's smug,
mythical reputation for tolerance and compromise. The historical drama of
prairie settlement demonstrates how community solidarity - speaking
with one voice, acting on a common understanding - is not necessarily
exclusively a measure of success and a sign of cultural progress. When it
means punishing difference and enforcing conformity, community solidar
ity is also a form of tyranny - a barrier or an end to development, growth
and social progress.

NOTES

1. I use the phrase IIalternative theatre ethic" to emphasize that some of the "mainstream"
theatres (theatres producing mainly classics and imported British and American hits)
were also sympathetic to and participated in creating a local, "indigenous" drama. Useful
studies of alternative theatres are Alan Filewod's Collective Encounters: Documentary
Theatre in English Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987) and Renate Us
miani, Second Stage: The Alternative Theatre Movement in Canada (Vancouver: University of
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British Columbia Press, 1983).Dennis Johnston's UptheMainstream: TheRiseof Toronto's
Alternative Theatres, 1968-1975 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991), while not
related to the prairie experience directly, details the kinds of personalities and issues
involved. The sections on Theatre Passe Muraille and its "seed shows" provide useful
background to Paper Wheat.

2. George Ryga, "Contemporary Theatre and its Language," Canadian Theatre Review 14
(Spring 1977):9.

3. Theatre Passe Muraille, "The West Show," in Dianne Bessai and Don Kerr, eds., Showing
West: Three Prairie Docudramas (Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1982),25. The other prevailing
myth, of course, is that of "enormous individual ... efforts," and is more the preserve of
writers like Ken Mitchell, in plays like TheShipbuilder.

4. Gerald Friesen, The Canadian Prairies: A History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1984)250.

5. Twenty-Fifth Street Theatre, Paper Wheat: TheBook (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie
Books, 1982), 39. All subsequent references to this work, cited parenthetically, are from
this edition.

6. Wendy Lill, The Fighting Days (Vancouver: Talon Books, 1985), 35. All subsequent
references to this work, cited parenthetically, are from this edition.

7. Prophetic statements in Canadian history plays, up to about the time of John Coulter's Riel
(1950), tend to project a Canada that idealizes their audiences' "present," to celebrate or
idealize "who we are" or "what we have become." See, for example, Catherine Nina
Merritt's "When George the Third Was King" (1897)(Anton Wagner, ed., Women Pioneers.
Canada's Lostplays,Vol.2 (Toronto: CanadianTheatre Review Publications, 1979),155-82).
Elizabeth Fordyce, a newly settled Loyalist, speaks of a "vision of a hundred years from
now" (p. 181) and sees the people happily and devoutly settled beneath the Union Jack,
in a country of rich cities, their just legacy for the sacrifice made in the name of the crown.
Paper Wheat tends also to be a celebration play somewhat in this mould, though with
warnings toward the end that the legacy of cooperation could be in danger.

By the late 1960s and into the mid-1980s, perhaps influenced by Brechtian aesthetics
and politics, and/or by an ambient liberal-leftish sentiment, Canadian history plays
tended to prophesy an ideal not yet realized in the audience's present. See, for example,
Rick Salutin and Theatre Passe Muraille's 1837:TheFanners' Revolt: William LyonMackenzie
and the Canadian Revolution: A History/A Play (Toronto: James Lorimer, 1976). Samuel
Lount predicts from the gallows "This country will not have time to mourn a farmer and
a=-btaebmith. It will be free, I am-eert-ainj=t6ng~f6re-our=deafhS=tlave=time=tCibeconle

symbols" (p. 264). The play, of course, makes symbols of them, and suggests Canada is
still too dependent on colonial attachments and attitudes.

8. Beynon's reply to McClung, on the same page, is far more positive than that of Francis in
the play, and betrays a lingering "us vs them" sentiment on Beynon's own part- a sense
that "her" audience was itself primarily "British":

I have great pleasure in giving space to this letter from Mrs. McClung. While
Mrs. McClung's stand would not have altered my high regard for her as a
woman, I am glad that we shall still be able to work together as we have done
in the past with so much pleasure and profit.

I must confess that the fear that the foreign born citizens of this country would
ever combine on any issue seems to me fantastic, since they differ form each
other at least as widely as they differ from us.

9. The other plays in this trilogy are Davin: ThePolitician (1978),based on the life of Nicholas
Flood Davin, newspaperman, poet, playwright, and first Member of Parliament for
Regina, and The Plainsman, (1985), which explores the relationship between Gabriel
Dumont and his wife, Madeleine, and their disagreement in 1885overthe correct way to
secure a future for their people.
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10. [aanus has gone through numerous name changes over the history of this play. He began
as [aanus Koronkola, and has appeared under at least one other variant spelling,
Karhulainen. Tom Sukanen appears under his own name in an episode of "The West
Show," a collective documentary created by Theatre Passe Muraille in 1975. See Showing
West: Five Prairie Docudramas, Dianne Bessai and Don Kerr, eds. (Edmonton: NeWest
Press, 1982), 15-86.

11. See "The Significance of a Name," in H. Palmer, ed., Immigration and theRiseofMulticul
turalism (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1975), 132-35. "The consensus was that change of name
should be recommended to those who participate in the Canadian society as Canadians,
not as members of an individual ethnic group that happens to exist in that area geographi
cally known as Canada" (p. 132). Palmer further notes a "definite feeling" that "name
changers are those who are most active in the Canadian rather than the minority'ethnic'
community as such, and are most willing to break with some aspects of their past life in
that minority culture" (p. 133). Finally, although Finns are not mentioned as such in his
1914 report "The Immigration by Races," W.D. Scott singles out "Scandinavians" as
among "the most progressive" of settlers for the speed and ease with which they acquire
the English language and take citizenship. He expresses the opinion that "assimilation"
should be no problem for this group (rptd. Canadian HistorySinceConfederation: Essays and
Interpretations, Bruce Hodgins and Robert Page, eds., 2nd ed. (Georgetown: Irwin Dorsey
Ltd., 1979),409-26).

12. Ken Mitchell, TheShipbuilder (Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1990),26. All subsequent references
to this work, cited parenthetically, are from this edition.

13. Alan Filewod traces the Canadian history of this polemically didactic form in the opening
chapter, "The Evolution of Documentary Theatre," Collective Encounters: Documentary
Theatre in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). See especially pp. 5-13.
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Foxy Persons: Transformation of Narrative Mode in the
Prairie Theatre Exchange Production

of Margaret Sweatman's Fox
Chris Johnson

ABSTRACT. This article examines the transformation of Winnipeg General Strike narratives as
they pass through several interpretive filters. In 1991,Margaret Sweatman drew on material
from both communal and personal strike myths to write Fox,a novel and polyphonic response
to the monologic political text constructed by the Winnipeg establishment of 1919,particularly
by her grandfather, W.A.T.Sweatman, a leading figure in the Citizens' Committee of 1000.The
Prairie Theatre Exchange (PTE) and the CBC commissioned a dramatic adaptation, initiating
further transformation of Sweatman's narrative, transformed further still by the processes of
workshopping and rehearsal. When Fox, the play, opened at PTEin March 1994,the audience,
being for the most part Winnipeggers, brought with them the communal myths of the Strike
and, in many cases, personal myths as well, and thus responded to the theatrical eventwith the
Strike narrative each had chosen or constructed as his or her own, reshaping or reacting to the
actors' version of the playwright's version of the novelist's version. At this point, debate in
effect becomes an exchange of Strike narratives, using one to interrogate another, using a third
to subvert a fourth, and Foxenters into the communal narrative Winnipeg has been telling itself
for seventy-five years.

SOMMAIRE. L'article trace l'evolution des narrations sur la aGreve generate de Winnipeg,
tout au long de leurs tamisages interpretatifs successifs. En 1991,Margaret Sweatman decode
plusieurs mythes collectifs et personnels a propos de la Greve pour en tirer un roman servant
de contrepoids polymorphe a I'interpretation politique monolithique erigee par les notables
winnipeegois de 1919,dont son propre grand-perc, W.A.T.Sweatman, chef de file du « Comite
des 1000 citoyens ». Le Prairie Theatre Exchange (P.T.E.) et la Societe Radio-Canada lui
commandent alors une adaptation a la scene, enclenchant le processus de transformation de sa
narration, qui se poursuit tout au long des ateliers de reecriture et des repetitions. Lors de la
premiere de Fox en mars 1994,l'auditoire en grande partie winnipegois du P.T.E porte en lui
des mythes collectifs et, dans plusieurs cas, des mythes personnels, chacun reagissant par
consequent ala piece selon son discours privilegie, en remaniant ou reagissant face al'inter
pretation par ~e troupe d'acteurs d'une piece creee par une auteure a partir d'une version
romanesque. A ce niveau, le debat devient un echange de narrations a propos de la Greve,
chaque narration en interpellant une autre, puis faisant appel a une troisieme pour en subvertir
une quatrieme, de telle sorte que Fox trouve sa propre place dans le discours collectif que
tiennent les Winnipegois depuis trois-quarts de siecle,

In 1994, Winnipeg marked the seventy-fifth anniversary of the General
Strike~e forty1Wo-day-confrontation began=r-S~ay=Bi~,after the affiliatecP
unions of the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council voted overwhelmingly in
favour of a walkout in sympathy with construction and metal trades
workers already on strike; the issue, according to the unions, was the right
to organize, while their opponents saw labour's action as an attack on the
authority of responsible government. On 5 June, Mayor Charles F. Gray
issued a proclamation prohibiting demonstrations. About 30,000 workers
were on strike in a city with a population of 200,000.Virtually all factories
and retail outlets were shut down, there was no public transit, no telephone
service, and for a time, no telegraph link with the outside world. On 9 June,
all but sixteen members of the Winnipeg police force were fired for refusing
to promise not to join the strike. They were replaced by detachments of the
Royal North West Mounted Police, the militia, and "specials," volunteers
armed with baseball bats and recruited by the Citizens' Committee of 1000,
an organization of Winnipeg business and professional people formed to
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counter the strike, and which took upon itself the tasks of organizing
emergency services, communicating with Ottawa (both openly and clan
destinely), and constituting itself as the defacto civic government. Early in
the morning of 17 June, eleven members of the Central Strike Committee
were arrested.' On 21June, a crowd of strikers and returned soldiers defied
Mayor Gray's proclamation and demonstrated to protest the arrests. Moun
ties and specials on horseback dispersed the crowd with repeated charges"
many shots were fired, two strikers were killed and about thirty people
were seriously injured.' "Bloody Saturday" was effectively the end, and on
25 June, the Trades and Labor Council officially called off the strike.

These, then, are the "facts" of the events of May /June 1919, historical/
geographical realities almost immediately recast as competing historical
narratives in "official" histories compiled and published by the opposing
sides later that year (or so librarians guess, as both publications are un
dated). In the subsequent seventy-five years, the events have been further
shaped and reshaped by historians of various political stripes, as well as
sung about in labour songs and written about in novels, short stories,
poems, and plays, and through the latter, reenacted many times, in some
cases, in many different productions. In Winnipeg, especially, the "facts"
have also been remembered, but of course personal direct memory is
coloured by and blended with the historical, political, and artistic reinter
pretation encountered in the intervening years. Again, especially in Win
nipeg, Strike narratives have also been passed into family and community
lore in the form of family stories, anecdotes, and reminiscences published in
the local newspapers on significant anniversaries, most recently 1994.

In Winnipeg, then, the transhistorical myths of the Strike are both com
munal and personal: it is an event about which many contemporary Win
nipeggers have an opinion, and to which they attach a meaning. In 1991,
Winnipeg writer Margaret Sweatman published a novel, Fox, which drew
on material from both communal and personal I!!Yths: she later adapted the
novel for the stage, effecting another transformation, and the play, Fox!after
having undergone the inevitable further transformations through work
shopping and rehearsal, opened at the Prairie Theatre Exchange (PTE) in
March 1994. The audience, being for the most part Winnipeggers, brought
with them the communal myths of the Strike, and in many cases, personal
myths as well, and hence tended to see Sweatman's mythic rendition
through the double mythic lens they brought with them to the theatre,
effecting yet another transformation, all of which adds to and cumulatively
transforms Winnipeg's myth of the forty-two days in which momentous
events happened, when all the world seemed to be watching the political
morality play being enacted in Winnipeg's streets.

When Sweatman began the process which was to lead to Fox the novel,
then Fox the play, she used a number of historical narratives in interpretive
histories" and in primary material deposited in the Provincial Archives of
Manitoba: trial transcripts, personal letters and life writing, the so-called'
"strikers' history" derived from contemporaneous accounts published in
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the Western Labor News, and the competing account compiled by the Citizens'
Committee of 1000. For all that, Sweatman's process began far earlier: like
all life-long Winnipeggers, she had been raised in a city whose geography
itself is a text narrating the political agon whose significance Strike narra
tives have come to encapsulate. Winnipeg is two cities, the North End and
the South End. All cities have socioeconomic divisions, of course, but the
border between the two Winnipegs is strikingly dramatic: the huge CPR
railyards. In 1919,it was physically difficult to go from one Winnipeg to the
other, as there were few ways of crossing the yards; most north/south
streets stopped at the railroad. Land surveys north of the tracks established
a discourse of poverty, one which can still be read in city street maps and
mappings of electoral power: north of the tracks, building lots were much
smaller - consequently, tenements were built to the edge of the property
lines and crowded together in slum warrens. City services provided in the
north were much inferior to those in the south, disease more common,
infant mortality higher, life expectancy shorter. To a certain extent, these
differences remain, although, as is the case in many North American cities,
the distinction between "inner" and "outer" city is now more significant in
a number of these respects. South was WASP, north was Jewish, Ukrainian,
Polish (now often Aboriginal and Filipino). South votes Liberal and Conser
vative, North votes NDP and, until recently, Communist. In Winnipeg, "the
wrong side of the tracks" is a metaphor whose materiality is obvious.

For all that, it is the North End that defines Winnipeg in the popular
imagination elsewhere in the country - Steve Juba and Adele Wiseman,
John Hirsch and Burton Cummings, Joe Zuken, Miriam Waddington, Larry
Zolf, Sheldon Oberman, Bruce McManus, Leslee Silverman, Red Roots
Theatre, Popular Theatre Alliance of Manitoba, perogies, Kelekis Restau
rant, Selkirk Avenue, the Ukrainian Labor Temple, passionate art and
passionate politics, the economically marginal capturing the imaginative
centre. In this cultural and "spiritual" sense, the South End often perceives
itself~ept4v=ed:tmltl=l;ltis1'ereeivec:ideprivati{)n7t00fi-s-part--ofthe--cily's-soclal
matrix, part of the dynamic of Sweatman's work: for each Winnipeg, the
other is an "Other." In her program notes for the PTE premiere production
of Foxin March 1994she writes:

Growing up in the Crescentwood, I would take-a bus downtown and
attend acting classes at the Manitoba Theatre Centre. There I met kids
from all over town and in particular I remember ... the kids from the
"northend," who seemed to me smarter, more energetic, and most of
all, more real than I felt myself to be. I always wanted to write ... and I
felt very strongly that as a middle-class, south-end girl I would be an
invalid writer. My lucky life, my nurturing family, the illusions of a
protective wall created by my gender and my class, all the material that
made me, also would prevent me from having anything to contribute to
the arts.

For Sweatman, the Strike is an even stronger personal presence than is
the case for most Winnipeggers. W.A.T., or Travers, Sweatman was a
leading figure in the Citizens' Committee of 1000, one of the group who
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Rodney Trotter is based on Sir Joseph Flavelle," a meat-packing tycoon and
chairman of the Imperial Munitions Board during World War I, accused by
his enemies of profiteering, accusations reported by the Winnipeg Defense
Committee (1919: 14, 100). MacDougall is a composite of three strike
leaders: J.S.Woodsworth (proponent of the social gospel and later a founder
of the CCF),8 Fred Dixon (socialist MPP [MLA], first president of the Domin
ion Labour Party, and reporter for the strike issues of the Western Labor
News) and R.B. Russell (an activist in the International Association of
Machinists, his name still current and mythic in Winnipeg through the
North End vocational school named in his honour).

Event is relegated to the margins, including the Strike itself, a peripheral
presence active in Sweatman's narrative primarily through its role as a
catalyst in the developing political consciousness of Eleanor, a youngish,
unmarried, upper middle-class, South End woman and the novel's central
character/ consciousness, often the lens through which impressions of 1919
Winnipeg are perceived. Eleanor's progression towards the eccentric and

intercepted Senator Gideon Robertson at the Lakehead when the federal
minister of Labour was on his way to Winnipeg on a fact-finding mission,
ensuring that the senator first encountered the strike narrative constructed
by the establishment. Most significantly, Travers Sweatman was one of the
prosecutors in the trials of the eight strike leaders charged with seditious
conspiracy." He was also Margaret's grandfather.

This biographical/biological fact does not relegate novel and play to
simple acts of atonement. Sweatman the writer viewed Sweatman the
establishment lawyer through his attempt to establish a monologic political
text," In particular, Margaret was intrigued by her grandfather's role in
petitioning the federal government for the infamous forty-minute legisla
tion, which amended immigration law to permit the deportation of the
British-born (which included most of the strike leaders), and which is called
the forty-minute legislation because it was passed into law in record time.
In effect, the manoeuvre constructed the law after the fact, made the events
of the strike a revolution by naming them so.

Another figure whom Sweatman describes asa "social prophylactic" in
the shaping of what she calls her "book of origins" is her grandmother,
Constance Travers Sweatman, a modestly successful author of society
novels in the 1920s, elegant, assured and poised in their assumption of
centrality and control of social language. While we would regard the
novels as unthreatening expressions of the statusquo, the Sweatman family
disapproved of Constance because they regarded the act of writing as
unwomanly, and an indication of unseemly egocentricity. These, then, are the
ancestors and the ancestral narratives present in the novelist-playwright's
exploration of the Strike as an act of language.

The novel is a polyphonic response, privileging voices at the expense of
plot and lineal development. In some cases the voices are those of fictional
characters, although these often share Sweatman's historical ancestry. Oth

----ers=are=ve>iees=Wi-ttFidem-ifiab-le=oomtter-parts---m-tlte-his-ter-iea-l---I-l-a-rI'-a-ti-ves~-Sil"--
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"ex-centric" contrasts with the social acquiescence of Mary, her cousin and
daughter of Sir Rodney. Drinkwater, Mary's fiancee, is a real estate devel
oper and thus an author of the street-map text of the city's social structure,
and also a member, with Sir Rodney, of the Citizens' Committee, thus an
author of the political text, the language of class struggle (as, for that matter,
is MacDougall). The mutually acquisitive engagement between Mary Trot
ter and Drinkwater is demonstrably an economic contract, part of Sweat
man's strategy to "make the politics sexual and the sex political." Mary's
voice allows us to "view real pain and suffering through pearls and perfume,"
a perspective destabilized by Eleanor's (and Margaret's) defection.

There are many other voices: the voices of working-class women who
beat up scab truck drivers; the voices of two elderly clerics, one for and one
against the Strike; the voice of a young woman who prostitutes herself in
order to pay the rent, a borrowing from Barry Broadfoot's Ten Lost Years
(1975: 74-75,277-78,281-82); Bill Hoop speaking at the Walker Theatre, 22
December 1918,and George Armstrong speaking at the Majestic Theatre, 10
January 1919(in the novel, conflated). There is also a collage of voices from
the historical narratives - political speeches, popular songs, the Western
Labor News, The Winnipeg Tribune, The Manitoba Free Press, letters, advertise
ments, Karl Marx, advertising slogans from billboards in period photo
graphs, proclamations, law, hymns, secret despatches:

We are stepping from a night of superstition into the full blaze of a
religion for life and for men, instead of a religion for death and angels.
The Labour Church must be the beacon that flashes the glad message
from city to city until the whole earth is aflame. (Sweatman 1991:80)

***

The Strike is developing into a social revolution. The Bolshevik leaders
intend to divide the country among themselves and their followers.
(Sweatman 1991:174)

Did your Washerwoman Show Up on Washday? Hasn't the Strike
brought Home to you the fact of how Dependable a TimeSaver Electric
Washer would be in your Home? Think! Your washerwoman is asking
40 cents an hour and you can't be sure she's coming. And the TimeSaver
Electric Washer is Always at your Command, costs 2 cents an hour to
operate, and will last a Lifetime. (Sweatman 1991:132)

***

The workers are as numerous as the leaves in the forest,"

Eleanor becomes infatuated with MacDougall, MacDougall's voice and
words, and again the politics are sexual, the sex political. For a time, at least,
'she crosses the railyard border to the North End, or tries to. But MacDougall
cannot apply political principle to personal relations and remains indifferent
to or even frightened of Eleanor's individual revolution. Here Sweatman
adds gender analysis to the class analysis which dominates the historical
narratives, as she also does by highlighting Eleanor's admiration for Helen
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Figure 1. Peter Smith as MacDougall, Darcy Dunlop as Eleanor. "Seducing her with Marx." Photo courtesy
Gerry KopelowI Photographics Inc.
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Figure 2. Victor Pankratz as Tony. "Through the uniformed soldier, the War is almost always present in the
play, another boundary to cross, this one temporal... ." Photo courtesy Gerry KopelowIPhotographics Inc.
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Armstrong, one of only two female members of the Central Strike Commit
tee, like the establishment's Citizens' Committee, essentially a patriarchal
structure.10

Eleanor's initial perceptions are of her time, and her attempts to escape
the class and gender structures of that time make her a "New Woman" of
the period; however, her perceptions are altered in the process. She is finally
unable to position herself within the existing social structure, excluded by
both the establishment and the subversive, and her ultimate detachment
and skepticism are in many respects anachronistically postmodern. The
process which became Fox in both its avatars began as a project which
would "slice diagonally through time" from the 1970sback to the 1920s, the
era when Sweatman believes the Winnipeg establishment was at the height
of its wealth and power, the era when she thought her ancestral class
narratives were clearest. The project took a different direction when Sweat
man discovered the mythic and linguistic power of the Strike, but the
beginnings of the Winnipeg time travel project are still evident in the prose
pieces published in her book, Private Property, 1988, set in the 1960s and
1970s, and in which a central character is also named Eleanor. The Eleanor
of those pieces is a contemporary of Margaret Sweatman, and through the
transformation effected by her subsequent "book of origins," so too, in
some respects, is the Eleanor of Fox, conflating time and locating in one
consciousness an Eleanor who is both grandmother and granddaughter.

The novel was published in 1991. Michael Springate, then with the
Canada Council, read a favourable review in the Globe and Mail, was
intrigued by what he could gather of the novel's premise, began to think of
it as a play within the context of his candidacy for the artistic directorship of
PTE, subsequently successful largely because the organization was espe
cially interested in his dramaturgical expertise. When he read the novel
itself he was impressed, he says, by its language and postmodern ethic, and
was-particularly attracted La its-irony, pIeseILt,forexanlple, mthejuxtapo
sition of a South End wedding and North End death and pain on "Bloody
Saturday." Springate met Sweatman, creative rapport seemed possible
(especially after Sweatman saw Springate's production of Patrick Friesen's
TheRaft),PTE and the CBC jointly commissioned a dramatic adaptation, and
yet another transformation began.

Springate assigned to the project as dramaturge Libby Mason, a Win
nipeg director with extensive background in British collective theatre mak
ing, attracted to the project by the work's attention to class and gender
struggles; the play's closer attention to politics can probably be attributed in
part to her influence, although Springate's own historical materialism was
also a contributing factor. The script went through several drafts, and was
workshopped on three occasions. A collective concern for dramatic struc
ture was probably augmented by the PTE audience's resistance to narrative
experiment in Springate's production of his own play, Dog andCrow, early
in the 1992-93season, by concern over the declining number of subscribers,
and by the ongoing "identity crisis" facing PTE since its move from a small,
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shabby, but charming and intimate facility in the old Grain Exchange
building on Princess Street to larger, decidedly upscale and somewhat
glossy premises in the Portage Place mall." The accumulated result was a
script closer in shape to a conventional realistic play than the novel is to
conventional prose narrative. In later drafts, attention shifted from relation
of event to event, from contemplation and verbal analysis to conflict and
dramatic action.

Nonetheless, the play retains conflations of time and perspective, often
deviates from the conventions of realism, often mixes theatrical languages,
and makes extensive use of intertextuality. In Scene 6, "Quartet," for
example, several scenes fold into one: MacDougall addresses a public
gathering; MacDougall talks politics with Eleanor in his bookstore, "seduc
ing [her] with Marx"; a ghost enters Eleanor's consciousness and gives
MacDougall's words another meaningrf Eleanor tells Drinkwater and
Mary about her growing fascination with MacDougall, thus interpreting
the scene we simultaneously see; Eleanor tells Drinkwater and Mary that
she has decided to move into an apartment of her own, thus collapsing
cause and effect and demonstrating a consequence of Eleanor's attraction to
MacDougall; and, finally, Mary delivers one of the three sensual mono
logues in the play in which she eroticizes material possessions. The play,
while it attaches more importance to character and event, retains a chorus
of voices.

Many of the fragments of historical narrative which Sweatman had
employed in the novel also appear in the play. New fragments also find a
place in the stage version - Wordsworth's vision of enemy territory from
Paul Fussell's The Great WarandModern Memory/3 "Women, like things, at
second-hand/ Do half their value lose," a passage from "A Dialogue
Between Amintas and Celia" by Sir Charles Sedley which Constance Trav
ers Sweatman quotes and elaborates, but does not question, in her novel,
flaJf-P~~q~.(?~d.I~y19~8:~8;uC:.S""ea.tI1J.~1927:!l"ont!~piece;NL~wg£ltman

-production draft, 69). Hoop's and Armstrong's words from the 22 Decem-
ber Walker Theatre and 10 January Majestic Theatre public meetings come
out of MacDougall's mouth, or Eleanor's, quoting MacDougall (Winnipeg
Defense Committee: 11, 17;M. Sweatman 1991: 7;M. Sweatman production
draft: 5, 14). Ivens, writing in the Western Labor News, adds some more. A
caption describing photographs of selectivelybred pigs in Bliss's biography
of Sir Joseph Flavelle provides a phrase for Sir Rodney. Aural quotations, the
contemporaneous popular song, "My Dream of the Big Parade,"14 is now
present in poignant melody as well as through lyrics. The production adds
period jazz, a labour song, the sound of 1919 slang, the contrasting voices
and rhythms of nineteenth- and twentieth-century generations.

Many marginal characters and voices do not survive this second transi
tion. Two, however, expand. Tony, Eleanor's brother, killed in World War
I, is a memory referred to only occasionally in the novel. In the play, he is a
character, a visible ghost, and it is he who brings with him Wordsworth's
"happy warrior'i" and No Man's Land, who sings "My Dream of the Big
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Parade" and, at play's end, an ironic epithalamium, heightening the North
End/South End juxtaposition just referred to. Through the uniformed
soldier, the war is almost always present in the play, another boundary to
cross, this one temporal, and a strong contextualizing force, placing local
narrative within global metanarrative. Tony is at once an embodiment of
the values of the class to which he and his sister belong, frozen in the past,
and of cynical pragmatism. Disillusioned and alienated by the experience of
the war and of his own death, Tony can see what the involved living cannot,
and feels free to talk about it. In several drafts of the play, but not the one
eventually staged, he says to Eleanor:

You live in anticipation of pleasure and ease and abundance. And when
your fate like a sniper hidden in the trees picks you off oneby one, alone,
you'll be surprised, and humiliated by your private disaster. In the war,
we all saw the terror at the same time. There's comfort in that. (Novem
ber 1993, draft: 3)

Throughout the play, Tony both impels Eleanor's movement forward,
encouraging and almost stage managing her as she develops an emotional
attachment to MacDougall, another and still living man, and holds herback,
as his ability to imagine the possibilities of the future is limited by the time
of his death.

In the second expansion, Anna in the novel becomes Aileen in the play,
still the mother of Stevie, the young boy shot down by the Mounties on
Bloody Saturday, himself a transformation and composite of the adult
strikers killed and mortally wounded 21June 1919.16 Aileen moves closer to
the centre of the dramatic narrative when Sweatman gives her a job as maid
in Sir Rodney's household, and a relationship with MacDougall, now her
long-time lover. Through Aileen, the North End has a stronger voice in the
play than it does in the novel. Aileen also provides a dramatic moment
yielding powerful insight into the different world inhabited by people of
hesclass, the.transition from Soone One to Scene T¥lO, inSpringate's staging
also a startling transition from South End to North End. Many elements of
Scene One could be found in a Constance Travers Sweatman novel, or a
George Bernard Shaw play, a scene of witty conversation, then political
self-definition as MacDougall comes to Sir Rodney's house to apologize to
Eleanor for having taken her to a political meeting which turned into a riot:
drawing room comedy,later to be deconstructed. Aileen moves through the
scene unobtrusively, serving drinks and canapes, taking and fetching coats,
and as is usually the case in drawing room comedy, one barely notices the
servant. At the end of the scene, however, Aileen is left alone on stage in
narrowing light, she loosens her restrictive uniform, crosses the stage into
her own space and confronts the returned MacDougall for not having
acknowledged her, named her by name, in the drawing room. The margins
have moved to the centre, in the minds of the audience as well as on stage,
in a matter of two or three seconds. The left-wing theories, with which we
have just heard MacDougall challenge Sir Rodney (and which we have
probably silently cheered), are in their tum challenged by Aileen's working
class realities.
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Anna/Aileen's promotion did not come without problems. In her role as
MacDougall's lover, she brings with her not only the period sexual politics
of socialist "free love," but also an old-fashioned romantic triangle, intro
ducing elements of conventional plot which the playwright had hoped to
avoid. The problems, in their tum, are not without advantage, as the
romantic rivalry between Aileen and Eleanor provides some of the sharpest
intersections of the political and the personal, central to Sweatman's gender
analysis of the Strike and of North End/South End social conflict.

The theatrical transformation of fictional narrative mode also trans
formed MacDougall. Sweatman herself says she finds the MacDougall of
the play more interesting and more likable than the MacDougall of the
novel, where he is seen primarily through exterior shots, more a collection
of impressions perceived through the minds of others thana character in his
own right. The MacDougall of the play has a sense of humour, is more
conscious of self and personal motivation, is more emotionally engaged,
more conflicted. He develops as a character in the course of the work,
moving to the left politically, from the religious and rhetorical "ecstasy" of
the social gospel" through anguish and guilt when events tum violent, to a
more revolutionary stance which in theory at least acknowledges a place for
violence, severely tested, with what result we never learn, by Stevie's death.
While the MacDougall of the play is still unable to apply political conviction
to personal relations, he recognizes and grieves the failure.

The script was still being rewritten and revised when rehearsals began 8
February, and playwright, dramaturge, director and cast contributed to
further changes up until the production's preview March 1 and beyond.
Many of these changes originated from the cast, from explicitly offered
suggestions, from the difficulties they encountered with roles and/or with
sequences of dramatic action, and from Sweatman's further thoughts on
seeing particular people inhabit her characters, work through the thoughts
arld a<:~ions sh~had given them. The PTEFox cast ~aIlle~roIIla \Vi4e va.riety
of previous theatrical experience, stylistic inclination, and formal training.
While this heterogeneity is common in the first productions of Canadian
plays, and while it is clearly an important material consideration in the
analysis of this crucial step in the development of a new play, it is seldom
addressed. Byway of illustration, here are some brief observations concern
ing the sources and nature of actor input in the premiere production of Fox.
Eleanor was played by Darcy Dunlop, the well-known actress now based in
Calgary; she has particularly extensive background in musical theatre, and
while a very thoughtful and analytical performer, moves easily and almost
instinctively to a larger than life scale. MacDougall was played by Peter
Smith, until recently artistic director of the Blyth Festival, very experienced
in and engaged by new play development, like Dunlop an experimenter; he
brought to the role both a stillness and a cheeky humour which caught most
of the other participants by surprise.

The rest of the cast were from Winnipeg. Aileen was played by Megan
McArton, a University of Winnipeg Theatre graduate, veteran of a season
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Figure 3. Megan McArton as Aileen, Peter Smith as MacDougall. At the end of the play, MacDougall tries to
comfort Aileen after telling her that her son has been killed. "North End death and pain on 'Bloody
Saturday'." Photo courtesy Gerry Kopelow /Photographics Inc.
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with the Everyman in Liverpool on an exchange visit, a PTE stalwart,
stunning in TheRaft,and one of Springate's favourite Winnipeg performers.
McArton approaches a role with many questions, but once committed, is
capable of great emotional power, very important to the end of the playas
staged. Mary was played by Sharon Bajer, a Studio 58 alumna seen earlier
in the season at PTE in the title role in the English-language version of
Nikolai Koljada's Marilyn Mudrow. Bajer is a real risk taker, and probably
the performer in the cast who generated the most surprises, the most
unusual moment to moment choices. Richard Clarkin, a National Theatre
School graduate formerly of Primus, was Drinkwater. Clarkin has a strong
stage presence, but tends to rely a bit too much on image, while evidence of
his Eugenio Barba/Richard Fowler background is surprisingly absent from
his performances in more mainstream theatre. Stan Lesk, a John Hirsch
alumnus and musical comedy/Rainbow Stage fixture, was Sir Rodney.
Lesk is a comic to the bone, intuitive and supple, but somewhat uncomfort
able with serious drama and suspicious of anything which smacks to him of
the intellectual. Victor Pankratz, an accomplished singer but novice actor,
was Tony, and Arne MacPherson, University of Alberta, Independents,
Fringe, was Wesley Salton, a "special." As politically active and informed
Winnipeggers, McArton, Bajer, and MacPherson in particular brought into
the rehearsal process clear personal visions of what the Strike was like and
what it meant.

Not all the changes effected by the conditions of rehearsal and produc
tion were predictable, controllable, or productive. Dunlop's playing the
part required revising the character's age upward, and Eleanor's combina
tion of innocence and worldliness was difficult to accept in a woman in, say,
her mid-thirties, even in 1919, while the teacher/student, father/daughter
aspect of Eleanor's relationship with MacDougall was clouded. Further,
Eleanor's extremely complex and rapidly shifting sub-text in two key
scenes with MacDougall, quite easily controlled and followed by a reader in
the.relatively coolmedium.of the novel, too-eftp'CftH-~.--F-Cbtf-"ei-'icai+lmrJ-1.Ll+'cL-..:f£l-Hu-Ht'-Ate~r==-\:JY'-fo-Hn+-...s:lstFTIa-vgpe,-=------------,---------------
suggesting that Eleanor was neurotic rather than high-strung, reducing the
significance of her personal rebellion, and making her an unsympathetic
political dilettante in the eyes of many in the audience. Stan Lesk, short and
round, was transformed by moustache and top hat into an exact replica of
the cigar-smoking plutocrat on Monopoly cards. As Lesk also had difficulty
with some of the character's complexities, the result was a little too close to
political caricature, losing Sir Rodney's nineteenth-century sense of noblesse
oblige and his grudging admiration for the strikers. Similarly, Richard
Clarkin's rendition of Drinkwater's surface was almost too perfectly F.Scott
Fitzgerald, with the subsequent loss of the character's inner contradictions,
again simplifying the political conflict and diminishing its human dimen-
sion. Victor Pankratz, cast for his beautiful tenor singing voice, is an
inexperienced actor; given the short rehearsal period, some acting problems
were addressed by eliminating short Tony scenes and abbreviating others,
which reduced the effectiveness of an important strategy for implementing
intertextuality (and inter-reality).
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In rehearsal, Springate moved in two directions at once, on the one hand
seeking to clarify conventional through-line where he thought it necessary,
on the other, intensifying and adding to conflations of time, perspectives,
realities, where he thought the play needed more density, for example,
folding a preliminary scene between Tony and Eleanor into the beginning
of the drawing room comedy, thus suspending Eleanor between interior
and exterior worlds. In the final scene, the marriage of Mary and Drinkwa
ter, MacDougall arrives to tell Aileen that her son has been killed. At that
moment, Springate used lighting and movement to transform the upstage
wedding reception line into the line of mounted policemen bearing down
on the strikers: social conventions which usually mask the connection
between the weapon and those who wield it were instantly stripped away.
The following contrast between celebration, self-congratulation, confetti,
and McArton's inconsolable wails of grief was for many an unforgettable
image of the gulf between North and South Ends.

Like the work itself, in its various transformations, the reception of Fox
was quite slippery. Garth Buchholz's review in TheWinnipeg Free Press was
close to rapturous (4.5 stars out of 5!),18 while Reg Skene on CBCradio and
Kevin Longfield in Theatrum were very negative," and Robert Enright on
CBC television was positive with qualification. Some audience members
thought it the best work PTE had done in several years, others responded
with outright anger, and interestingly, much of the reaction, positive and
negative, was political, revolving around ownership of the Strike and its
narratives. Many on the Right accused the play/production of sentimental
izing the working class and caricaturing the wealthy, while some on the Left
were upset by what they saw as a marginalizing of the Strike itself, and as
Anglo, middle-class appropriation of"their story. ,,20 Here it mustbe remem
bered that in its depiction of the Central Strike Committee as a patriarchy in
some respects parallel to that of the Committee of 1000,Fox interrogated old
Left- as well as Right-wing myths. The post-production discussion with the
alldiell€efollowinglile fULalpelfoIIllaIlCe was certaiI-rlythe liveliest Ihave
ever attended at PTE, and a reminder that the Strike retains the power to
provoke strong emotional reaction, that its meanings are still publicly
contested.

Some of the members of the audience were misled by publicity I would
agree was misleading: posters, press releases, the high-school study guide
which I prepared, indeed the timing of the production to coincide with the
seventy-fifth anniversary, suggested a play more clearly focussed on the
historical event, alon§ the lines of Jack Gray's Striker Schneiderman or Bill
Harrar's Bolshie Bash, 1 or one in which the Strike's domestic motivational
function is clearer, as in Ann Henry's Lulu Street. For some, expectations
were betrayed, for others, expectations were manipulated in revealing
ways. The nature of the PTE audience contributed to the slipperiness. For
the most part, that audience is relatively affluent, professional-managerial
class, but more likely to vote NDP than is a Manitoba Theatre Centre
audience - small "I" liberal or social democrat, and 60 percent female. In
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other words, as Margaret succinctlyput it, there were a great many Eleanors
in the audience watching Eleanor.

Some Eleanors found this disturbing, others identified strongly with the
character's choices, understanding that the merely domestic rebellion to
which she resorts and with which she must content herself near the play's
conclusion is one of the few avenues open to her, given the conflict between
her new convictions and gender/ class structures then current. That, in tum,
led audience discussion into a consideration of whether those structures are
still intact, if perhaps disguised in different ways, of whether the Strike and
what it represents effected any significant or lasting social change, and into
considerations of what kind of city and community Winnipeg is as a result,
still a hot-bed of radical political thought, as some would like to think, or a
city whose establishment is more socially responsible than most, as others
prefer to believe. Both interpretations were put forward in post-production
discussion. The alternative visions/myths depend on the meanings one
attaches to the IIfacts" with which we began, the narrative one has chosen or
constructed as one's own. The audience, then, responds with its own
narratives, reshaping -orreacting to the actors' version of the playwright's
version of the novelist's version of her own personal myths, and of ways in
which those personal myths have shaped for her the communal myths and
the historical narrative she inherited. At this point, debate in effect becomes
an exchange of Strike narratives, using one to interrogate another, using a
third to subvert a fourth, and Fox, transformed yet again by audience
response, enters into the communal narrative Winnipeg has been telling
itself for seventy-five years.

NOTES

Unless otherwise specified, quotations attributed to Margaret Sweatman are from the inter
view of 18 May 1994. I worked with Michael Springate as associate director on the PTE
production of Fox; comments on changes effected by later rewrites, directorial choices, actor
input, and rehearsal conditions are based on personalobservation 01the rehearsal process.

1. William Ivens, R.B.Russell, John Queen, A.A. Heaps, George Armstrong, R.E. Bray, John
Queen, Martin Charitinoff, Moses Almazoff, B.Devyatken, Oscar Choppelrei. A twelfth
man was arrested in error. A warrant was issued for Sam Blumenberg, but he escaped to
the United States. The Winnipeg Defense Committee [1919], P. Jackson (1979), D.M.
Bercuson (1990) and D.C. Masters (1950)all contend that those with non-English names
were arrested to substantiate the establishment claim that the Strike was led by "enemy
aliens." See below. William Pritchard and R.J.Johns were arrested later. Russell was tried
separately, convicted, and sentenced to two years imprisonment; of the other seven
brought to trial on charges of seditious conspiracy, Heaps was acquitted - each of the
others was sentenced to a year's imprisonment. Fred Dixon and J.S. Woodsworth were
also later arrested and charged with seditious libel, charges arising from their work on the
strike issues of The Western Labor News - Dixon was acquitted and charges against
Woodsworth were subsequently dropped. Several rank and file strikers were arrested 21
June, charged with combinations of rioting, unlawful assembly, and intimidation, and
were fined or sentenced to up to two years imprisonment. A number of "aliens" were
interned at Kapuskasing and, it is suspected, some were deported.

2. One striker was killed instantly, another, shot in both legs, died of gangrene a few days
later. Most sources say that twenty-four strikers and six policemenwere seriously injured.
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3. In a preliminary note to her novel, M. Sweatman specifically acknowledges as sources,
among others "too numerous to mention": Salem Goldworth Bland, TheNew Christianity
1920;Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1973;Michael Bliss,A Canadian Millionaire: The
Lifeand Business Timesof Sir Joseph Flavelle, Bart. 1858-1939 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1978);
Rev. (Captain) Wellington Bridgman, Breaking Prairie Sod: TheStoryofaPioneer Preacher in
the Eighties, With a Discussion of the Burning Question of To-day, "Shall the Alien Go?"
(Toronto: The Musson Book Company Ltd., 1920); Mary V. Jordan, Survival: Labour's
Trials and Tribulations in Canada (Toronto: McDonald House, 1975);Grace MacInnis, ].S.
Woodsworth: A Man to Remember (Toronto: Macmillan, 1953); Kenneth McNaught, A
Prophet in Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1959);Doug Smith, Let Us Rise!
An Illustrated HistoryoftheManitoba Labour Movement (Vancouver: New Star Publications,
1985);J.S.Woodsworth, My Neighbour (1911;Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972).
After a somewhat disputatious correspondence with Bercuson, Sweatman says she now
acknowledges that his description of the first day of the Strike was a source for the
relevant portions of the novel as well (Bercuson 1990:116-17;M. Sweatman 1991:87-89).

4. A.J. Andrews, Isaac Pitblado, J.B.Coyne and S. Goldstine also prosecuted. W.A.Travers
Sweatman (1879-1941) was a partner in Richards, Sweatman, Kemp and Fillmore. The
Winnipeg Defense Committee gives an account of Sweatman's acting as unofficial
representative of the Committee of 1000at city council meetings ([1919]: 59), reports his
arguing that the sympathetic strike must be called off before negotation of the original
disputes (p. 60), and mentions his meeting with the federal minister of Labour (p. 61).
Bumsted also discusses Sweatman's attending a Round Table Conference called by
Mayor Gray, both he and A.J.Andrews purportedly"acting for themselves," although,
says Bumsted (1994: 35), "their preemptory attitude might have suggested that they had
been empowered by somebody." Masters (1950: 96) describes Sweatman's role in estab
lishing the "specials," and Jordan (1975: 82, 173) describes his involvement in the "alien
question" and quotes his letter to the minister of Labour urging deportation of leaders of
the One Big Union movement. Masters (1950: 120) discusses the defence motion that
Sweatman and Andrews be withdrawn as prosecutors "on the grounds that they had
been actively connected with the citizens' committee"; the motion was thrown out.
Despite the amendment to the Immigration Act, none of the Strike leaders was, in fact,
deported, but Masters (1950: 127)and others have argued that their conviction required
that the events of the strike be interpreted as an attempt to overthrow representative
government rather than as a labour dispute.

5. Margaret Sweatman specifically identifies the influence of Bahktin.

6 YoungFolk} OldFolk, 1926;Half-Price, 1927; ToL.olle andtoCherish, 1929 .The first is setin St
Paul, Minnesota; the second, in a fictional American college town in northern Minnesota;
the third in an unidentified midwestern Canadian city, presumably Winnipeg. All three
are novels of family life and social change, all purport to explore contemporaneous shifts
in moral values: the first two are concerned with generational conflict, the third with the
dangers of extramarital sexual attraction. The 1920sof Constance Sweatman's novels are
roaring in that there are speeding roadsters, speakeasies, unchaperoned parties in young
men's flats, rebellious youth. There is some talk of "free love," the "sex-appeal army"
(Half-Price, p. 101), "the primal idea of marriage" (Young Folk, Old Folk, p. 25), debates
contrasting "parent desire" and "mate instinct" (To Love and to Cherish, p. 110), and an
unsympathetic character in Half-Price is identified as a "free thinker," but subversive
ideas are not pursued, and youthful rebellion is explained away as high spirits or as a new
and refreshing honesty which ultimately serves central family values. Plots are resolved
in a way that upholds the statusquo,and transgressions of social values are in most cases
first employed for titillating effect, then revealed to be transgressions in appearance only,
through devices such as the secret marriage in YoungFolk, OldFolk. ToLoveand toCherish
alone explicitly refers to political issues; a character with whom the reader is meant to
sympathize says that there are no slums in the city (as I said above, presumably
Winnipeg), and argues against the establishment of the"dole" (p. 19).Itmust be said that
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Constance Travers Sweatmanwrites well, and is particularly adept at manipulating event
and revelation to effect surprise; the novels are often great fun to read.

7. Flavelle was a prominent Methodist, in vehement opposition to that portion of his church
devoted to the social gospel; he was given to somewhat meandering social philosophy,
conservative but cognizant of some of capitalism's cruelties, similar to that in which Sir
Rodney indulges himself in Sweatman's play (Bliss:398-400).

8. For Woodsworth's account of the strike, see his Following the Gleam: A modern pilgrim's
progress - todate! (Ottawa: n.p., 1926).

9. The Winnipeg Defense Committee account of the Strike attributes the phrase to William
Best, a representative of the Running Trades, speaking to a meeting of representatives
from Winnipeg City Council, trade unions, and the Citizens' Committee (p. 60). Margaret
Sweatman uses it several times in both novel and play.

10. Helen Armstrong, leader of the local chapter of the Women's Labor League (married to
George Armstrong, an official in the carpenters' union and another strike leader), played
an important role in organizing the city's female labour force (a quarter of the total): retail
clerks, secretaries, "hello girls" employed by the telephone company, bakery and confec
tionery workers, workers in the large garment industry, domestics. She was, at one point,
arrested for her efforts, but was not brought to trial. On "ladies' day" at the "Soldiers'
Parliament" in Victoria Park on 12 June, Woodsworth called for the equality of women
and characterized the Strike as part of "the great movement for the emancipation of
women" (Winnipeg Defense Committee [1919]: 137). It is one of the few instances in
which "women's issues" find their way into the Strike narratives. Mary Horodyski
discusses the involvement of women in the Strike, on both sides (many upper-class young
women worked as strike-breakers), in "Women and the Winnipeg General Strike of
1919,"Manitoba History11 (Spring 1984): 11-44,while Pam Tranfield concentrates on the
Left in "Girl Strikers," NeWestReview14, no. 5 (june 1983):39-43.

11. Additional changes in PTE's "identity" include the departure of Springate's predecessor,
Kim McCaw, now free-lancing, and of the founding artistic director, subsequently the
executive producer, Colin Jackson, now at the Charlottetown Festival. Springate himself
left in the spring of 1995to take the position of artistic director at Factory Theatre, and was
replaced by Allen MacInnis.

12. Cut from the production version of the play.

13. Fussell quotes a letter from T.E. Hulme, 1915:"It is curious ... how the mere fact that in a
certain direction there are the German lines, seems to alter the feeling of a landscape"
(1977:76). In relating the story of Tony's death to Eleanor, Wesley Salton, a former army
friend now a "special," says, "Things look different, when you look out on a pretty field,
and even the trees are shot to bits and you know, they're over there, just over that hill. It
changes the scenery, it alters the look of the landscape. When you know somebody's just
over that hill and they're trying to kill you" (production draft: 52).

14. "My Dream of the Big Parade," Jimmy McHugh and Al Dubin, recorded by the Peerless
Quartet, 20 June 1926, New York, Victor 20098; published, 1926, Mills Music, Inc.
Reissued on Praise theLord andPass theAmmunition:Songs ofWorldWarsI & II,New World
Records, Recorded Anthology of American Music Inc., 1977. Sweatman concedes that,
historically, using this song in 1919 is a bit of a cheat. The lyrics, in part: Last night I was
dreaming of days that are gone, / Of days that you might recall, / And just like a
photoplay upon my wall, / Once more I saw it all;/ Itwas just a dream you see, / But how
real it seemed to be....

15. In scene 9, Eleanor, asking Salton how Tony died, quotes Wordsworth's "Character of a
Happy Warrior": /I ••• if he be called upon to face / Some awful moment to which heaven
has joined/ Great issues, good or bad, for human kind...." The trope of "heroic sacrifice"
is an aspect of the bourgeois/patriotic narrative of the Great War Eleanor is unwilling to
abandon, for obvious personal reasons; Salton tells her that her brother was killed
accidentally by a shell which exploded prematurely (Wordsworth 1981: 663; production
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draft: 51). Fussell quotes a letter from the trenches by Alexander Gillespie, which quotes
the poem (1977:168).

16. Mike Sokolowiski, a tinsmith, was killed instantly in the "Bloody Saturday" confronta
tion, the fate Sweatman gives her character; however, she evidently took the character's
name from Steve Schezerbanowes, who died of gangrene some days later.

17. MacDougall is a former clergyman; his advocacy of the social gospel early in the play is
shared with the historical figures Ivens and Woodsworth, both former Methodist minis
ters. Bothwere strongly influenced by Rev.Salem Bland, Professor of ChurchHistory and
New Testament Exegesisat Wesley College in Winnipeg, and a leading theoretician of the
social gospel who attacked the free enterprise system as wasteful and destructive,
allowing success only at the expense of competitors and workers. Bland is the author of
TheNew Christianity, one of the books Sweatman cites as a source.

18. Garth Buchholz, "Adaptation of novel Fox lyrically beautiful play," WinnipegFree Press,
Saturday,S March 1994,B6."[A] reverberating literary drama in the tradition of the plays
we used to see at the old building on Princess Street. Margaret Sweatman, ... responsible
for this powerfully ironic drama about the sexuality of politics and the politics of
sexuality, has broken through the surface of the era with the diamond drill of contempo
rary feminist thought."

19. Kevin Longfield, "Fox,"Theatrum 39 (Summer 1994):44-45."Watching the play unfold, I
was never sure what it was all supposed to mean; I never knew what the playwright or
director expected my reaction to be."

20. Leslee Silverman, artistic director of the Manitoba Theatre for Young People and grand
daughter of the founding editor of the first Communist newspaper in the North End, was
one of the most vehement and articulate spokespersons for this point of view. At the time
of the Strike, the"ethnic left" was in a state of some disarray in consequence of the Orders
in Council passed by Robert Borden's Union Government in 1918,proscribing a number
of political organizations, and forbidding publication in eighteen languages, among them
Russian and Ukrainian: the result was that non-English organizations found it very
difficult to organize, and that for a time, effective socialist leadership passed to immigrant
English and Scottish trade unionists. The majority of the members of the Central Strike
Committee were of British extraction, but the Committee of 1000 attempted to inflame
public opinion by blaming the unrest on foreign agitators, taking advantage of xenopho
bia arising from both the Great War and the Russian Revolution. (SeeCitizens' Committee
of One Thousand (1919]: 12, for "resolutions passed respecting the loyalty of the leaders
of the strike" and attempts to determine the involvement of "enemy aliens" - at the time
western districts of the Ukraine were part of the Austrian Empire. See Winnipeg Defense
Committee (1919: 76-78, 223), for response from the Labor News.) The position of the
Marxist-LeninistParty was to blame the failure of the Strike (and its view is that the Strike
did fail) on the fact that the course of the Strike was determined by the traditions of British
trade unionism rather than by the objectives of continental socialism, and that the Strike
leadership either succumbed to romanticism or sold out as "reformists" (Jackson 1979:
10-15).Nonetheless, Silverman has a point; whatever the make-up of the Central Strike
Committee, the constituency for whichshe speaks is strongly represented in the historical
narratives, barely at all in Sweatman's dramatic narrative - Aileen, while working class
and North End, is Irish, an ethnicity certainly not"central" or powerful in Winnipeg in
1919,but only marginally "ethnic." (Marginally marginal?)

21. Bolshie Bash is a highly satirical one-person play; the extremely unsympathetic speaker, a
composite representative of the Winnipeg establishment and the Citizens' Committee,
awakens in a brothel to discover that the strike is on, and after a series of misadventures
in which he is mistaken for a striker, participates in most of the major events of the
confrontation. It was first performed, by the author, at the Winnipeg Fringe Festival, and
subsequently produced by Agassiz Theatre in Winnipeg, with Robb Paterson in the single
role. The play is unpublished, but typescripts are available through the Manitoba Associa
tion of Playwrights, 503-100Arthur St., Winnipeg, Manitoba. R3B1H3
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Reacting to the Rightleous]:
The Political Plays of Frank Moher, Lyle Victor Albert,

Raymond Storey, and Greg Nelson
Anne Nothof

ABSTRACT. In Alberta, fundamentalist religion and the politics of the Right have typically
been aligned: religion provides both a moral authority and an emotional appeal to a rightist
political agenda. The political plays of Frank Moher, Lyle Victor Albert, Raymond Storey, and
Greg Nelson resist this imbricationby deconstructing the icons of the righteous, but at the same
time they reveal just how compelling these can be, and how ineffectual the voices of liberalism.
There are no simple dichotomies of right and wrong, good and evil, oppressor and victim. In
the pursuit of "justice" there can in fact be an inversion of values. However, in Pause, Prairie
Report, and TheThirdAscentby Moher, WhiteonWhiteby Albert, TheGlorious Twelfthby Storey,
and Castrato by Nelson, there is an attempt to interrogate the negative repercussions of a
prevailing paternalistic, fundamentalist politics.

SOMMAIRE.En Alberta, Ie fondamentalisme religieux et la politique droitiste vont de pair: la
religion fournit ala fois l' auto rite morale et un certain attrait emotif vers l'agenda politique de
la droite. Les pieces politiques de Frank Moher, de Lyle Victor Albert, de Raymond Storey et
de Greg Nelson luttent contre cette alliance en deconstruisant les icones des bien-pensants ;
leurs pieces montrent neanmoins combien ces icones sont attirantes et elles revelent Ie peu de
portee des voix liberates. II n'existe pas de dichotomie simpliste du vrai et du faux, du bien et
du mal, du tyran et de la victime. npeut meme y avoir des renversements de valeurs lors de la
quete pour la « justice », Neanmoins, les pieces Pause, Prairie Report et The Third Ascent de
Moher, WhiteonWhitede Albert, TheGlorious Twelfthde Storey et Castrato de Nelson tentent de
soulever la question des repercussions negatives du discours politique fondamentaliste et
paternaliste ayant actuellement cours.

The drama of resistance has a long history. In Sophocles' Antigone and
Euripides' TheBacchae, for example, authoritarian state power is challenged
by traditional beliefs in moral and spiritual imperatives. Similarly, Czech
playwright Vaclav Havel has satirized the sclerotic power of a repressive
communist regime in Memorandum (1965) and The Increased Difficulty of
Concentration (1968), and the realignment of individual and social values
after "liberation" in Redevelopment (1989). In his capacity as president of the
Czech Republic, he continues to "stress the significance of moral values and
standards in all spheres of social life, including economics" and government.1

Fo! I Iavel, "get lnit le politics ... is anlattet of set vit19t}lose at OUI id-us: set vit Lg
the community, and serving those who will come after US,,,2 striving for
"decency, reason, responsibility, sincerity, civility and tolerance'" against
dogmatism, intolerance, sectarianism. However, when morality is subsumed
by religious dogma in a political agenda, then the resistance is necessarily
reactive - countering values assumed to be "righteous" by deconstructing
their icons in order to interrogate their essentially self-serving agendas.

In Alberta, fundamentalist religion and authoritarian politics have typi
cally been aligned, the one providing an emotional fervour which fuels the
other. Strong majority governments dominated by paternalistic leaders
have been in power in the province since the ascendancy of William
Aberhart in 1935, a man who combined his vocation as minister with that of
a politician. His Social Credit dynasty, perpetuated by Ernest Manning and
resurrected in the Reform Party by Preston Manning, although in many
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respects increasingly secularized, has maintained a zealous conviction in its
prerogatives and authority. Moreover, the Conservative Party under Peter
Lougheed, Don Getty, and Ralph Klein has perpetuated the Social Credit
rightist agenda - the religious rhetoric transposed into a business rhetoric.
The unexamined economic imperatives of capitalism have assumed the
values of a fundamentalist religion. In Alberta the politics of the righteous
have disturbingly fascist tendencies: "a focus on a strong leader, the crea
tion of a popular and all-encompassing political myth, scapegoating, the
denigration of rational debate, the undermining of liberal democratic struc
tures of government, insistence on discipline, an emphasis on subordinat
ing individual rights to national will, the defence of a dominant group's
social and political position. ,,4

The politics of the righteous has been promulgated through the power of
the voice - the pulpit reconfigured through radio and television as an
instrument of the state. William Aberhart and Ernest Manning were both
U great communicators" who underscored their political ideology with
religious fundamentalism: their moral and political authority was based on
what they perceived to be a literal reading of Christian text and biblical
inerrancy. Aberhart's fundamentalism was also characterized by its em
phasis on "moral absolutes and on the universality of sin.?" According to
Kathleen Storrie, "although its leaders are white and middle-class, the
[fundamentalist] movement's vocabulary and style are essentially populist,
designed for mass appeal. Its detailed prescriptions are expressed in simple,

1 t-folksy' language and are vividly supported with anecdotal evidence that
such straightforward formulas do indeed work.?" Aberhart believed that
every word in the Bible was significant, but as a "dispensationalist" he
emphasized the prophecies which anticipated the imminent return of Christ
and the establishment of the millennium? Combining an idiosyncratic
interpretation of the Bible with views on modem economics gleaned from
the SocialCredit fascist-leaning theories of Major C.H. Douglas, he launched
a political crusade against the injustices of the monetary system, proposing
a highly centralized government which would control all aspects of the
economy. Aberhart's first political campaign in 1935was a battle against the
forces of darkness," withAberhart assuming the role of a messiah, and using
the Bible to interpret his economic vision. During elections, political meet
ings resembled revival meetings, with their emotional rhetoric and their
simplistic demarcation of good and evil. According to Robert Kroetsch, in
1935Aberhart "involved the entire population of Alberta in a combination
political battle and religious crusade":

To weeping, praying, and applauding audiences, Bible Bill was sud
denly an economic wizard, a martyr, a voice of prophecy crying in the
wilderness, a lone brave man standing up against the eastern financiers,
a saviour who promised redemption from the incredible woes of the
Depression,"

In his satiric novel, TheWords ofMy Roaring, an exuberant account of the
spreading of the religious and political word, Kroetsch characterizes

-------------------
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"Applecart" (a.k.a. Aberhart) as a deranged prophet whose message is
powerfully persuasive, although inherently irrational. Applecart's message
is resisted by a young undertaker named Backstrom, who also has political
aspirations, but who must finally acknowledge the persuasive power of
Applecart's religious rhetoric, and his hold on the imaginations of the
people:

Applecart came right back at me with more of his promises. He kept
saying, we are plagued. "We are plagued," he said. "We have been
plagued. But we shall be delivered from our plague and pain, for out of
pain comes deliverance."

"Out of the destruction will come-"

"You bet your sweet life," I said. I didn't let him finish before I
interrupted. I was wound up. "The old dualities. Always the old
dualities. When you're in a tight fix: mind and body, right and wrong.
Fill the old grab bag with something for everybody. When you're
cornered; good and evil, black and white, up and down, damnation .::«

Then I caught myself. Election all right. In ten fleeting days. With
everybody casting a vote, for John Backstrom, against John Backstrom.
Yes or no. Thumbs up, thumbs down. The glad hand. Or the inevitable
goddamned hobnailed boot.

"But what in the Christly hell will you do?" I shouted.

Applecart wasn't listening. He was a voice blasting away into the
darkness. He didn't seem to have ears. He was one big blabbering
mouth. Follow me, he kept saying. Follow me, my dear friends.

"The world is full of big talkers," I said. "Full of expensive blowhards.
But where's the justice? Where the hell's the justice of it all? That's what
I want to knoW."IO

IlL tlLeiI "political" plays, FIaIlk Moher, Lyle VicLoI Albert, RaYIIlOlld
Storey, and Greg Nelson ask the same question: the voices of their protago
nists are confused and angry, sometimes misguided and usually misunder
stood - but they attempt, often ineffectually, to ascertain just what is
morally and socially "right." Moreover, in Moher's Pause, Prairie Report and
The Third Ascent, Albert's White on White, Storey's The Glorious 12th, and
Nelson's Castrato, the masculine values of the "righteous" can be curiously
attractive - their arguments may be very persuasive. And the opposition
is usually "feminized" in the plays - the powerless, emotional, conflicted
world of women, gays, and Native peoples - which may be loosely
characterized as a "leftist" or "liberal" agenda, reacting to the Right, rather
than advocating a coherent political or moral philosophy.

In Pause (1975) Moher portrays the supremacy of the rightist agenda in
apocryphal terms. Alluding to Aberhart's eschatology and his theory of
"rapture" - the imminent divine evacuation of Christians from the world
followed by general chaos" - Pause is set on the top of a mountain in Banff
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National Park, a variation of Mount Sinai or a place of judgement in the
Alberta landscape. Two salesmen, who have been instructed to deliver a red
carpet to this unlikely spot, await further orders. One is aggressive and
authoritative, the other is sensitive and naive. Kurdell is constructed as
"masculine" - a football hero in school.f a ruthless hustler at work, a
womanizer and a bully. Crootoo is the more liberal-minded poet, a dreamer
who studied "Fine Arts" until he found more "useful" work. A bunch of
wilting wild flowers hangs out of his pocket, perhaps an indicator of his
ineffectual aesthetic sensibilities. He never believed he would be taken
seriously, and in actuality, he has not. His nickname in school was "Juicy
Fruit," and he has yet to understand the maliciousness of the joke. Kurdell
is very much aware of the power games which are played throughout life,
and he practices them on Crootoo while they wait for instructions. As he
tosses lighted matches into the air, he explains his survival philosophy to
the hapless Crootoo:

It's a style you gotta develop. One thing I found out early, chicken little,
is you gotta step on the ants and fly with the fireflies.13

Kurdell and Crootoo discover through an encounter with the Whore of
Babylon - in Aberhart's theology, the mother of the Antichrist - and an
assembly of men dressed in white that the end of the world is at hand and
judgement is upon them. Kurdell becomes the unwilling prophetic voice,
his words "thundering forth" like an evangelist: "even the lowly rug
unroller ... shall be judged on the day of my coming, and the vials of my
wrath shall be poured upon the earth" (p. 13).Fundamentalism functions as
a vindication of Kurdell's power politics in the manifestation of a patriar
chal god in the destruction of the natural world by fire, and in the thuggery
of the politicized gang of angels, the men in the white robes from Revelation
7: 9, a verse taken by the Ku Klux Klan as fundamental to its acts of
"judgement" in the name of God:

After this T beheld; and; 10; a great multitude, which no man could
number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood
before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and
palms in their hands.l"

Crootoo is sent to see "The Man," a patriarchal God who condemns him to
silence, emptiness and solitude. His powerlessness becomes a permanent
condition.

In this allegory of the salvation of the "righteous," Moher demonstrates
the imbrication of religion and politics, and the extent to which patriarchal
values pervade both estates. There is no effective opposition, since that
assumes a degree of power. In Pause, the values of the powerless are
portrayed in terms of their failure to effect any change.

In Prairie Report, those reacting to the forces of the political and religious
right are similarly in a state of disarray and confusion, "lack[ing] all
conviction," while the "righteous" act with a "passionate intensity'(" which
stems from a belief in biblical absolutes, or from a predatory business ethic
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Prairie Report by Frank Moher, Workshop West production, Edmonton, October 1988. David Mann
(standing) as Dick Bennington, Michael Spencer-Davis as Otis Bennington. Directed by Jerry Potter. Photo
by Ed Ellis Photography.

which predicates the absolute sanctity of the bottom line. However, Moher
does not oversimplify the conflict of values in his plays: he believes, like
Bernard Shaw, that "drama should act as a catalyst to thought," that
"thinking is social action.v" In fact, as does Shaw in SaintJoan, he shows just
how compelling a political ideology rooted in a conviction of "rightness"
can be. Altllougll tile values of tilose wllo oppose tilis ideology of tile Rigllt
may be humanitarian and egalitarian, they lack potency in the inevitable
power struggle.

In Prairie Report, this unequal struggle is appropriately set in a newsroom
presided over by a benign patriarch. Dick Bennington is a thinly disguised
portrait of Ted Byfield, the former publisher of Alberta Report, the voice of
fundamentalist politics in Alberta. Significantly, he took as a motto for
Alberta Report, C.S. Lewis's rhetorical question, "Is the new enlightenment
the new barbarism?,,17 Byfield's sense of self-righteousness is still clearly
evident in his column, "Westview." In the 30 October 1995 issue, for
example, his defence of Bouchard's appeal to "nonethnic" Quebec women
to have more children is that of a white supremacist with a patriarchal view
of the social function of the family, who fears cultural annihilation by
immigrants. Of those who deny the reality of Canada's "population prob
lem," Byfield asks, "don't they understand that societies which cannot (or
will not) reproduce themselves are not long for this world?":" Not surpris
ingly, Byfield denounced Prairie Report in his column (7 November 1988),
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but Moher, in a preface to the published play, defends his characterization
of Bennington as an accurate reading of the unique combination of political
affiliation and fundamentalist Christianity which typifies Western conser
vatism. Moher sees in Byfield the enlightened patriarch, "a good boss, who
treated most of his employees with a sort of bemused benevolence.r " and
who took a paternal interest in Moher's work as a review editor for Alberta
Report. And in fact, Moher depicts Bennington as tolerant in some respects,
overlooking in his office the very things he condemns in his magazine.
However, he finally realizes thathis conservative capitalist interpretation of
"free enterprise" can be used against him when Prairie Report is taken over
by eastern interests, and he has to surrender his editorial control to a less
scrupulous "shark." As portrayed by actor David Mann in the 1988 Work
shop West production, Bennington's assured authority resonated with a
degree of nobility," and his final words on conservative ideals are articu
lated with compelling conviction:

I liked it when conservatives had ideas - and not just agendas. When
you could argue with the CCFers at a town hall meeting, and still go out
for a beer with them after. When sometimes you could hardly tell
Tommy Douglas from Bill Aberhart. When conservatives looked like
human beings - and not like something out of a department store
window. (p, 97)

However, the seeds of intolerance he has sown in the pages of his magazine,
condemning gays, feminists, and welfare recipients, can take root in a
reactionary political climate, and grow to something much more destruc
tive than he had envisioned. Moher sees in any extreme, unexamined view,
a potential for the abuse of power, whether it be on the right or the left of the
political spectrum:

I'm trying to distil the kinds of conservatives - there's a range of
attitudes from the benign, even useful, to the kind that is finally just

____~_a_b_u_s_iv_e_t_o_±_peQIll~feelthereis a kind of heartlessness upon the land
in the West .~ conservatism gone thoughtless ... There is ... a real
danger for the artist in conservatism, but I guess there is in any
unexamined ideology. If you get co-opted by the power structure,
you're in trouble ... Thoughtfulness is an artist's best defense."

The staff of Prairie Report are critical of Bennington's authoritarian regime
for a variety of reasons, most of which are personal, rather than political:
Maria Semchuk, ironically a "checker" of facts for Prairie Report, constructs
a careful conservative facade to conceal her lesbianism; Pauline Brett, a
journalist and editor who advocates more left-wing views, at least in
private, believes that she must work inside the system to have her voice
heard publicly; Stuart McFadden, another editor, goes along with whatever
line will support his personal ambitions; Simon Kael ("formerly of Fleet
Street"), the executive editor, is contemptuous of all colonial politics; and
Otis, Dick Bennington's son, realizes that he can do no better than to
continue what his father has started, while adapting to changing political
circumstances. All are finally forced into decisions after Prairie Report is
taken overby an easternboard, and the new owner, BillCoolen, imposes an
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even more authoritarian regime. Maria quits, after finally confronting the
hypocrisy of the newsroom. Pauline initially is tempted by Coolen's offer of
the position of executive editor, seduced by his argument that she should
not see politics and people in terms of dichotomies:

You have a funny notion of me, Pauline. You think I'm some sort of
Vlad the Impaler. Darth Coolen. It's one of the weaknesses of the left
wing world-view. For a bunch of humanists, you sure don't give us
much credit for being human. (Pause.) Iwas born of a mother who loved
me, just like you. They slapped me on the bum in the hospital, just like
you. I grew up, went on dates, threw up on New Year's Eve, just like
you. In fact, until my father decided to pass on the company to me, Iwas
thinking of opening up a little pub, making my living as a publican. Not
Republican - publican. You and I have simply arrived at different
ways of viewing things. Somehow. Who knows how? But that doesn't
mean we can't work together, does it? (p. 71)

Finally, however, Pauline can face the truth about her compromised posi
tion working for a magazine whose policies she cannot endorse:

It is so easy to get sucked in. I was actually considering taking the job for
awhile there. Just like I convinced myself,Dick,it was all right working for
you. God! Some journalist! I can't even tell the truth to myself.... (p. 87)

But the final scene demonstrates the extent to which most do compromise
in order to survive or to prosper. The forces of the reactionary right are
transplanted to Toronto, where Prairie Report becomes Canada Report, under
the. authority of Bill Coolen, the arch-capitalist. Moher indicates in the
production notes that the actors who played the disempowered lesbian and
feminist should double as their replacements on Canada Report, thus illus
trating the extent to which the rightist regime has supplanted them.

In his preface to the published play, Moher does make clear that in
Alberta another political agenda - the UFA - was at one time a possibility,
before tOO election of the Social Credit party in 1935·

Students of western Canadian history will remember that once upon a
time there existed a party called the United Farmers of Alberta, which,
whatever images the name may conjure up in the contemporary,
urbanized mind, was a profoundly radical and, yes, peculiarlywestern
political movement. The UFA took power in Alberta in 1921.They were
utopians of a sort, preaching a gospel of cooperation between business
and labour, and worker and capitalist, while waiting for the day that
these jockeying interests threw their lot in together to form one grand,
group government, free of partisan cant. Competition would lead only
to paralysis for all, they maintained, and the existing two-party political
system was seen as simply a front for vested business interest. (p. 17)

In1935,with the devastating economic and social consequences of a depres
sion, they were "snuffed out" by the Social Credit party, which broadcast
the promise of a new Jerusalem to a people in the wilderness, lithe great
prairie myth of next-year country.r'" Of course, in Saskatchewan the CCF
Party also promised a IINew Jerusalem," but one based on a more secular
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Chief Mountain, Montana.

egalitarianism rather than on authoritarian fundamentalism, and one less
susceptible to conspiracy fantasy, targeting the Jews, French Canadians,
and eastern Liberals as enemies of the common people."

Moher demonstrates the much more horrific consequences of the ascen
dancy of the politics of the righteous in The Third Ascent, which also
premiered in Edmonton in 1988,at Theatre Network.24 The protagonist is an
American bureaucrat, whose political philosophy has devastating conse
quences beyond his country. Henry Stimson, the United States secretary for
war during World War II, is the voice of "Manifest Destiny" - ambitious,
idealistic. His political vision, that of acquiring and claiming territory, of
moving further west in pursuit of a better way of life, is also a significant
component of Alberta politics, brought across the border by American
ranchers and oilmen." It has informed the capitalistic, materialistic ethic of
the SocialCredit and Conservativeparties, particularlyunderPeter Lougheed,
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TheThirdAscentby Frank Moher, at the Factory Theatre, Toronto, March 1990.

after whose grandfather, James Lougheed, a Conservative senator and
wealthy Calgary lawyer, a mountain and a provincial park we~enamed.

In The Third AscentStimson aspires to become an "invincible warrior" by
climbing Chief Mountain, located just south of the Canadian border in
Mo~m~~d~i~~d~crili~~pili~rnrt~~fu~p~ri~"~a~s~i~f _
leading the peaks of Montana into battle.,,2 Guided by Thomas, a Blood
Indian from the Cardston area, he makes three attempts to climb the
mountain; on the first two he is successful, but on his third attempt he fails,
and his failure is congruent with his realization of the devastating conse-
quences of his ideology for humanity. Henry Stimson was involved in the
decision to drop the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima. Moher juxtaposes
three different time frames - 1891 when Stimson was a young idealistic
lawyer, making his first ascent; 1921 when he worked as an ambitious
"servant" of the government, making his second ascent; and sometime after
the bombing of Hiroshima, when he attempts a third ascent in his eighties
- to show the extent to which"the past inhabit[s] the present, accusing it
and exacting a terrible revenge for it.,,27

Moher shows Stimson to be a man of deep inner contradictions: he is an
educated, cultured man who reads Shakespeare, and who appreciates the
spiritual significance of the Japanese city of Kyoto, from his visit there as the
governor general of the Philippines. His ascent of Chief Mountain has an
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important spiritual meaning for him, and
he has researched the many Native stories

/ / which are associated with the mountain,
including that of the vision quest of a young
warrior who confronted the Thunderbird.
Like the young warrior, he wants to "com
mune with the gods," to confront a prime
val and pure force and become "stronger,
nobler, wiser" (p. 52). The climb is a test of
physical and spiritual strength, but it is also
an indicator of his ambition, his desire to
reach the top in whatever he undertakes. If
he cannot succeed in politics as an elected
official, he will succeed by "running the
household" (p. 17) behind the scenes. His
republican politics are reinforced by his re

Drawing of bison skull for TheThirdAscent. ligious beliefs: he takes with him to the
mountains a volume of Shakespeare's son

nets, two rifles, and a well-worn copyof Canon Farrar's The Early Daysof
Christianity. Moreover, he enjoys war games and sings an American war
song on top of the mountain - "When the caissons go rolling along."
Stimson's Thunderbird is the atomic bomb, and when this primal force is
unleashed, he finally recognizes the horrific ironic consequences - not
invincibility and immortality, but certain death and destruction. The bison
skull which he discovered on his first ascent, and which he associated with
the warrior's vision, is for him a death mask.

His guide up the mountain, the Native Canadian, Thomas, also comes to
a realization of the destructive consequences of a materialistic, capitalistic
ethic on his people, which coincides with his discovery of Stimson's crime
against humanity. As a young boy of twelve on the first ascent, he was
cynical about Native tradItIons, and m mIddle age, on the second ascent, he
has completely absorbed "American" materialism, offering his services as a
guide for a price to anyone who wants to climb the mountain. The summit
has become littered with tourist detritus, and he blames Stimson for this
corruption, since it was Stimson who first hired him as a guide:

An' if you wanna know who's responsible for that, just take a look in a
mirror! I wouldn't even of brought people up here if it hadn't been for
you! I wouldn't even of thought of the idea if you hadn't give it to me
first! (p. 33)

Moreover, he discovers at the beginning of the third ascent the implications
of Stimson's involvement in World War II, and that mass destruction is not
the prerogative of the Nazis, whom he had assumed to be the bad guys
responsible for dropping the atomic bomb. Any form of demagogy, in
formed by a secular or religious myth of moral and social superiority, can
become lethal. Thomas finally confronts the truth about himself, much like
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The ThirdAscent by Frank Moher, Theatre Network production, Edmonton, January 1990. Featuring Ben
Cardinal, Arne MacPherson, David Mann, Randall Read, Michael Spencer-Davis, Raul Tome. Directed by
Stephen Heatley. Photo by Ian Scott.

Pauline Brett in Prairie Report, who has also evaded the implications of
compromise:

I come up here sometimes. Just for myself. Clean up a little bit. Clean up
the tourists' junk. Still. All the times I been up here. Winter nighttime.
Sleep under the stars. If there's any Thunderbird up here ... I ain't seen
him (Pause) I don't say it's right what I done, Henry But I done it So
what can I do? Come up here. Clean up a bit. Don't lie to myself. (p. 75)

Neither Thomas nor Stimson find any atonement at the top of the
mountain, although both face the truth about themselves. For Stimson this
involves the tragic irony of his attempt to "improve mankind" through an
exercise of political power. During his third ascent he is told by Thomas to
"go down," since he has "nothing to climb with"(p. 48). He calls out to the
Thunderbird for judgement, but in effect he has already judged himself.
Like Moher's earlier play, Pause, The Third Ascent poses questions about
justice - in personal and political terms.

In Lyle Victor Albert's White on White (1985), judgement takes on very
ironic implications, for in effect, the righteous are condemned out of their
own mouths. Through the deconstruction of an historic icon of right-wing
prejudice and bigotry, John James Maloney, Albert shows how an incite
ment to hatred and violence can backfire. The play-is set in the mid-1930s,
whenJ.J· Maloney, the self-professed"founder and leader of the John James
Maloney Free Speech Society," is attempting a "second coming" after his
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imprisonment for sedition and fraud. The play alludes to Maloney's career
as a leader of the Ku Klux Klan in Alberta and Saskatchewan in the 1920s
and 1930s, when the Klan, providing a forum for nativist anger against
U continentals," attracted between 5,000and 7,000members in fifty commu
nities, mostly in the Anglo-Protestant heartland of southern and central
Alberta," but also including Calgary and Edmonton. As Maloney's body
guard, Hugh, maintains in the play, "You know, back in Edmonton - The
Imperial Palace - we packed them in for three weeks straight."29 He
specificallynames the communities where the Ku Klux Klan was welcomed
- Wainwright, Camrose, Vulcan, Drumheller, Vermillion, Red Deer 
driving home the reality of the Klan's presence in a country supposedly
more tolerant than the United States, from which it originated. As historian
Howard Palmer has pointed out: "The Klan's twisted appeal to patriotism,
moralism, and law and order undoubtedly reflected a desire for security
amidst the rapid social changes of the postwar period.T" In White on White,
Maloney's bodyguard, Hugh, takes considerable pride in the Klan's part in
the defeat of the Liberal regime in Saskatchewan in 1929. Liberals were
considered subservient to French Canada and the Catholic church, and as
the play explicitly shows, the Klan also directed its invective against the
national Liberal party of Mackenzie King, central Canada in general, immi
grants from Eastern Europe, the French language, and homosexuality 
targets of a "rightist" frame of mind in Alberta which are still fair game.

White on White is set in a hotel room in the small Alberta town of
Roseburn in the mid-1930s,perhaps not long before the landslide victory of
the Social Credit Party in 1935. As the play suggests, there are disturbing
similarities between the doctrine of the elect, promulgated by the KKKand
the sectarian politics of Aberhart. J.J. Maloney directly expounds his social
and religious views to the audience in an oration which is replayed from his
past, but which now functions as an ironic counterpoint to his attempts to
survive in a less hospitable environment:

1 know that my detractors have been saying that 1 had given up my
work and had abandoned you all. Nothing is further from the truth. The
fact of the matter is that 1have been ill. (pause) But let it be known that
JJMaloney is back and is prepared to tell the truth as he had always told
it, ignoring the conspiracy; the threats and the brutality, the pains both
mental and physical, that he may have to endure in doing so. The truth
must be told, and by God's grace, it will be told. John James Maloney
has returned! (1/2)

He finds, in effect, that his words1will come back to haunt him. The truth is
told - through what transpires in Roseburn - but not in the way he has
envisioned it.

Maloney has been traumatized by his nine months in prison, and by a
riot in Wainwright which ended with the deaths of a Native man and his
wife - termed "Breeds" by Hugh, who has murdered them for laughing at
Maloney. He is now very much a victim of the U conspiracy" theories he has
promulgated - believing that he can be attacked by almost anyone. As the
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play opens, Maloney is attempting to teach Hugh to sing "Onward Chris
tian Soldiers," a favourite hymn of the Klan, and which for him provides an
inspiring expression of militant, politically engaged Christianity, but Hugh
is not able to "sing along." He has joined the Klan for his own reasons, and
has remained loyal to Maloney only insofar as Maloney is capable of
exercising power over others, and running a lucrative "business." More
over, Hugh believes that people cannot be persuaded by words alone.
Actions speak louder, and may be more effective:

We was just freaks }}. Freaks that people came an saw, maybe get all
fired up about for awhilebut then they would forget. You just can't talk,
you got'ta to [sic]poke'em now and then to make sure they're listening
to you. Get out there and show them what happeneds [sic] if they don't
listen. (11/23)31

Maloney has been invited by a pro-British, self-styled "Duchess," Emily
Saunton, to speak out against the elements in the community which are
threatening English supremacy; she is supported by her nephew, a busi
nessman whose profits have fallen, and who believes that by denigrating
Catholics and Jews he can improve his prospects. However, once he learns
that the Catholic residents are building a school for which he can provide
materials and supplies, he changes his mind about soliciting the support of
the Klan, and attempts to persuade Maloney to leave town. Each character,
then, has self-serving agendas, and attempts to use Maloney's right-wing,
extremist oratory to effect them. Maloney, however, has lost his faith in the
Klan, mostly because he believes that times have changed, and he must use
different tactics:

Things evolve, Hugh. When things evolve it means something changes
from one thing to another sometimes by forces that are out of our
control, because of the social and political changes that have been
taking place and because of the economic climate .... (1/27)

However, he is still a "man of the right," and "men of the right are always
true to themselves and to God. - One language, one religion, one flag"
(1/27), but he no longer wants to incite the populace to violence to effect his
message, nor to bum crosses in public places. His disciple, Hugh, is less
scrupulous. FeelingbetrayedbyMaloney, he dons the white robe and hood,
and plants ten burning crosses around the community in order to summon
an audience for Maloney. He is in effect the realitybehind the rhetoric - the
inevitable violent consequences of a political agenda which promotes ha
tred. In this respect, as he maintains himself, "things don't change" (II, 22).
The crosses are burning for "anything you want" (11/21),fuelled by ambi
tion, fear, greed. Maloney's appeal for "change by reason not violence" is
ineffectual, and is ironically countered by the community backlash to the
burning crosses. The "bohunks and catholics" assemble in a threatening
mob under his hotel window, and Hugh is shot by an anonymous individ
ual in the crowd.

The title of the play provides another ironic comment on the manifesta
tion of bigotry: Hugh wears the white robe in a snowstorm, and becomes
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almost invisible. In a community already infiltrated by a bigoted politics of
white supremacy, one more radical and potentially violent element would
be difficplt to discern. Maloney refuses to don the robe to address the people
of Roseburn, butbecause his beliefs are inherently those of the Klan, he is in
effect still wearing it. For traditionalists, such as the Duchess, he comes as a
saviour and a "king": for business opportunists like Alexander, he is a
convenient tool; for Hugh, whose raison d'etre is control and power, he
provides a rationale. Maloney fails in all three respects, but he refuses to
take any responsibility for the consequences of his politics, and maintains at
the end that others are afraid of the fact that he is IIright." Ironically, he does
remain true to his beliefs in the end, just as he maintains in the conclusion of
the oration which ends the play:

1close this evening with these words: Carry on, when you come to the
end of the road, the end of your journey, you can leave this 01'world
knowing that you lived the best you could for honesty, for truth, for
courage and for right; and leave having the glorious feeling that the
world was a better place because you lived. God bless you and keep you
all 'til we meet again. Farewell Alberta. Good night Canada. 1 will
remain true to you 'til the end. (11/32)

White on White was directed for Theatre Network in 1985 by actor and
playwright Raymond Storey." Four years later he undertook his own
dramatic interpretation of the infiltration of the Ku Klux Klan into Canada.
TheGlorious 12thpremiered at the Blyth Festival in 1992, andhas been since
produced by Alberta Theatre Projects, Calgary in 1994 (in association with
the Blyth Festival), and by the Canadian Stage Company, Toronto in 1995.
Although it is set in a small town in southwestern Ontario, its portrait of the
alignment of politics and fundamentalist religion is also a comment on the
Alberta scene. As Storey's program notes for the ATP production point out:

In 1927, the Ku Klux Klan experienced a resurgence in the American
Midwest. Recruiters crossed ourborders to exploit the fears and insecu-
rifles of ultra-conservatIves. There were InCidentsof Violence.1he cross
burning at Kingston did happen. All of this is well documented.

The Klan never gained a foothold in Eastern Canada (although it fared
much better in Saskatchewan and Alberta).33

The Glorious 12th tracks the destructive impact of political choices on a
family and a community. As the Klan recruiter maintains, no action is free
of politics, and the choices made by individuals have consequences beyond
their personal interactions: "politics is everything you say, every thing you
do. Doing nothing is a political act.,,34 Like Moher, Albert, and Nelson,
Storey interrogates the icons of fundamentalist politics and religion to show
how they are constructed, and what their implications are for the lives of
individuals, which in tum condition the life of the community. The right
eous may act with the best of intentions - to protect their families, to secure
their place in society, but the results may be the worst of crimes against
others. Moreover, the motives of those who react against them may be
compromised, and their actions ineffectual. What is clearly evident in The
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The Glorious 12thby Raymond Storey, at Alberta Theatre Projects, Calgary, 20 March to 17 April 1994.
Directed by Raymond Storey. Cast from left to right: Marianne Copithome, Laurel Paetz, Jerry Franken,
John Wright, John Hawkes (rear in hat), Peter Krantz, Wally McSween, Julie Bond and Patricia Vanstone.
Photograph by Trudie Lee Photography.

Glorious 12th,however, is that bigotry and prejudice, which may begin in
unexamined tradition, can poison whole communities, whole countries.

The playbegins on the evening of 11July 1927,with preparations for the
Orange Order celebrations of the victory of King Billy at the Battle of the
Boyne. One family functions as a community microcosm for the tensions
between social rectitude and individual compulsions. The MacKay men are
ostensibly the authority figures - in their families and in their community.
They are preoccupied with raking the corruption from their gates, a literal
act in the first scene which comes to assume metaphoric implications. The
criteria used to determine if plants are weeds, and therefore to be rooted out,
are promoted as "righteous" by the visiting Ku Klux Klan advocate, Mor
gan Kale - those promulgated through the Orange Order - loyalty to
family, Empire, and the Protestant Church, an imbrication of religious and
political imperatives:

Now, everyone knows that Orangeism has been a mighty force in
Canada. We know that it is a force religiously, politically, socially and
morally. Religiously, because a good Orangeman is an active Christian
... politically, because an Orangeman must honour king and country
besides safeguarding against the machinations of Rome; socially by his
caring for the weak - particularly through your splendid orphanages
... And morally - and this is most important - morally by exercising
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the tenet of brotherly love ... Standing up for his Orange brother and
behind the right, even when "society" can or will not. (p. 23)

The "weeds" are those who do not belong to this fraternity - the Jews, the
French, Eastern European immigrants, "Grits" and Roman Catholics, those
who presumably conspire against the British Empire and its manifestation
in Canada.

George Malcolm MacKay (Dad) is the patriarch of the family and of the
community. He has been the master of the Orange Lodge for twenty-two
years, and reeve of the township for fourteen. His bigotry is overt, but
within the parameters of his family he is kind and reasonable, and he
recognizes the dangers of extremism. His mistake is to assume that he can
continue to control the ideas he has promulgated. Ironically, and typically,
his own son contravenes his wishes and invites members of the Ku Klux
Klan to speak and to recruit members, in order to stiffen the resolve of the
members of the Orange Order, whom he perceives to be too flaccid in their
views. Dalziel MacKay is a veteran of World War I, a hard worker, and a
dutiful father to his six young children. In many respects, he is an admirable
individual, a man of strong convictions, which also appear meritorious:

I believe that a man respects another man for the strength of his
convictions. For the strength ofhis purpose. Ibelieve that our lives must
have order - that if we don't draw a line that defines us, then we have
no shape at all. I don't know of any other way to live. But once the line
is drawn, it must be respected from without or defended from within.
Surely, we have that right? To respect? To dignity? To be let alone. I
thought that was why I fought in the war. 35

But for Dalziel MacKay the line is drawn far to the right, to keep out
anything he perceives as threatening his values. He is supported by his
brother-in-law, Dr. Gerald Ryan, whose political views indicate that educa
tion may only serve to reinforce notions of superiority and the right to
exclude or colonize others To Dad MacKay's argument that you can't look
at the whole world as "us" and "them," Ryan responds that it is essential to
control "these people," in order to withstand any tendency to anarchy.
According to him, not all men are born equal, "not in a world with different
classes and races and churches" (p. 49). His rightist political convictions
foreshadow the growth of fascism in Canada, as in Europe.36

As in Prairie Report, two women react to the rightist agenda in The
Glorious 12th- MacKay's daughters, Prue and Grace. But neither has any
clear understanding of the political implications of the men's beliefs, and
they are effectively powerless. Their more liberal views are manifested in
their predilection for music, flowers, photography. They yearn for inde
pendent lives, free of male authority, but they cannot confront this authority
and risk total ostracism from family and community. Grace is already
marginalized because of her friendship with a Cree labourer, who helped
her when she was ill, and who was found dead in a snowbank shortly
afterwards, presumably having frozen to death while drunk. However, the
terrible truth is that Joseph Snacke was murdered by Dalziel MacKay, a
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violent manifestation of his philosophy of "drawing the line" against a
Native "corruption" of his family. Grace's outrageous behaviour as the
local eccentric, riding a man's bicycle, for example, is only an unconscious
acting out of her repressed pain - the murder of the one man she deeply
cared for by her own brother. She strongly feels the need for justice, but has
no way of effecting it:

But I don't have a choice. If there is going to be no justice on this earth,
then I want to be sure that they find the road to hell. (p. 71)

Similarly, Prue does not belie her name, despite her disagreement with
her husband's fascist beliefs, and her unwillingness to be under his "con
trol." Although she has cut her hair short, aligns herself with Grace, and
refuses to sleep with Ryan, she has joined the women's branch of the Klan
as a kind of social club, oblivious to the political implications. In TheGlorious
12th, the conflict is not simply between two polarized political points of
view. Each character is compromised; each has his or her own compelling
reasons. And Storey manipulates audience expectations of "right" and
"wrong," "good" and "evil," in order to interrogate them.

The least liberated woman in the play, Dalziel's wife Meggie, an unedu
cated mother of six with a seventh on the way, is the woman who finally has
the courage to act on her frustrations. Treated with condescension by Grace
and Prue, a domestic drudge who appears to be barely articulate, she is
quicker than the others to realize how the Klan is operating in the commu
nity - just how it recruits its members. And she is impelled to participate
herself, empowered by a vision of group solidarity graphically described
for her by the Klan recruiter, Eugenia, whose function it is to convert the
women of the community:

Acres of white robes. Row on row, two hundred thousand of us 
lifting our faces to the sky and our voices in devotion. Singing. Singing
to America for Americans and to the power and the glory of God:
nLovllrg as DIle, Llllldoltg as one;-singing--m-a-gTeatn1Ten-e~-e-nad"-··--
waited so long- for something for us. You know? For us! We were two
hundred thousand farm wives and field hands, factory workers, garage
mechanics, salesgirls, Sunday school teachers - ordinary joes who
worked all our lives for ... what? For a decent life, nothing more. And
something was going to happen for us. We could just feel it - we knew
this was it. (p. 62)

It is not too difficult to credit just why a woman such as Meggie would feel
empowered by the white robe, particularly since she has absorbed unexam
ined her husband's bigotry, and she has a strong need to counter the
pervasive family perception of her as stupid and insignificant.

The gospel of the Klan is carried across the American border from
Indiana by two hustlers whose motives are primarily mercenary. Both
Eugenia and her lover Morgan Kale are formidable speakers according to
Prue, whose husband first encountered Morgan at the university in Guelph:
"Between him and his wife, they'd make a deaf mute beg for mercy"(p. 20).
Their doctrine of the righteous is grounded in a fundamentalist view of the
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Bible as the arbitrator of all right thought and action. Eugenia can quote
freely from the Bible to support her poisonous ideas, but as Dad MacKay
points out, the context is completely lacking:

Mrs. Kale! Stop! Would you please stop now! This is a household that
respects the word of God. There have been fistfuls of the Bible flung
around my property like hand fulls of dirt, and I've had just about all I
am going to take. Splinters of scripture, out of their place and character,
are at best meaningless. (p. 73)

The family patriarch is powerless to stop the words of the Klan from being
disseminated inhis community, however, and there is not much doubt as to
their immediate consequences. He is left at home with Prue and Grace when
the speeches are given for the celebration of the Glorious 12th of July. No
man responds to his call- the traditional call of an Orangeman in distress:
"Who is on my side?" Early in the play, Morgan Kale has agreed with Dad
MacKay that they are living in an Edenic community. But it has now been
infiltrated by the serpent, and those not deemed to belong to the company
of the "righteous" are excluded (p. 25). It is perhaps significant, however,
that Prue, Grace, and their father are joined at the end of the play by Prue's
son, Malcolm, who has just been initiated into the Orange Order, and who
has played the role of King Billy in the 12 July parade, but who feels a
stronger alle~iance to his mother and grandfather than to his own father,
Gerald Ryan. 7

In Castrato, which premiered at Theatre Network, Edmonton in 1993,
Greg Nelson exposes the power politics of fundamentalist religion by
positing the metaphor of castration. The exercise of control may be a brutal,
repressive act, which psychologically mutilates the subject." But on the
other hand, the mutilated subject may adopt the role of victim or martyr in
an attempt to exorcise an internalized authoritative control, which is mani
fested in self-loathing and fear. The politics of the righteous take on very

~~~-I-Jpe~~-e-R€e-&ffiNe-l-se~-en-stffiC-te-Galle-ger-y-ef-geOO-aRd-e-vi-l.----

Castrato is set in contemporary Edmonton. Ostensibly the conflict is
between fundamentalist and liberal Christian views - those propounded
by two clerics: the Reverend Peter Maclean, and the Reverend Jonathan
Stern." Maclean is a "Protestant" in that he protests against the use of the
Bible as a source of moral authority. His own father has used the Bible to
oppress and terrorize him - excerpting particular passages in order to
justify abusive behaviour. To counter this perceived authority, Maclean
pronounces the Bible to be "bullshit," primarily because it can be used to
lend moral and religious authority to any kind of atrocity. These views are
countered by Stem, who takes the Bible as a literal text for his reactionary
positions on women and gays. But like the rhetoric of William Aberhart and
Ernest Manning, his "evangelical calls for family values" have more to do
with maintaining authority than with helping families." Stem assumes a
patriarchal authority which aligns him with the word of God. And in his
relationship with Maclean and his brother Stephen, he also assumes a role of
paternal superiority and "rightness." According to Greg Nelson, however,
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Stem "is in his own way quite a good person," well-intentioned, even if
manipulative:

He embodies one of the important themes in the play- that morality is
a struggle between good and evil. Everyone is a mixture of both; in the
struggle between the two opposites real morality lies.41

At the suggestion of Stephen, Peter has decided to apply for the position
as head of St. Andrews church as "successor" to the Reverend Stem, who
has decided to take on a more ambitious role as a television evangelist.
Peter intends to erase Stem's"evil" influence on the parish, and to shake the
congregation into a reexamination of fundamentalist assumptions. But he
also has very personal reasons, in that he is attempting to publicly exorcise
the ghost of his own father by showing how fundamentalism has twisted
and destroyed his life. Peter's father has committed suicide, leaving his sons
to come to terms with his legacy of fear and guilt.

Stephen has finally managed to gain some control of his life by submit
ting to the authority of Stem, and assisting him in his ambition to dissemi
nate the word throughout the province. As a businessman, he advises Stem
on financial matters, and lines up possible backers for his enterprises.
Again, the politics of the righteous are typically allied with business con
cerns. But Stephen is tom between his need to make amends to his brother,
whom he deserted when his father died, and his loyalty to Stem, whom he
credits with saving his life. Peter tells him he must choose - between good
and evil, right and wrong, but as Stephen responds, it is not quite that
simple.

In reacting to the fundamentalism espoused by Stem and his father,
Peter is also a manipulator: his motives are primarily personal, and he uses
a congregation to work out his own insecurities. Stem may use television to
reach an audience, but Peter appears to be unaware of his audience, or of the
consequences of his personal "vision" of Christianity. As Stem points out:

You're not actually aware of your congregation, are you Peter, you
don't actually see them. I think you think you're on television. All you're
aware of is what goes on inside your own head. That box on top of your
neck.42

Peter admits himself that during his sermons he may be partially blinded:

The way they built the church, the way the window is, the sun shines
directly in my face and I can't really see the congregation. (p. 26)

On the other hand, Stem maintains that he looks the members of his
congregation in the eye. He communicates with them directly. He has no
illusions about the point of the exercise, which is to persuade others, not to
justify himself or exorcise any personal demons. The authority of the
"Right" comes very much from this sense of absolute conviction, and in
Castrato Stem's statement of faith has a compelling certainly which is
obviously lacking in Peter, who must finally confront the fact that he has no
faith. And ironically, Stem's creed is fundamental to Christianity as a
positive force in the world:
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Let me tell you what I believe. I believe in a loving God. I believe that
Jesus Christ died for us upon a cross, that our sins may be forgiven. I
believe that we, as human beings, can summon up the courage and the
humility to kneel before our God and accept this love, that we may yet
survive. As a species. That we might find the strength, in turn, to love
each other. That is what I believe. (p. 76)

Moreover, in attempting to counter Stem, Peter has decided to pretend
that he is gay, thereby compounding his self-inflicted role as victim, and
also compromisinghis personal integrityby twisting the truth and manipu
lating others, just what he accuses Stem of doing. He believes that by doing
so, he will have some "authority" because his words will be manifested in
action. He invites the television cameras into St. Andrews to witness his
denunciation of Stem, but he discovers in the process of accusing Stem of
castrating him that he is replicating his own father's final words to him.
What he has believed to be "right" and U good" have become the opposite.

The voice which speaks more honestly and clearly against the reaction
ary views of the righteous is that of Linda Clark, a reporter for the CBC.
Again the paternalistic politics of the Right are countered by an individual
who has little real power in her society, even though she may attempt to
provoke her audience into an awareness of the repressive implications of
fundamentalist thinking - much like Pauline Brett, the reporter in Moher's
Prairie Report. She is at first sympathetic to Peter's views, particularly
because they so vehemently counter those of Stem, but she begins to realize
the extent to which Peter's religious politics are based on his emotional
trauma when he suggests to her that he will manipulate the media with a lie
to achieve his ends. Clark has her doubts about the efficacy of the media in
countering or challenging prevailing political or moral views because both
radio and television are primarily a means of entertaining the public. In fact,
she believes that her use of the media is not so different from Stem's or from
Johnny Carson's: it is just another example of the reduction of moral and
political issues LoLl Le levelcfpacifyingerttertatnrnerrt:

I mean, obviously we're on a totally different scale and he was in
television, but essentially we're the same-

Yes we are because we are both part of mediums which only want to
entertain. Yes we are giving information, yeswe are asking questions,
but we are forced to be entertaining -

Yes,which ultimately trivializes both the content and ourselves because
we are thus pandering to an oppressive patriarchy which is also en
trenched in, in ... our mediums (p. 45)

However, Clark cannotbe a party to a deliberate manipulation of the media,
even if it is to counter a system she despises. Despite her personal involve
ment with Peter, she cannot countenance his subversion of the truth to
expose the "evil" which he believes that Stem incarnates. Finally, however,
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when Peter's scheme backfires, and Stem reasserts his moral authority, she
stands by him, as does his brother, and Peter finally recognizes that he is as
capable of destructive thoughts and behaviour as was his father. In decry
ing the abuses of fanaticism, he has become a fanatic.

The play ends with Peter's attempt to articulate just what he does believe
in. The playwright has maintained in an interview that he sees this as
hopeful and positive, because Peter has confronted the complexities within
himself and the world:

The true immoral stance is one of pretending to know which is right and
wrong, and of being an expert and being sure of oneself. Essentially
that's a very simplistic and destructive way to look at the world and to
respond to the world. In the larger sense, as a writer I see that is one of
the most distressing things about our society and the world, in that it's
presented to us in such a simplistic way - by the media, by the church.
We're told to not greet complexity, to not struggle, to not think. We are
told this is black, this is white ... I'm dedicated to the portraying a more
complex view of the world.43

In the plays of Moher, Albert, Storey and Nelson, the politics are not
portrayed as simple dichotomies. The issues are not polarizations of right
and wrong, good and bad, authority and victim. There is, however, an
attempt to interrogate the destructive repercussions of a prevailing pater
nalistic, fundamentalist politics in Alberta, and the coercion of religious
dogma inan attempt to assert a kind of moral superiority. These play
wrights also confront their audiences with the prevailing predilection of
Albertans for authoritative guidance, and the relinquishing of collective
responsibility to one strong authority figure - Aberhart, Manning, Lougheed,
Klein. Despite the reaction in the 1960s to arrogant, paternalistic govern
ment, the voices of opposition are once again effectively marginalized."
The original religious fundamentalist underpinnings are less evident in the
current administration, but have been subsumed by an evangelical appeal

--v--.-i-a----tne media to the "rightness" of free enterprise, without an attendant
responsibility for the ~uality of individual lives, and the consequences of
"economic" decisions. 5 But as Mark Lisac suggests in his portrait of the
reigning patriarch, Ralph Klein, "The urge to create a united provincial
voice - one political party or leader communicating directly with the
people - [is] a habit as old as Alberta.?" The kind of moral leadership
envisioned by Vaclav Havel in Summer Meditations, is far from being
realized - as the political plays of Moher, Albert, Storey, and Nelson
demonstrate.
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Canada East, Canada West:
The Cultural Politics of Geography Revisited

Moira Day

ABSTRACT. Many centralist theatre critics, like Robert Wallace, seem increasingly inclined to
dismiss as passe the old question of whether Canada is to be viewed as a strong federal state
largely centred in Quebec and Ontario, or a decentralized confederation of regions, preferring
to radically redefine the parameters of both nationhood and theatrical criticism in the light of
contemporary postmodem theory. However, a regionalist is apt to feel some discomfort over
any new or renewed vision that seeks to repudiate and replace an older binary construction that
many still experience as a strong physical, social and political reality, with an imaginative,
artistic construct that oversimplifies geography as a complex, multifaceted expression of
human reality.

SOMMAIRE. Plusieurs critiques de theatre a tendance centraliste, comme Robert Wallace,
semblent de plus en plus portes aconsiderer comme desuet Iedebat maintes fois relance sur la
nature du Canada : federation puissamment centraliste s'articulant autour du Quebec et de
l'Ontario ou confederation decentralisee formee de regions. TIs preferent redefinir totalement
les parametres de la nationalite et de la critique theatrale selon I'optique des theories post
modemistes. Toutefois, les regionalistes risquent de se sentir mal a l'aise face a cette vision
renouvelee qui pretend repudier et remplacer la dichotomie traditionnelle, que plusieurs
ressentent encore comme une realite physique, sociale et politique, par un echafaudage
imaginaire et artistique qui simplifie aoutrance la question de la geographie atitre d' expres
sion complexe et polymorphe de la realite humaine.

Many years ago, I remember Maclean's Magazine, in a lighthearted patri
otic gesture, soliciting its readership to compose or submit what they
regarded as the definitive Canadian joke: some pithy parable, anecdote, or
quip that somehow captured the national experience in a nutshell. I have
never forgotten the winning entry. Once upon a time, so the story went,
there was a publishing company that commissioned an international series
of books on the subject of elephants. The American author promptly fired
off "How to Make a Mint on Elephants." The French author jumped in with
"How Elephants Make Love." The British author was next with"A Concise
History of the Elephant in ten volumes." And the Canadian author, having
struck a royal commission to investigate the matter, wrote a book entitled

-- -----------JLl-rre-Ei-ephant~~ederator-ProvinciaI__Resp-on~ibility?-LL-~~---~-~-----

The competition, rather like the joke itself, may have been a product of
simpler, easier times. Still, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, that response
really did seem to sum up what many people regarded as the central
dilemma of the Canadian political and, by extension, cultural scene. Or to
put it more succinctly, was Canada to be viewed largely as a strong federal
state based on the amalgamation of "two founding nations" as largely
represented by Quebec and Ontario, the two biggest, oldest and most
populous provinces in the centre of the country; or was Canada largely a
confederation of regions, with each of its ten provinces and territories,
including Ontario and Quebec, sharing equalpowers and responsibilities in
a largely decentralized state?

It is a question that many centralist theatre critics, absorbed in post
modem critical discourse, seem increasingly inclined to dismiss as passe.
Has the time not come, Robert Wallace eloquently argues in his book,
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Producing Marginality, to move past such outdated binary constructs of the
nation and replace them with a new, postmodem "particularist" vision of
Canada and its theatre that would recognize and liberate the multiple
voices of gender, race, social class, age and disability that still remain
invisible in the dominant discourse:

Cultural regions might be more bound by time than by space"
(Westfall 1987:238) Central to Westfall's idea is a metaphoric concep-
tion of regionalism that avoids the reductionism of physical geography
by relocating the construction of regionality in art. ... The utility of
Westfall's idea is that it permits a fragmented and fluid approach to
Canadian regionalism - one based on the relativity of human percep
tion, not the immutability of physical environment. In other words, it
perceives regionalism in Canada - and its representations - from a
postmodem perspective.... Regions, like everything else, are knowable
only as imaginative constructions.... He explains that "without this
mythology the cultural region would not exist. The historical, eco
nomic, and social criteria might be in place, but the region achieves an
identity only when it is identified in art (Westfall 1987:236).1

In short, has the time not come to drastically redefine the very concept of
Canadian regionalism in the light of a new aesthetic transcendant of geog
raphy and the arbitrary physical and imaginative boundaries that an older
concept of land imposes:

Accepting his [Westfall's] idea, the challenge to Canadian theatre is to
construct and perpetuate myths that define Canada's regions with
urgency and vision- regions identified and created ... by our many and
diverse theatre artists. This, however, requires a major revision of the
terms of regionalism as they have been used in Canada; the traditional
environmental/ landform conception must be relinquished to a newer
vision in which regionalism is defined as much by art as geography.i

This appeal, so seemingly straightforward and logical to someone of
Wallace's "centralist" geographical and ideological situation, is apt to
trigger a much more ambivalent response in a "regional" critic. The ideal of
expanding and enriching the definition of community to include the voices
of others who have been traditionally marginalized may hold a quick and
instinctive appeal for a cultural community which feels itself to have been
too often politically and historically marginalized as well. Still, a regionalist
is apt to argue that any renewed cultural or aesthetic vision that seeks to
relinquish an older binary construction that many still experience as an
imposing physical, social and deeply felt political reality errs badly in
oversimplifying geography as a complex expression of human reality. As
Lise Anne Johnson argues:

Wallace's equation of geography with landform divisions doesn't take
into account the many other conditions suggested by ... geography:
politics, climate, and population. Here, geography is not simply the
memory of landscape. People are constantly affected by where they
live. Provincial and municipal policies, climate and landscape, how far
and how close they are to other places, and the make-up of the popula
tion all influence a writer's experience and imagination."
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I would suggest that Johnson is not only correct on this point, but that the
tension between her perspective and that of Wallace reflects a much deeper
and more longstanding ideological and pragmatic conflict between the
central and regional experiences of art, and the ways in which those
differing experiences both shape and are shaped by the larger cultural
politics arising from geography as Johnson defines it. In fact, by attempting
to consider art as a commodity existing separately from community as a
function of human space as well as time and imagination, one could argue
Wallace's new Canada, far from transcending the old centralist/regionalist
dichotomy, actually perpetuates that older polarity in a more reactionary
and traditional fashion than he may realize.

For instance, his insistence on severing the question of artistic "vision"
from "the traditional environmental/landform conception" of geography
leads Wallace at a key point in his argument to rather lightly dismiss
traditional regionalism as simply another mythic construct to be separated
from older conceptions of local place and politics:

People in both the Maritimes and the west have used art to define their
regions in ways similar to those used by people in Quebec. Unlike the
Quebecois, however, they lack the political reality of Quebec - and, I
presume, the individual and collective will - that is necessary to
transform such acts of self-definition into the foundations of "a distinct
society." ... Unlike Quebec, which is both a political and imaginative
construction, the region they create exists only in art. ... This allows
William New to suggest that the "west" is more an idea than a place,
and one that can be applied to works created across the country....
Indeed, "westerner" is Mandel's description of a type of Canadian who
may live anywhere in the country." .

In fact, Wallace suggests that profound sense of dislocation and aliena
tion that Eli Mandel, "a westerner moved east," says defines the essence of
being "western," may simply be a logical consequence and reflection of the
"general sense of dislocation as people from across the country relinquish
an understanding of a particular place - as well as a commitment to it - in
their search for work and recognition.r"

Johnson notes that by reducing the concept of geography to "an imagi
native construction" or form of art, Wallace is then "logically" able to argue
that since the essence of the regional vision or experience can be neatly
contained in the aesthetic form of a play or the playwright's mind, and
easily transported to where it is most accessible to the most people, all roads
in the English-Canadian theatre must inevitably lead to Toronto, where
"English-speaking theatre artists gravitate ... like filings to a magnet.:" It
also seems to logically follow in Wallace's vision that since the only other
region of the country to have a political as well as an imaginative reality is
Quebec, the other traditional partner of central Canada, and since the
largest and oldest concentration of the human community in the country 
regardless of"gender, race, social class and disability" - is still to be found
in central Canada and defined by the larger polaritybetween the traditional
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"two solitudes," any Canadian theatre worth seeing is already encom
passed in the older and more sophisticated art theatre of Toronto and
Montreal.

It must be stated in fairness to Wallace that he specifically uses this
argument to justify restricting the artistic or aesthetic aspects of his cultural
analysis to the theatre scene of Toronto and Montreal. Elsewhere in the
book, he is careful to state that he does not necessarily view this extreme
centralization as a particularly desirable or healthy state of affairs for the
Canadian theatre community as a whole. Quite aside from his concern
about the increasing inability of an overtaxed and increasingly commercial
centre to sustain all those seeking a career there, he does claim to side with
people like Blodgett and Bessai in agreeing that Canada's decentralized
nature is "at once the source of Canada's vitality and fragility as a nation
state?" and that any concept of a national theatre that ignores the vitality of
the creative vision and work arising from the human "regions" beyond the
traditionally defined centre, is ultimately a sterile one.

Still, arguing that any revitalized concept of regionalism simply involves
a liberation and expansion of the human imagination separate from a
question of geographical space may be more problematic than Wallace
realizes. Certainly, those geographically situated in the margins are in
clined to detect in such assumptions and their application the chasm of a
very old Canada already starting to yawn beneath Wallace's brave new
postmodern world, and to remember that the "elephant question" 
however whimsically posed - has proved an increasingly tough and
elliptical riddle to answer. I would also suggest that even when Canadians
have historically shared Wallace's vision of creating an artistically dynamic
national theatre inclusive of the full community in all its richness and
variety, a similar failure to fully recognize the extent of the tensions and
divisions implied by such a question has frequently frustrated the best laid
plans and policies of national arts organizations from 1932 on.

Ironically, the dream of creating a national, indigenous Canadian theatre
came from a similar impulse to redefine the geography of the Canadian
imagination to better suit the rapidly changing political and social reality of
an emerging nineteenth-century nation. Early twentieth-century defenders
of the national movement argued that if the latter were to serve as a true and
validating expression of the new Canadian community emerging from its
earlier marginalized or colonial identity, then the Canadian art theatre also
needed to establish its independence from the dominant art theatre of the
centre as encompassed in the definitive polarities of Paris (for the French
speaking world) and London/New York (for the English-speaking world).
Alas, it was not until the interwar years, when the British, American and
European touring circuits that had dominated the Canadian theatrical
scene since the late eighteenth century had collapsed due to financial
hardship and the competition of the movies and radio, that a strong
grassroots amateur theatre movement finally gained enoughmomentum to
bring the idealists' dream to its first national manifestation. In the early
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1930s, the visionaries of the movement, under the leadership of tGovernor
General Lord Bessborough, took the unprecedented step of consolidating
that widespread, decentralized amateur movement into a national theatre
institution: the Dominion Drama Festival (DDF). Founded in 1932 as an
annual national drama competition open to all Canadian amateurs, the DDF
was the first concerted effort to create a national theatre movement that
united the whole country in a shared artistic and political dream. It had a
twofold mandate. Firstly, it would provide the foundation for a future
professional theatre in Canada by developing theatrical art and artists to a
higher aesthetic level "with the ultimate objective of creating a national
drama'" since "the spirit of a nation, if it is to find full expression, must
include a National Drarna/" In short, the Festival's first mandate was to
develop art. Secondly, it would promote national unity by bringing theatri
cal groups across the country together to showcase and share their best
dramatic efforts with each other: "The final and possibly most important
benefit of the festival is the closer cooperation and increased knowledge of
different parts of our country made available to those taking part in the
plays and those patronizing them. There is nothing a great and widely
separated country needs more than the spirit of union and sympathetic
appreciation of the difficulties and problems of this [sic] various sections.?"
In short, the Festival's second mandate was to build community.

As with many later groups, the Festival's founders essentially saw the
national unity side of the mandate in terms of reconciling French and
English Canada, and made attempts right from the first to accommodate the
"two solitudes" in its organizational planning.11 What the founders had not
anticipated was the dissension that would arise from central and regional
Canada interpreting that twofold mandate quite differently.

In a sense this dissension was simply a natural reflection of a similar and
growing disjunction in the political, social, and economic needs and priori
ties of the two communities, a disjunction most strongly expressed in the
1920s and 1930swith the creation of such successful provincial parties as the
United Farmers of Alberta (UFA), the Co-operative Commonwealth Federa
tion (CCF), and Social Credit to address regional interests not being ade
quately understood and addressed by the established eastern political
parties. Inwestern Canada, where community was constantly imperilledby
distance, isolation, and cultural differences caused by waves of non-British
immigration, drama, particularly beyond the big cities, was mostly prized
for its social utilitarianism, for its ability to break down cultural barriers
between people; to prevent mentalbreakdownby forcing people to exercise
their own physical, creative and imaginative resources; and to build up
community by having them do it within the context of the kind of group
action and cooperation needed to celebrate and achieve community bond
ing. As a consequence, the regional dramatic groups were inclined to put a
much higher value on the community-building aspect of the DDF.

In central Canada, by contrast, the art or aesthetic mandate took higher
priority. In a society where community was more taken for granted, there
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was a much greater emphasis on building on already existing resources to
hone, refine and polish an extant culture to a higher degree of sophistica
tion. In short, while both "Canadas" were committed equally in principle to
building up art and community, in practice, the central Canada theatre
excelled more in innovations in the art theatre model, while the western
provinces made most of their significant contributions in extension (adult
education) and educational drama.

The difference was more crucial than the DDF'sorganizers had thought,
and sometimes led their proposed instrument of political and cultural unity
to become an unwitting catalyst for political and cultural disunity instead.
The appeal of working together to achieve an exciting new national dream
may have been potent enough to carry the participants through the first few
years of the DDFin relative harmony, but by the late 1930s, the first rum
blings of centralist/regionalist dissension were heard in the distance. To
ensure the equal opportunity for a national involvement, the original
mandate of the Festival had suggested that the settings be extremely
minimal: "The scenes will be entirely in curtains, indicative scenery only
being used,"12 and that offerings be restricted to the one-act play form.

However, as Betty Lee suggests in Loveand Whisky, by the late 1930s,
eastern groups, feeling they had the physical resources, people and training
to produce a far better artistic product, began to argue that if the DDFwere
largely an art festival, then it was in its best interests to allow the inclusion
of fully mounted full-length plays. Many western organizers opposed the
idea strongly, and in 1937 the Alberta Drama League went on record as
"emphaticallx" disapproving a proposal to include three-act plays in the
competition. 3 Their disagreement with the proposal was both practical and
ideological. Like their eastern colleagues, they wanted to see a national
professional theatre arise eventually from the Festival's work, but it was"a
heavy undertaking for anyone to learn a role that continues for a whole
evening.r''" They feared that the introduction of the full-length play form
would prematurely introduce to an amateur competition a note of profes
sional elitism that could strangle theatrical development in the regional
grassroots as surely as the more established British, American, and Euro
pean professional theatre had inhibited the development of an indigenous
theatre in Canada until the twentieth century. Coming out of an arts festival
tradition stressing the inclusiveness of the entire community, they argued
that if the DDFwere largely a national festival to promote a sense of national
community, then it made no sense to introduce technical demands that
would discriminate against or worse yet, exclude the smaller rural groups
who had neither the money nor the human resources to mount lavish,
full-length productions. Indeed, faced with the same dilemma of whether to
favour aesthetic sophistication over community inclusion, the locally run
arts festival in Grande Prairie had recently decided on the side of inclusive
ness by lessening its already spartan staging requirements. In 1934, the
committeehad dictated that no scenerywould be allowedbut a basic indoor
and outdoor set supplied by the committee itself:" by 1937 this had been
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further reduced to just curtains in the interests of economic parity for all
competitors."

The gathering storm clouds were temporarily dispersed by the outbreak
of the war. The DDF was postponed for the duration, and by 1945 the
national theatre community, caught up in the excitement of the postwar
boom, was once again entering a euphoric honeymoon phase. Again the
dream of a national theatre - professional, state-subsidized and truly
nationwide - growing out of its honourable amateur roots seemed tanta
lizingly close, and all conflicts ultimately resolvable.

Among the most eloquent regional voices speaking on the ideal of the
national theatre in Canada was Emrys Maldwyn Jones, who in 1945,
became the chair of the first Department of Drama in the British Empire at
the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. Emphasizing the strong
contribution that western Canada's progressive tradition of extension and
educational drama had to make to the development of a national move
ment, Jones expressed a characteristically regional sensitivity to the diffi
culty of creating a national theatre thathad to be an accurate sum of its parts
before it could transcend them:

Both decentralization and unity are needed in the operation of such a
National Theatre. Instead of one group, no matter how skillful it may
be, or how representative of the country: instead of one group operating
in one theatre, no matter how well-equipped, in one city, no matter how
important or how central, this Theatre should find itself strongly
established in every city and municipality in every province of the
country. Otherwise it can succeed only in expressing a somewhat
synthetic national culture instead of giving full and varied expression
to all the thoughts and ideals of all the races, sections, classes, minorities
and majorities which, taken together make up the character of Canada.

Yet all of these things, taken separately, do not sum themselves up into
a national character. There must be unity as well as decentralization.
Such unity of purpose can be achieved in several ways ... through
planned government assistance; or through the interest, support and
activity of our Canadian universities. In this last-mentioned means for
unity is the best guarantee of a national theatre which will express itself
most truthfully through achievements of the highest standard.Y

Like most of the postwar idealists and planners, Jones saw university
Departments of Drama as only one part of a multilevelled campaign to
develop an indigenous professional theatre in Canada. Still, it is telling that
he put so high an emphasis on the universities, decentralized institutions
under provincial jurisdiction, as the best guarantor of a national theatre. The
Dominion Drama Festival, which submitted its own brief to the Royal
Commission on National Development in Arts, Letters and Sciences in July
1949, put a much higher value on the accelerated development of the
community art theatre movement, as best represented by the DDF itself.
Admittedly, the Festival noted the importance of universities as the theatrical
training ground of the future, and praised the progressive provincial drama
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leagues of the western provinces for their ability to extend their activities
"far beyond the association of community theatre groups such as that in
Western Ontario" to reach out to assist "the smallest communities and
groups in schools, churches, universities, as well as community organiza
tions of various kinds.?" Still, the DDF clearly saw the same noteworthy
achievement of a truly national theatre being reached by quite a different
kind of inclusiveness:

Since its inception, the Dominion Drama Festival has made great
progress in the field of community drama in Canada and has continu
ally grown in stature. The more limited one act play has been replaced
by the full-length play giving greater scope to competitors and more
truly representing the best dramatic work in Canada each year. All
restrictions on competition by professional actors have been removed.
Groups are now invited to the final Festival on merit of performance
across Canada without regard to regional divisions. French speaking
and English speaking Canadians compete together on equal terms not
only in the final Festival but in the regional festivals. People from every
part of Canada are brought together each year with common aims and
ideals not only in the final Festival but in the regional festivals .... The
Dominion Drama Festival is now firmly established as a significant
national movement in the cultural life of Canada and as a vital element
in the integration of our country.i"

This brave assertion about the Festival's ability to effortlessly encompass
both its artistic and national community mandates might have been more
impressive had the organization not just been hit by one of the ugliest and
most divisive storms to ever emerge from the tension between those two
mandates.

The problem, postponed for the duration of the war, had started to brew
again with a vengeance as early as 1947 with the first postwar Dominion
Drama Festival. Significantly, four of the thirteen entries were now full
length plays. The three-act play dreaded by the western organizers had
arrived. Moreover, over the next few years, the technical demands of the
Festival were to increase significantly. In 1947J groups still were required to
perform with just curtains and a few very limited set pieces as they had
since 1933. In 1948, full stage settings were allowed, and in 1949 scene
design became one of the award categories with the institution of the
Martha Allan Trophy for Best Visual Presentation.

The impact of these changes on the competition was not readily apparent
in the 1947 and 1948 competitions. It is true that the 1948 regulations
emphasized that finalists were to be chosen "at the discretion of the execu
tive committee having regard to the report of the regional adjudicator and
the general standard of presentation across Canada." However, the princi
ple of inclusiveness seemed to be safeguarded by the further statement that
provided "the general standard of presentation so warrants, every effort
will be made to invite to the final Festival the group placed first in each
regional Festival (in which three or more groups have competed [author's
italics]) by the regional adjudicator.t''" On this front, there even seemed
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room for cautious optimisim given the fact that regional representation
remained more than respectable in both the 1947 and 1948 Festivals, with
the 1948 regional adjudicator, Robert Stuart, going so far as to recommend
that the DDF pursue its missionary purpose of spreading "the gospel of
good theatre" to the whole of Canada by inviting even more plays from the
western regions. Still, it is disturbing that while Stuart acknowledged that
the work of the western groups "is better than some of the winners in other
Regions," he felt the main reason they should be invited was that "they
rarely, if ever, see a professional show. All they see is their own work and
that of other groups like themselves" and they would gain so much "from
the Dominion Drama Festival by seeing other groups at work there."?'

The implied sentiment that the regional groups had much more to gain
than to contribute to the main event if it were predominantly an arts festival
was a way of thinking that caught up to the DDF with disastrous results in
1949. Robert Speaight, the regional adjudicator who chose the plays for the
1949Festival, again emphasized the importance of creating a national theatre
which would essentially be a decentralized one. Yet for western Canadians
in 1949, the words had a curiously hollow ring. While speaking in glowing
tones of the work of Betty Mitchell's Workshop 14 in Calgary, his comments
on the offerings from Alberta and Saskatchewan's newly and proudly
established Departments of Drama were lukewarm or qualified at best:

In general, however, I don't think the Canadian universities are pulling
their weight in the Theatre movement. ... The University of Alberta
presented four plays, all of them worth doing, but not all of them done
well .... There is a chair of Drama at the University in Saskatoon, and
this is supported by the Provincial government. ... I was surprised that
the University Players who came down to compete at Regina should
have brought a meritricious [sic] melodrama, called "The Luck Piece,"
which was not even particularly well done. Now I may be unduly
exacting, but at Oxford, where there is no chair of drama, we were more
strictly disciplined ..The University Dramatic Society, of which I was
secretary, was allowed to do eight productions every four years, and of
these four had to be by Shakespeare, one had to be a Greek play in Greek,
and the remaining three had to be doneby some dramatistwho had been
dead at least 20 years.... the principle of keeping the classics alive is
surely a sound one, and who is to do this if the universities don't.22

Worse was to follow. A review of the 1947, 1948 and 1949 programs
reveals that in 1947, thirteen groups across the country competed with four
full-length plays; in 1948, it was fourteen groups and four full-length plays.
In 1949, twelve groups competed with eight full-length plays,but only three
groups were chosen from outside central Canada, down from six in 1947,
and seven in 1948. Was there a connection between the increased play
length and technical demands of the renewed Festival as designed to make
it more artistically cosmopolitan and inclusive of the professional and
semi-professional aspirants, and the effective exclusion of the regions from
the competition? Certainly, many in the regions, heedful of their prewar
reservations, thought so. The Manitoba Drama League, in trying to be more
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competitive, had stipulated only full-length plays were to be entered in the
1949 competition; however, only two groups had felt up to the challenge of
the full-length form, instantly dropping Manitoba below the three-entries
number needed to virtually guarantee an invitation to the fina1.23

However, even when the competition numbers were still constant,
regional groups suddenly discovered to their dismay that "the general
standard of presentation" clause was suddenly being reinterpreted to their
disadvantage. In fairness, it has to be said that the Dominion Drama Festival
found itself under considerable pressure to establish its own artistic legiti
macy and leadership before the Massey Commission, in the face of compe
tition from the first emerging professional companies. Still, the decision to
move into the full-length form had reduced the number of performance
slots open for the final competition at the national level, and Britishadjudi
cators like Speaight, heedful of the pressure to make the Festival a stronger
organ of professional development and to insist on higher international
standards of aesthetic excellence now that Canadians deemed themselves
capable of meeting them, faced an increasing dilemma. If the central Cana
dian runners-up were vastly superior to some of the regional level winners,
did one offend the art mandate of the DDF by eliminating the better
production because it came from the wrong place; or did one offend the
national community mandate by eliminating the regional level winners
which came from the right place but were less sophisticated as dramatic art?
In 1949, the adjudicator bit the bullet, and excluded the best that Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan and Manitoba had to offer in
favour of Ontario's secondbest - and all hell broke loose west of Winnipeg.
The Maritimes still got their one guaranteed spot with a New Brunswick
entry, but the West found its representation reduced from six entries in 1948
to a meagre two in 1949, a decision protested by spokesmen in all three
prairie provinces. Saskatchewan in particular was simply furious. In 1947,
Emrys Jones became only the second Canadian since the Festival's found
ing to serve as finals adjudicator. This honour may have been granted,
partially because of his solid Welsh background and accent, but it was also
a recognition of his new post as chair of the first Drama Department in the
Empire, and a way of honouring Saskatchewan's role in keeping its own
provincial festivals running over the war years when all other Canadian
drama leagues except British Columbia's closed." Speaight's comments on
the poor quality of the Drama Department entry, somewhat softened at the
time for local audiences, may have rankled some people in Saskatoon, but
the exclusion of the Regina production of Private Lives put the whole
province up in arms; the central committee found itself hit with a veritable
deluge of telegrams, letters and long distance telephone calls, including
missives from the presidents of the Regina Little Theatre, the Saskatchewan
Arts Board and the Saskatchewan Drama League (also the play's director),
and the premier of the province, T.C. Douglas.

The sheer intensity and fury of the attack apparently came as a complete
surprise to both Speaight and the central committee who clearly viewed the
decision as purely a disinterested aesthetic one. Speaight, while"expressing
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sympathy for my friends in Saskatchewan" had trouble comprehending
their charge of injustice: IIBut which does the greater injustice - to reject a
brilliant production simply because it comes from Ontario, or to exclude a
much-less-brilliant show, although it comes from Saskatchewani";" Fur
ther, as he was to suggest in his memoirs, if it came down to choosing
between Coward (competently done) or Shakespeare (strikingly done), he
felt obliged to pick the Shakespeare," especially since he felt strongly that
more Canadian groups should be attempting Shakespeare in the Festival:
"Out of all the 65 plays I have seen in Canada, only one was byShakespeare.
. .. Why are Canadian amateurs, and especially the Canadian universities,
so frightened by Shakespeare?,,27 Speaight, in the April interview in the
Star-Phoenix, attempted to pour oil on troubled waters, with a tactful
suggestion that perhaps future Festivals needed to be longer to accommo
date all the good work that was now being presented across Canada. Yet he
clearly missed the point that Saskatchewan, like the other western groups,
had felt that a key political and ideological principle had just been violated.
Saskatchewan's unique three-divisional provincial drama festival struc
ture, which guaranteed that everyone who wanted to do drama could find
a competition at their level, was more than an aesthetic construct designed
to increase artistic opportunity; it was an extension of the province's larger
social, economic and political commitment to a cooperative socialist phi
losophy reflected in the creation of such economic organizations as the
wheat pool, and more importantly, Canada's first socialist government
under T.C. Douglas in 1945. Thus, when Saskatchewan complained of
"injustice," it was clearly thinking of the word more in a broader historical,
social and political context than a purely aesthetic one:

If the selection committee considers that lithe best" is not available in
western Canada (a doubtful proposition on the strength of past per
formances) it should take every step to encourage its availability in the
future. If western players are not now as polished or perfect as eastern
players it may be due in part to the fact that drama groups in western
Canada are relatively young and inexperienced. They have had fewer
opportunities to see and partake in good stage production.... The
function of a national drama Festival should not be merely to mirror
excellence but to encourage excellence among actors from all parts of
the country. It has a responsibility to the weak as well as to the strong.
We would suggest that the dominion drama Festival either drop the
word IIdominion" or serve the purpose which its name implies.i"

Backed into a comerby the furor, the DDF executive upheld the decision
on the justification that the art mandate took priority over the national
community one. But it was a situation and a decision that clearly left
everyone shaken and disturbed with its suggestion that the two mandates
of the. DDF might in fact be incompatible. It was ten years before the
situation arose again. Faced with a second westernblast over Saskatchewan
being excluded again in 1959, the executive this time chose discretion over
valour and changed the rules to ensure that lithe top award winner in every
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single-region zone and one of the winners in ... every multiple-region zone
shall be invited to the final.,,29

However, even by 1959, the Dominion Drama Festival was on its way to
being supplanted by the rapid postwar development of an indigenous
professional theatre bolstered by postwar prosperity, optimism and lavish
government funding via the Canada Council. So many of the ground rules
were changing. Was it possible that the problems revolving around the
centralist/regional split and the associated art theatre/community theatre
tension would change with them?

In answering this I would like to refer to the arts coverage of Jamie
Portman who served as arts reviewer for the Calgary Herald between 1959
and 1975, and Southam news correspondent between 1975 and 1987, cover
ing arts events across the country and national arts issues of importance to
the public and cultural community as a whole. Portman's career is worthy
of study not only because his thirty-year career as a national arts critic
covers some of the most turbulent and dynamic times in contemporary
Canadian theatre but because his critical perspective is strongly influenced
by a continuing polarity, even in the rapidly expanding nationalist vision of
the seventies, between a strong dedication to the development of an art
theatre in Canada, and an equally strong dedication to creating an inclusive
national theatre from coast to coast.

On the one hand, Portman's dedication to a liberal humanist vision of the
arts predisposed him philosophically and intellectually to a strong empha
sis on the Canadian theatre being first and foremost an art theatre in the
older and more classical sense of the word. Rather like Speaight and the
founders of the DDF, he believed that the arts justified their existence by
being an indispensable component of an enlightened, civilized society's life:
"The importance of the theatre in the cultural and artistic life of a nation has
always been a feature of civilized thought and expression in all the history
of human society.?" As such, the arts, and theatre in particular, because of
its public communal nature, were seen as constituting both the highest
aesthetic distillation of that society's values and the expression of the
universal qualities of our shared humanity.

This bias led him to believe strongly, again like his DDF predecessors, that
.» the development of a national theatre in Canada, while necessary to express

and liberate the "spirit of a nation," still had to function within the framework
of those higher humanistic ideals that he espoused. For Portman,that aesthetic
framework was still most completely realized in the best professional theatre
and drama of the Old World, and of London in particular.

At the same time, Portman's bias towards an art theatre adhering to
professional, international standards existed in dynamic tension with an
unusually strong sensibility to the local, communitarian function of art, a
trait he credited at least in part to the experience of growing up and
remaining both western and Canadian. Ironically, his strong regional and
prairie populist sensibility made him more sympathetic than his interna
tionalist sympathies might have suggested to the mandate of theatres like
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Saskatchewan's 25th Street Theatre and Globe Theatre, Alberta's Theatre
Network and Alberta Theatre Projects, Newfoundland's CODCO and
Mummers' Troupes, and Ontario's Blyth Festival which, in whole or in part,
attempted to produce work shaped by visions "of a populist nature, of a
theatre which reaches out to the ordinarypeople, tugging at theirhearts and
stirring their minds ... a theatre which can relate uniquely to the psychology
of the particular community it serves."?' Born in Saskatchewan in 1935 and
raised and educated in Manitoba, he moved to Alberta in 1957 to become a
journalistwith the Calgary Herald. Despite Portman's extensivenational and
international travelling, Calgary was to remain his home base for the next
thirty years. In subsequent years, this off-centre perspective contributed to
his Canada being an unusually decentralized one for a national critic.

Over the years between 1975 and 1980, Portman's functions as both a
reviewer-critic of national arts events, and commentator on the rising tide
of cultural nationalism in the Canadian theatre reached their fullest devel
opment. Portman found there was little conflict between his regionalist,
national and internationalist agendas when it came to play reviewing. He
often wrote brilliantly on the classical productions at the Shaw and Strat
ford Festivals, and was warmly encouraging of Canadian playwriting,
performance and production that conformed closely to his liberal humanist
standards of aesthetic excellence: those theatrical moments which he felt
revealed essential truths about human nature and relationships with a
compelling mixture of compassion, perceptiveness, and technical bril
liance. At the same time, he felt comfortable praising more locally focussed
work, suggesting that plays such as Murrell's Waiting For The Parade and
25th Street Theatre's Paper Wheat, in being true first to their local populist
mandate, often successfully touched chords right across the country and
beyond."

Yet, however happily Portman was generally able to reconcile his inter
nationalist inclinations with his national and regional ones in terms of his
arts reviewing, he found them more difficult to reconcile in approaching the
turbulent cultural politics of the 1970s Canadian theatre scene. As with his
predecessors, he found himself becoming increasingly aware of the extent
to which the theoretically pure world of aesthetic aspiration was constantly
being compromisedby the reality of the participants' practical, political and
cultural agendas as shaped by the biases of their regional orientation.

For instance, in reviewing Ryga's The Ecstasy ofRitaJoe nine years after its
initial production, Portman had no hesitation in praising the quality of the
script itself as an enduring classic of the Canadian art theatre, and compar
ing it in importance to John Osborne's Look Back in Anger in that it blasted
open the doors of the stolid postwar Canadian theatre establishment to
admit a wave of "angry young men and women" speaking powerfully in
their own voices of their individual and collective experiences as Canadi
ans. He was more ambivalent about the way a very powerful piece of
individual writing was, in his estimation, being used as a political tool by
certain elements of that second wave to promote cultural policies and
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attitudes he considered inimical to developing either national community
or aesthetic excellence in the emerging professional theatre of the 1970s.33

Portman was inclined to level this charge most consistently at what he
regarded as the ultranationalist element of the rapidly expanding Toronto
theatrical community. He was certainly supportive of the regional theatre
system as a manifestation of the Massey Commission's recognition that a
national theatre ultimately had to be a decentralized one, and was generally
encouraging of the regional theatres' attempts to establish a community
based professional theatre in centres across the country. Still, like many
critics of his time, including Nathan Cohen, he sometimes expressed frus
tration over the slowness of the Canadian professional theatre of the 1950s
and 1960s to develop indigenous talent. He was therefore more than
cognizant of the crucial function of such Toronto alternate theatres as Passe
Muraille, Tarragon, Toronto Free Theatre and Toronto Workshop Produc
tions in spearheading the drive for a truly national theatre movement in the
early 1970s. He was also quick to credit the genuinely exciting brew of
actors, playwrights, directors and companies emerging from that cauldron
of creative activity.

Still,by the late 1970s,Portman felt that the Toronto nationalists were too
quick to equate the voice of their own community, however vital and
influential, with that of the whole of English-speaking Canada, and to
restrict their aesthetic grasp of Canadian geography to the art theatre of
Toronto and Montreal. By failing to give due heed to the multiplicity of
communities that made up the whole country, the national movement had
again simply succeeded in being only "an eastern show, not a Dominion
Drama Festival.,,34 Consequently, much of Portman's arts criticism, con
ceived and written"off-centre" from his home base in Calgary, also focussed
on deconstructing what he considered an increasingly dated and inaccurate
centralist vision of Toronto as the fount from which all Canadian playwrit
ing and production gushed to sustain the parched hinterlands labouring
under a moribund and monolithic regional theatre system - "the whole
insidious myth that you're not much good unless you've made it in
Toronto.,,35 Between 1975 and 1980, Portman challenged this centralist
construct of the national arts scene on a number of key points.

First, he felt that Toronto-based institutions like the Chalmers Awards,
often inadvertently perpetuated the impression that Toronto remained the
only significant IIfount of play production," by excluding from their consid
eration the increasing amount of new work being developed and produced
outside the centre. Commenting on the number of good plays, including
Maillet's LaSagouine." which had initially or completely failed to reach the
jury's consideration because they had been premiered in the regions, he
suggested that "perhaps we need to establish a more effective national
system so that regardless of where thellive, or are produced, our play
wrights receive proper consideration/"

Second, the "parched hinterlands" generallyboasted a far more creative,
diverse and self-sufficient arts scene than the centre was often prepared to
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concede, and not all of it was happening in large cities. One wonders if
Portman's approval of the classical theatre at Niagary-on-the-Lake and
Stratford, over the nationalist bustle of Toronto, was due at least in part to
an agrarian idealism that approved of the triumph of the mighty in the
abode of the humble - those small communities are still open to the great
humanist voices of the classical tradition and not just their own trumpet
blowing. Certainly, there was a regional parable to be read somewhere in
the fact that Portman's summer beat not only covered the major drama
festivals in small towns such as Stratford, Clinton, Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Lennoxville, Banff and Charlottetown, but many less known summer
theatres and festivals of good quality flourishing in small towns with strong
community support. Over the years, he also gave special heed to off-centre
festivals and theatres which were also consistently generating good new
work. In this regard, he particularly singled out Vancouver's "populist"
East Cultural Centre which produced the international hit BillyBishop Goes
to War, the Playwrights' Colony at Banff,38 the Calgary PlayRites Festival39

and, most notably, the Blyth Pestival" for praise.

Third, the regional system was neither "moribund" nor "monolithic."
As Portman demonstrated in his stream of cross-country reviews, whatever
their earlier reluctance to stage Canadian plays, by the mid-1970s, many of
the regional theatres were not only producing and performing Canadian
plays on their main stages as well as their second stages, but in a number of
cases, giving them better mounted and polished productions than their
Toronto counterparts. He also felt that distinctions had to be drawn be
tween regional theatres like the Citadel under Peter Coe or the Vancouver
Playhouse under Christopher Newton, which were seeking to fulfill largely
commercial or classical mandates, and theatres like the Globe, Theatre New
Brunswick, and to a lesser extent, Theatre Neptune under John Neville,
which were genuinely trying to function as regional theatres with a strong
populist mandate to touch as many of that region's people as possible
through aggressive touring and outreach programs. Surely the worth of a
theatre had to be estimated in terms of how well it practically reached and
served its local community as well as in terms of the art it actually presented
in the theatre. Some of the western companies had outstanding records
here. In 1976, Portman estimated that with its 89 percent capacity adult
audience at its Regina theatre, and the 33.52 percent of the school popula
tion reached on tours, the Globe played to 10.3percent of the total population
of the province, an /Iachievement" that "not another theatre organization in
Canada [was] capable of matching.T" He also argued that the staid seasons
at the Manitoba Theatre Centre could sometimes blind people to the vigour
with which it served the local Winnipeg community through its something
for-everyone programming, free previews and discount prices.f

Portman was obviously at pains between 1975 and 1980 to correct what
he perceived as the centralistbias of the Toronto nationalists by establishing
the reality of a strong, creatively vital and multifaceted regional theatre
important to the development of both the local and the national arts scene.
Yet, in many ways this was also an optimistic reflection of his belief that
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whatever growing pains the Canadian theatre was passing through at the
moment, there could ultimately be no discrepancy between a national arts
scene that was both truly national in its dynamics, and one that was truly
supportive of consistently high artistic standards from sea to sea.

Again, rather like the early DDF idealists, Portman felt that whatever
tensions still remained were surely correctable. It is true that between 1975
and 1980,Portman found his internationalist sensibilities frequently at odds
with a rising nationalist tide that he frankly regarded as unduly xenophobic
in its attitude and too quick to sacrifice aesthetic principle to patriotic
ideology. His stance that great art should know no borders incurred no
one's wrath whenhe applied it to celebrating the achievements of Canadian
artists and groups who were succeeding abroad, but it frequently brought
him into conflict with the nationalist movement of the 1970swhen he used
it to defend the continuing role of both the foreign artistic director and the
classical theatre in Canada, as well as to argue against protectionist quotas
and legislation designed to artificially protect the Canadian artist and
his/her market. Yet Portman sincerely felt that enough public funding of
the arts to ensure a strong theatrical scene at home was all the protection the
Canadian theatre needed for Canadians to develop an arts scene second to
none within their own borders and to compete on equal terms with the best
that the theatrical centres of the Old World could offer. He also sincerely felt
that by adhering to aesthetic standards that transcended the local politics of
anyone community, all would be served more even-handedly in the end.

As someone who had grown up on the Prairies and would have been old
enough to remember the 1949 DDF crisis in Saskatchewan, he had a great
deal of personal sympathy for the line of argument advanced by such
people as the Star-Phoenix editor of that time that many western groups
were historically disadvantaged in competing against eastern groups be
cause of their relative newness, inexperience and lack of physical resources.
However, surveying the postwar boom of industrialization and urbaniza
tion in the regions as well as the results of twenty odd years of government
arts subsidization, Portman, at least at the start of his national career, felt it
was only a matter of time until these inequalities were naturally corrected.
Rather like the national DDFexecutive in 1949,he felt it was ultimately in the
best interests of everyone if the groups were selected and the "trophies"
awarded first and foremost on the basis of merit:

The [Canada] Council quite rightly continues to emphasize artistic
quality as its fundamental basis for awarding grants.... the emphasis
on quality and on the need for value judgements by the council must
remain the rock on which this nation's artistic life and the council's
mandate are based. ... For many organizations, such truths may be
harsh and unpalatable. But they are going to have to live with them.
And some may have to die because of them. 43

He good-naturedly chided western groups for their impatience with the
Canada Council:

Regionalism and the barriers that come with it are basic to the Canadian
experience. They constitute a problem which cannot be ignored ...
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[Regionalism] has frequently led to public misunderstanding of council
policies.... In the eyes of many, the Canada Council remains an Ottawa
organization with a Central Canadian orientation and lacking in any
genuine concern for the cultural life elsewherein this country. Such an
estimate is shockingly unfair, but unfortunately, old prejudices die
hard.44

To the extent that the arts groups in central Canada were older and more
numerous, perhaps the bias towards centralist funding was at least tempo
rariliy justified. But he had every belief that such disparities would soon
disappear as arts funding swelled to meet the demand, and regional groups
increased sufficiently in numbers, size and sophistication to justify higher
funding.

By the late 1970s, however, Portman was beginning to get the same
sinking feeling as his DDF regional counterparts of forty years back that the
national "Festival" was becoming less national, and that the slots at the
upper levels of the competition were again starting to be closed to regional
groups. In this case the villain was not the three-act play, but rapidly
diminishing arts funding. In 1978,Portman fired a broadside at the Canada
Council for its inequitable treatment of the Vancouver Symphony. Why, he
snapped, when the group could prove that its audience size, artistic quality,
operating costs and international reputation now matched those of the
Montreal and Toronto symphonies - why was it still receiving so much
less funding? Even ifone accepted Canada Council's argument that its own
funding had been ruthlessly cut, would it not be fairer, if artistic merit really
was the criterion for Council funding, simfly to divide the smaller pie
equally among the three deserving groups?'

Alas, much to the disgust of Portman, the strongly centralist government
of the Trudeau Liberals, confronted with the hard realities of a deepening
recession and the threat to national unity represented by the rising tide of
Quebec nationalism, appeared to be showing an equally centralist bias in
the reformulation of its arts policies. If regional arts activity really was only
a fainter image of the English half of the definitive French and English
Canadian experience already largely encompassed in the better developed
art scene of Montreal and Toronto, it really onlymade sense in economically
and politically threatening times to protect the creative central core first,
then worry about the regionalbranch plants. By1981,Portman was express
ing increasing concern over the inability of the Canada Council to meet the
needs of new artists, or of younger associations starting up in the regions
and becoming "prominent at the very time when the council has been least
able to meet its obligations to them" because all the money was already
being used to shore up U ourbest established ... Institutions.r'" Moreover, he
shared the concern of one of the Atlantic arts councils that the Canada
Council's amateur/professional designation was again loading the dice
against effective regional development by applying funding criteria inimi
cal to the kind of U community arts development" most appropriate to small
town or rural dynamics. Sensitive to the fact that the proud heritage of
amateur theatre, represented at its best in Workshop 14, had been a very
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strong component in the unique and organic grassroots development of a
professional theatre in Calgary, Portman had some sympathy for the Yar
mouth group's complaint that

the Canada Council, in effect and practice is devoted to the professional
arts in the Big Cities. In consequence, their policies, planning and
politics are all directed to large professional and city-oriented arts
organizations.Y

The complaint that the existing system effectively loaded the dice against
the regions in such a way that they would never become full partners in the
dramatic life of the country, had a bitter sting of truth for westerners still
smarting from the implementation of a National Energy Policy that seemed
designed to draw power back to the centre, and similarly load the dice
against the western regions ever really catching up politically or economi
cally. But that was not Portman's only concern. Flawed as it was, the Canada
Council at least tried to function on an arm's-length-from-politics, merit
only approach; by the early 1980s,he had increasing fears that the Trudeau
Liberals were trying to move arts funding more into their direct control
a real disaster as far as Portman was concerned, given the party's centralist
policies. He strongly sided with the CCA position paper that opposed

any move towards a centralized and all-powerful cultural ministry able
to influence or direct all of the cultural activities of the government of
Canada. In a decentralized, diverse and democratic country such as
Canada, a central ministry with such power and influence is absolutely
unacceptable/"

Hoping that a change in party might make a difference, Portman cam
paigned hard in his arts column in both 1979 and 1984 for the opposition
Conservative party, impressed by their proposed arts policies and determi
nation to ensure "more direct regional involvement in arts funding" based
on their "fundamental rejection of the centralist view of Confederation and
our belief that the strength of Canada's culture rests on our diversity.T"
Alas, a rather disillusioned Portman was forced to concede that higher
political imperatives, such as political expediency and survival especially in
a time of dwindling funds, apparently united both parties in brotherhood
however much their centralist or decentralized principles apparently di
vided them.

Portman's final examination of the problem in March of 1987 reveals a
brooding, sombre tone at odds with the optimistic reassurance of the 1976
column. In the future, all roads indeed may increasingly lead to Montreal or
Toronto - but was that a validation of their historical dominance as arts
centres, or was it more a reflection of a social, political and economic order
designed to ensure that they stayed the centre:

Giant performing arts groups in Central Canada have a growing strangle
hold on revenue from government and private sector funding sources,
a new financial survey indicates.

The survey reveals that of 23.9 million given to such groups by the
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private sector in 1985-86,a total of 9.5million or 400/0 went to five central
Canadian organizations. In addition, these groups receive a significant
portion of the funding budget of the Canada Council.

Meanwhile, the most powerful organizations, again those based in
Central Canada, possess resources undreamed of by smaller groups for
mounting major lobbies with major national corporations and also with
government.

For the last ten years, major organizations in the Toronto area have been
using influential government connections in an effort to win increased
public funding.50

In 1987, Portman's career took another significant tum with his move
from Calgary to the Southam News headquarters in Ottawa, and while he
remained a powerful and perceptive writer, the days when a single national
critic reasonably could be expected to encompass the whole of the Canadian
theatre scene in his journalistic vision were ending, a reflection of financial
exigency, changing audience tastes, and the rapidly expanding and frag
menting arts and critical scene in Canada - that ever increasing multiplicity
of postmodern voices that Robert Wallace celebrates in his book, Producing
Marginalities.

In so many ways Wallace, along with the brave new Canadian theatre he
envisions, seems to be the antithesis of everything that the Dominion
Drama Festival and such liberal humanist critics as Portman, held dear.
And indeed there is much that is valid in his argument that it is only by
immolating or redefining such outdated concepts as "regionalism," "na
tionalhomogeneity," and "universal truths and values," that the phoenix of
a new, aesthetically vital Canadian theatre more inclusive of formerly
invisible communities can be born. Yet, one wonders if the ghosts of those
dear old DDF founders - Anglo-Saxon, upper middle-class male protes
tants that many of them were - might not for all that recognize in Wallace
a brother. For they too, in their own conservative, liberal humanist way also
dreamt the same bright, gallant dream of an aesthetically vital, fully inclu
sive national theatre rising from the ashes of an older theatrical imperialism
whichhad excluded them. And one wonders ifa day will come when he, like
them, will also find that bright, gallant dream starting to fracture on the
rocks of certain deep-rooted binary oppositions he insufficently acknow
ledges in his own ideological scheme.

When the "immutability of physical environment" helps create a set of
complex and continuing "historical, social and cultural forces" that works
in favour of the people of a given geographical region conceiving of art in a
more pragmatic, communitarian context than their centralist colleagues,
and against their developing the same physical, human and financial
resources to sustain an art theatre of equitable size and diversity, can one
wholly accept Wallace's argument that the answer to traditional regional
ism is simply a newer, better art theatre, with more"aesthetic purpose" and
"vision"? Can one avoid "the reductionism of physical geography by
relocating the construction of regionality in art" when geography has so
profound an impact on the production of art?
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As Lise Anne Johnson mentions, "Here, geography is not simply the
memory of landscape." And the same western imagination that shaped
such Canadian classics as Paper Wheat and WaitingfortheParade in the 1970s
also shaped the UFA, CCF and Social Credit of the 1920s and 1930s, and the
Reform Party of the 1990s. These also may be "imaginative constructions"
of the regional mind, but are theynot also expressions of a "political reality"
and 1/collective will" as substantial as those of Quebec and Ontario - and
as expressive of the continuing tensions on all sorts of levels - political,
social and cultural-between region and centre?

"The elephant - a federal or provincial responsibility?" There may still
be some darkly humorous currency in that old chestnut yet.
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Book Reviews

Saskatoon Pie, by Geoffrey Ursell (99pp.); ThePlainsman, by Ken Mitchell (55
pp.); Talking Back, by Don Kerr (106pp.) and Roundup, by Barbara Sapergia
(81pp.). The Florence James Series. Regina: Coteau Books, 1992.

As Rita Shelton Deverell explains in a biographical note to each play in
this series, Florence James was a theatre activist who came to Saskatchewan
in 1954 after being blacklisted in the United States for "politically relevant
cultural activity." Her work with amateur theatre companies, Deverell
argues, sowed the seeds of a brand of "living" political and social theatre
that "flourishes" in Saskatchewan, a theatre, in James's own words, "by, for
and of the people."

The four plays in this series extend this ideal into the professional theatre
of the province. Not all are recent: the first production of Saskatoon Piewas
in 1982;ThePlainsman was first produced in 1985for one of Saskatchewan's
anniversaries (in this case a dubiously conceived"celebration" of the 100th
anniversary of the North-West Rebellion, which had seen ancestors of some
modem Saskatchewan residents attacking and hounding to death ancestors
of other modem Saskatchewan residents). Somewhat more recent is Talking
Back (1988),while Roundupis a virtual new arrival (1990).

However, each is by a Saskatchewan-born playwright; each had its first
production before a Saskatchewan audience, and each takes as its topic
events from the history or the current cultural and social climate that define
Saskatchewan.

Ursell's Saskatoon Pie, a musical comedy, won the Persephone Theatre
(Saskatoon) national play writing competition. Set in Regina in 1906, it is a
sometimes unabashedly silly, sometimes numbingly earnest, look at such
timelessly topical issues as corruption in politics and opportunities for
women in the political, professional and economic life of the province.

Its sympathies are clear. As male politicians decide the location of the
provincial legislature (personal profit their prime motive), the women
gather to hear a new suffragist speaker named Letitia (Nellie) McClung. In
a typical melodramatic configuration, the men are all villains (and stupid)
while the women are largely virtuous (and brilliant) - though the play
avoids the question of how such brilliant people ever lost political power in
the first place.

In the end, the women let the men pull off their real estate deal - but
claim a chunk of the money to further women's issues. This would seem to
place the suffragists on dubious moral grounds themselves, but this also
slides by in the general silliness, though at times the form nearly buckles
under all the relevance Ursell tries to freight it with.

In performance, what carries the day are the songs, especially the songs
of gleeful corruption by Mayor Raker of Regina and his cronies. In the
original production, however, Andorlie Hillstrom won over the house with
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the title song, in a performance that did not give in either to its overt
sentimentality or to its potentially ribald sub text (something I seem to recall
the 1986 tour playing up).

Ken Mitchell's ThePlainsman is the final piece in his Great Plains Trilogy
(which also includes Davin: The Politician and TheShipbuilder). Its two acts
avoid the "big" events of 1885. They are in the future in the first act, and
painfully in the past in the" second. Instead, Mitchell recreates the domestic
relationship and political and cultural arguments between Gabriel Dumont
and his wife, Madeleine, as a microcosm of issues confronting the Metis in
1884,justbefore the Resistance, and in exile in the gathering winter of 1885,
after the fall of Batoche.

Two other figures fill out the microcosm, bringing in other facetsand points
of view. The first is their friend Michel Dumas, a fiddle-playing joker who
needs to be played deftly to avoid reducing part of Metis culture to almost
mawkish music hall clowning. The second is Charles Nolin, the elected
president of the nation of St.Laurent, and known to history as a turncoat and a
deserter, someone who ran when the firing started. Mitchell tries to give him a
more tragic status as someone betrayed from within himself, for all his good
intentions, but someone with courage and convictions.

The main dramatic action is Gabriel's learning curve as he is forced to
adapt to a new reality - the end of the buffalo hunt as a way of life - and
to a new political order. He has to learn a new kind of heroism to match the
new circumstances, while still retaining hope for a time when his people
will again flourish on the Plains. The play ends on such a vision, a prophetic
dream to match symbolically against current realities.

The problem with the play is that withonly four characters and two short
acts, the scope of debates and lessons remains cramped. It seems little more
than a sketch of a larger piece, unable to develop fully its range of themes to
match the longer plays in the trilogy.

Kerr's Talking Back emerges out of a tradition of epic and documentary
theatre, as it traces the background, creation and early problems of the CCF
(Co-operative Commonwealth Federation). While the action and the his
tory are not restricted to Saskatchewan, the CCF and its descendant, the
New Democratic Party, have been a dominant force in Saskatchewan
politics for over fifty years.

The structure is fairly typical of Canadian history plays that assume they
need to explain the event to an audience that might not know the story: Act
I, the exposition to show why the main action became necessary; Act Two
to show the people taking action in their own interest, Act Three, the
consequences. Each of its three acts requires its own theatrical style (or
styles) to enact and comment on the historical documents Kerr has incorpo
rated (including the Regina Manifesto) and to play out dramatized scenes
around such evidence.

The key word in reference to Talking Back is "show." The presentational
theatricality belongs on the stage more than in a text (though Kerr has taken
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advantage of publication to include a scene that proved too difficult to stage
in the play's one production at Saskatoon's Twenty-Fifth Street Theatre).

Finally, Sapergia moves the series into the present with Roundup,which
dramatizes the strains on the family farm in the mid-to-late 1980s. This is
"farm-kitchen sink realism" on a grand scale, as the characters spend their
two hours on the stage preparing a meal for ten or more while they relive
their past and try to anticipate their future.

At its best, Roundup's debates and arguments involving the Petrescu
family and their neighbours echo the dialectical drama of Shaw, as the
characters try not only to do the right thing, but to discover what the right
thing may be. At other times, it echoes the tragi-comic ambience of Chek
hoveCertainly, when a wealthy nouveau riche corporate farmer, Harvey Flint
(by his own estimation a formerly poor local-boy-made-good) offers to buy
the Petrescu farm, and to let the previous owners continue to work it for
him, after he bulldozes all the buildings, we seem back in the world of The
Cherry Orchard. Like Lopahin dealing with the Mme. Ranevsky and her
brother, Gaev, Harvey cannot see why they do not leap at the offer.

However, while many concerns emerge, at times they do so without a
convincing sense of historical or topical density. Instead, on occasion the
issues get sketched in, or enter the dialogue in Saskatchewan cultural
shorthand as lists of grievances or tables of statistics, rather than as fully
grounded concerns of the characters.

Sapergia also occasionally takes slapstick shortcuts, which undermine
the otherwise strong sense of dialectical fair play. Harvey raises several
strong arguments for his style of agriculture, and counter arguments about
such problems as his overuse of pesticides ring rather hollow, almost as an
obligatory nod to environmentalism. But after he has proven himself still a
capable farmer, by taking part in the action out in the corral, his exit involves
walking squarely into a cow pie that has been left on the front walk, waiting
to play its predictable role.

More subtle is the overall comic structure Sapergia works within, as the
story ends with not one but two "wedding announcements." One involves a
pair of seniors, Uncle Pompiliu and Mrs. Gibson, who decide to move in
together "to see how things work out." The other involves Darcy and Greg,
a pair of high schoolers who have arranged a pregnancy to force the issue.
They want to start a farm family of their own, but have had to overcome the
objections of her mother, Vema, a female ''blocking character" whose inter
ference has sprung from her own disaffection with the life of a farm wife.

The double matchmaking expresses double optimism for the future
from the generation that has created the family farm and from the genera
tion that will have to work out a new future for this fading prairie institu
tion.

The Florence James series suggests something of the range of issues that
have confronted and that continue to confront the province, and something
of the range of dramatic and theatrical styles playwrights have adopted to
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address these issues. As a final note, the four writers are all much of the
same generation, the one that originated professional theatre in Saskatche
wan in the mid-1970s. A future series might want to include works by some
in the second or later generations, to see how they perceive the issues from
the other side of the baby boom, to see how the younger half "lives,"
perhaps even to explore some of the contemporary urban issues of Saskatch
ewan.

Don Perkins
Department of English
University of Alberta

Theatre Lethbridge: A History of Theatrical Productions in Lethbridge, Alberta
(1885-1988), by George Mann. Calgary: Detselig Enterprises Ltd., 1993. Pp
239.

Theatre Lethbridge, subtitled "A History of Theatrical Productions in
Lethbridge, Alberta (1885-1988)," is a mighty undertaking. The word"com
prehensive" seems almost inadequate. George Mann's book lists every play
ever presented in that southern Albertan centre. As if that was not enough
of a challenge, Mann includes references to dance schools, circuses, con
certs, magicians, ice shows, entertainers, even Elvis impersonators. The
tone of the book is serious and scholarly, resembling a draft of a doctoral
thesis. The author is a social scientist by profession. Not surprisingly,
therefore, he relies heavily upon charts and vast appendices, which make
up almost a third of the book. They confirm the academic credibility of his
research, but do little to tell his story.

Mann employs a very straightforward approach, beginning at the begin
ning with the establishment of the settlement and proceeding towards the
present. Each chapter is similar: opening with a look at the changing
community and then examining facilities, amateur activities, professional
theatre and mass entertainment.

Occasionally when warranted chronologically, these sections are aug
mented by looks at drama festivals, moving pictures, electronic media,
youth theatre, and, very cursorily in the final chapter, Canadian theatrical
development as a whole.

Is the story of Lethbridge theatre worth telling, especially at 428 pages?
Most certainly. Speaking as a theatre historian, this is just the kind of
volume needed as groundwork for understanding our theatrical past.
Luckily over the past two decades scholars have completed a number of
similarly detailed studies of cities in several parts of the country. So much
of Canadian theatre history has been mobile. Now increasingly it is becom
ing feasible to trace tours, follow individuals as they move from one home
town to another, and to compare communities.

If I can be excused a personal digression, upon graduation from the
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University of Alberta, I received the William A. Rea Scholarship for ad
vanced study; until I read this book I never knew that that award com
memorated an inspiring teacher and director at the Lethbridge Collegiate
Institute. I believe many readers will find similar discoveries in these pages.
So many talented people seem to have come from the Lethbridge area.
According to Mann, Lethbridge natives have appeared in Cats in the West
End of London, on Broadway, with the National Ballet of Canada, at the
Stratford Festival, and on and on. Even Michael Ontkean of Twin Peaks fame
came from there.

Lethbridge has had a typical theatrical evolution, beginning within the
garrison (in this case the barracks of the North-West Mounted Police) and
with the local, often philanthropic, amateur productions. The touring years
perhaps were less important in Lethbridge because a small population and
difficult travel excluded it from the itineraries of many travelling profes
sionals. That small population kept Lethbridge from sustaining a profes
sional theatre, making it different from many communities in Canada from
the 1960s on. What Lethbridge had (and still has) is an extremely active
amateur movement, sometimes performing plays but more often musicals
(and the annual Christmas Pantomime). Sometimes these amateurs were
associated with schools or the university, sometimes with churches or
service clubs, but often they existed on their own. The venerable Playgoers
of Lethbridge went on and on, while other groups such as the Coaldale
Little Theatre and the Our Town Workshop came and went after often
noteworthy lives. The Lethbridge Musical Theatre found itself competing
with Centre Stage Productions. These are just a few of the companies
profiled in Theatre Lethbridge.

I wholeheartedly recommend this book to the serious theatre historian,
although I have one stylistic caveat. For some peculiar reason, the author
rarely introduces his secondary sources. On the second page, we learn that
"Edwards reports that... " with no mention of who Edwards is or why we
should accept his report. Inthe same paragraph, "Stuart informs us that...."
Stuart I know well, but please: provide full names and book titles when first
referring to someone. Most titles do not appear in the endnotes either,
forcing the reader to further aggravating search. The answers finally are
found in the Bibliography, but that is not listed in the Index and is printed
on smaller pages than the rest of the book making it very hard to find.

"Stuart" in The History of Prairie Theatre touched on some aspects of
Lethbridge history. Where by necessity I was cursory and incomplete,
George Mann is quite the opposite. His book is a tome, ponderous and
difficult to access. His research is impeccable, his accuracy astounding.
Obviously he has combed local newspapers, scoured archives, interviewed
everyone. I applaud the scholar. Moreover, he himself has been personally
involved in local theatre for many years. He loves every fact, every name. If
he sells a book to everyone whose name appears, he will be a rich man.

But why does Theatre Lethbridge have so little flavour of its subject? It is
so untheatrical, so - dare I say the word - pedantic. Where is the joy of
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community? Where the music, the excitement, the laughter? All the hun
dreds of people mentioned appear to be hard-working, dependable, tal
ented, resourceful: simply great folks. Never is someone temperamental,
undependable or, heaven forbid!, fond of the bottle. Controversies are
glossed over or buried. Why did people break from one group to found
another? Stories are left untold. The author is too polite; his cast never comes
to life.

Similarly, there are hundreds of productions mentioned, most just by
title. Some are reviewed with little (and rarely informative) raves from the

- local newspaper. Mann is particularly fond of equating quality with lists of
awards received at innumerable festivals. Few of the productions come to
life either. This inability to make the past come alive is the biggest weakness
of the book for the general reader.

George Mann also is unable or unwilling to be critical; I do not want
negativity but I do want judgement. He cannot help us, his readers, to see
what is important. Everything and everybody gets equal emphasis. Every
body gets equal emphasis. Even remarkable individuals such as Murray
Robinson of the Coaldale Little Theatre and E.G. Stemdale Bennett (and his
wife Belle) seem less impressive when buried amongst the minutiae of
theatrical Lethbridge.

There is a huge cast in Theatre Lethbridge. The mini-biographies of many
are interesting though more factual than personal. Rarely are people de
scribed, physically or emotionally. The few lines of biography pique curios
ity but tell little about the individual. Sometimes people appear in different
chapters, leading to much repetition or necessitating flipping back and
forth. One person who does begin to come into focus through his work with
many groups is George Mann himself: character actor, singer, supporter,
enthusiast. We find out about groups he started, educational leaves taken,
finally about his talented children David and Laurin. Yet even the author
remains in the third person, distant (except curiously near the end when he
talks about several locals "including me" appearing in a movie).

Nevertheless the many snippets of information do form a fascinating
sociologicalportraitof a developing community. People are constantlycoming
to Lethbridge. They are constantly leaving Lethbridge for jobs or education
elsewhere. Women in particular are active in amateur theatre, drop out to raise
children, and eventually become active once again. In fact despite the short
comings, Mann has provided us with an admirable overview of theatre and
community, which he summarizes very well in his epilogue.

So Theatre Lethbridge is not popular history. However it is excellent
scholarship. Perhaps that is enough. Every serious student of Canadian
theatre must have a copy.

Ross Stuart
Department of Theatre
York University
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The Ugly Man: A Play, by Brad Fraser. Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1993. Pp.
158.
Poor Super Man,by Brad Fraser. Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1995. Pp. 182.

Paula Simons' forward to The UglyMan and Brad Fraser's introduction
to Poor Superman, both stress not only Fraser's anger and the controversies
his plays arouse among established theatre institutions and their patrons,
but also the plays' freshness, their appeal to a music video generation. The
plays are action-oriented, with fast paces and quick cuts. They move"as fast
as any rock video, with enough jolts to serve the adrenalinneeds of the most
frenetic channel surfer" (UM: 11).Fraser writes theatre for those "who share
our own post-1969 television vocabulary," in an age when "film, television,
music, video, comic books, and computers have changed the way we think
the way we see, and the way we absorb information" (PSM: 4). This
television vocabulary and aesthetic shows up most clearly and wittily in the
captions flashed on the set of Poor Super Man. Fraser writes in "a pop cult
idiom" that new audiences can understand: Archie and Superman comic
books, Star Wars, spaghetti westerns, the Footstones. Moreover, Fraser
playfully"queers" - or reappropriates into a gay male subcultural context
- pop cult icons traditionally thought of as straight, such as action-hero
comics and B-movies. Simons suggests that "audiences around the world
respond to his plays - because pop cult is the new lingua franca," and that
Fraser's audience "is the first to come of age in a true global village" (PSM:
14).

I would suggest, however, that Brad Fraser's plays encapture a subcul
tureal generation much more specific than the "global village" of the
"MuchMusic generation." These plays get specifically at the generation of
North Americans who came into their sexuality just before AIDS, and who
still have pre-AIDS paradigms and nostalgia - but with it a sense of sex as
dangerous, and unknown in its danger. Also an age deeply embarrassed by
and suspicious of love. To my mind, TheUglyMan plays out the limits of a
"global village" aesthetic; Poor Super Man, in seeming to eschew globality in
favour of local specificity, ends up being the more widely relevant play.

TheUglyMan takes place in an unspecified place and time, on a generic
ranch out in the generic "west" of the 1950s and 1960s television westerns,
and alludes in particular to "The Big Valley." As the play begins, Sabina,
matriarch of the ranch, hires Forest, the ugly, disfigured man. Sabina's
daughter, Veronica, is about to be married to Acker, who has arrived in
town with his brother Leslie and best man Cole. Complications develop.
Veronica falls in love with Cole and has Forest kill Acker. Forest, whom
Sabina has promoted to the garage to keep surveillance over Veronica, has
Veronica perform sexual acts with him, which include S&M and B&D, in
payment for the murder. Veronica finds herself addicted to this rough sex
with Forest. Sabina, insisting that Veronica be a virgin when she marries,
has the maid Lottie prepare a potion to test for virginity. Veronica bribes
Lottie to help keep Veronica's loss of virginity a secret. Preserving the secret
involves, in addition to switching the potions, a "bed trick" in which, on the
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wedding night, Lottie sleeps with Cole, with whom she is in love. As
Acker's ghost calls increasingly for revenge - it is looselybased on Thomas
Middleton and William Rowley's TheChangeling - with pop cult allusions,
in an attempt to create a revenge drama relevant to contemporary audi
ences. The result is not completely successful. Audiences now are less likely
to accept the conceits of the "bed trick" and "virginity test"; more critically,
contemporary Canadian audiences are less likely to be as obsessed with
revenge and with virginity as were their Jacobean counterparts. What is of
import to Canadian audiences is the complex circulation and recycling of
violence, power, and abuse. But, without a clear cultural context, the cycles
of abuse and violence in The Ugly Man seem detached of meaning and
unwittingly glorified.

Fraser is often accused of indulging in gratuitous violence and sex; such
explicitness provokes more controversy - and censorship - than the gay
content persee Both plays present graphic physicality. In The UglyMan, it is
broken kneecaps and jugulars spurting fountains of blood as well as bond
age and rough sex; in Poor SuperMan, it is nudity, anal intercourse, and,
most painfully, the blood stain on the back of Shannon's bathrobe as her
bowels fail. TheUglyMan's explicit physicality gives us a cycle of abuse, but
with no clear origin or cultural locality; without such clarity, the play
becomes a celebration of violence and abusive mind games, rather than a
contextualization of them.

Cultural context is entirely clear in Poor SuperMan,and so the characters'
sufferings are entirely meaningful and significant. Poor Super Man takes
place in Calgary, Alberta, in a time when AIDS is already predominant.
David, a painter, has hit a dry spell, and goes slummingby waiting tables at
the Monteray Diner for inspiration. This fledgling restaurant is owned by
Matt and Violet, a young married and thoroughly heterosexual couple. Or
so it seems. David falls for Matt; Matt struggles with his sexual identity,
inhibitions, and fear of social stigma, but eventually has sex with David.
David and Matt have an affair. Violet finds out and leaves Matt. Meanwhile
David's friend and roommate, Shannon, a pre-op transsexual who is HIV+,
increasingly deteriorates and eventually dies. David and his fag hag friend
Kryla share an abusive friendship, fight, then come to terms as David
decides to part for a new life in which he can find a gay lover, rather than
continue to have a series of relationships with straights. Throughout the
narrative, there are references to the Superman comics, whose events
(Superman's coming out, or revelation of his identity, to Lois; his death; his
rebirth) parallel the play's events. They also parallel the paradigm shifts of
gay culture; after "Doomsday," the "nameless unknown killer with no origin
and no apparent purpose except to kill Superman" (PSM: 172), Super
man/David/gay culture has to regenerate itself into a radicallynew identity.

What is at state here is clearly and entirely relevant to young adults in
North America now: deep questionings of gender and sexual identities
("Maybe fag and lesbian aren't nouns. Maybe they're verbs" (PSM: 122)),
loneliness and loss in an age of AIDS ..., an endless series of losses. Some of
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the issues and characters are less well explored than they could have been.
Kryla's breast cancer-vs-AIDS argument with David perhaps unwittingly
trivializes women's issues; at any rate it provokes and then prematurely
withdraws from a real dialogue on the relationships between women's and
gay men's sufferings in a culture where sexism and heterosexism are still
the rule. And Violet's struggle is simplified by making her clearly homo
phobic; her character might have been more interesting had she been a
liberal-minded anti-homophobic woman who has to struggle with her
reactions when her husband comes out to her. This avoidance of crucial
issues, particularly around the two women characters, also enacts our
cultural moment, though perhaps unwittingly. Still, to my mind, very little
in this play feels irrelevant or superfluous. It gets us where we live.

The Ugly Man's afterword, by Gerry Potter, claims a universality to the
play by calling it "classic writing" in the tradition of Jacobean drama; its
foreword claims its universality in that it speaks the lingua franca of youth
throughout the global village. Yet Simons gives Brad Fraser the final word
on his universality: /II don't think about being dated. I want audiences to
come to see my plays now. Theatre is of the moment, it's live, it lives only in
your memory. I want people in the theatre right here and right now. I don't
care what happens after I'm dead" (UM: 15). In both plays, but especially
and much more carefully in Poor Super Man, Fraser captures concerns and
cruxes of a specific time, place, and generational group - which is far more
usefully important than being /Iclassic" or universal. Poor Super Man, in
particular, is an important and moving play which enacts, both consciously
and unwittingly, central struggles of a generation in North America which
came into its sexuality pre-AIDS and is trying to cope with the post-AIDS
radical shock to the very core of its identities.

Debby Thompson
Department of Drama
University of Alberta

Eureka! Seven One Act Plays for Secondary Schools, compiled by [acqui
Johnston Lewis and Diane Warren. Regina: Coteau Books, 1994. Pp. 178.
Florence James Series.

Anyone who has taught high school drama knows how difficult it is to
find scripts which challenge and fulfill student casts and audiences. Today's
adolescents are deluged with slick popular entertainment. Live theatre in
high schools cannot hope to compete with MuchMusic and Pulp Fiction but
it can still move audiences with sincere performances by aspiring young
thespians and surprise and delight viewers with effects, often simple, which
are unique to the theatre. The cynical stance toward society taken by many
young people often masks a deep concern for human issues such as the
environment, addiction, sexuality and social justice. Creating, performing
in or watching one's peers act a play about a problem with which one
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identifies, helps us to clarify our thinking and to empathize with people
whose point of view we may not have previously considered at all. For this
welcome and attractively produced anthology of one-act plays from Sas
katchewan, the editors have chosen scripts by established writers, new
writers and students themselves, in collective creation, which examine
contemporary philosophical and social problems in several different theat
rical styles.

Rex Deverell and Geoffrey Ursell are old hands at creating plays for and
about young people and their scripts. Switching Places and The Park, along
with Lynn Kirk's Men and Angels, are well crafted one-act plays with a
panorama of parts to play, ranging from realistic to comic stereotypes.
Deverell's Switching Places is grounded in realism - a teenage romance
but driven by fantasy - an argument and wager of gods. It has a cast of
four: Machogod, Sexgoddess, Sal and Scott. Teenage sex and unwanted
pregnancy are put into a thought-provoking perspective when intervention
by the gods causes a role reversal which makes Scott, not Sal, pregnant.

Sal: How do I know who you've been sleeping with?
Scott: I haven't been...
Sal: How do I know?
Scott: Come on. That's not fair.
Sal: You did it with me, right? You could do it with anybody.
Scott: Not in this case.
Sal: That's what they all say.

The Park was Ursell's first play. Although first produced in 1972, its
theme of an idealist's resistance to bureaucratic and commercial "progress"
in destroying one small oasis of beauty, is as relevant today as it was a
generation ago. There are fourteen roles, which may be played by either
male or female actors. The Dweller is the hero and a speechby the Park Use
Inspector illustrates the kind of officious insensitivity he/she is up against:

Well ... unemployed, eh? I have no category for you. Hence, no interest.
Can't record you. Your use doesn't count. Now (walks around and
away from the DWELLER) ... I must get on with it. (to self) This one can
go. No use. No use at all. And look at this artificial turf. (kicks at the rug)
How scruffy. And this path. (stomps on it) Cheap, very cheap material.
An obsolete model. Quite obsolete.

Kirk's Men andAngels takes place in a jail and has two rewarding roles
Penny, an attractive, brassy and friendly cleaning person and lase, a nice
looking middle-class man with an alcohol problem. The two exchange
stories of their lives and hopes and we are left, at the end, with the feeling
that there is hope for Penny to U spread her wings" and to realize her modest
ambitions.

Two plays, created by First Nations people, deal with Aboriginal issues.
Dreamkeeper by Bruce Sinclair is a series of four monologues by different
men: a bum on the street, a teacher, the leader of the Eagle party, and a Cree
elder. They were all played by the author in the original production but
could be played by four different actors. A female musician/singer opens
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the play and is an important presence throughout. Out of the bonuses to this
script is the inclusion of the words of the three songs in the play and a
glossary of terms from original peoples' languages. Wheel of Justice is a
collective creation by students and staff at Prince Albert's Saskatchewan
Urban Native Teacher Education Program (SUNTEP). They meet once a
week as SUNTEP Theatre. In an excellent introduction to their script, Lon
Borgerson, a SUNTEP teacher, explains that:

We believe that theatre is a language that we can use to respond to
issues of concern to people. For that reason we invite Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal students alike to read and perform this play. Wheel of
Justice is our irreverent response to the quinti-centennial celebrations
that were held in 1992to commemorate the arrival of Mr. Columbus on
this continent.

Wheel ofFortune is a highspirited and wittyburlesque of a TVgame show
combined with a courtroom drama. Columbus speaks with a phoneyItalian
accent, his three ships are personified and testify at his trial; there are many
anachronisms, some groaningly bad puns and a wonderful Trickster char
acter, WIsahkecahk, visible to the audience, but not to others on stage.

Me In Alfredwas created by fourteen members of the Beechy HighSchool
Drama Club. It expresses adolescents' concerns about drinking by telling
the story of a homeless man whose life was ruined by alcohol. There are
twenty-one roles. No Means No! is the final script in the anthology. It is
poised between scripts written by playwrights and those developed
through collective creation. Lyle Johnson, Drama Director at A.E. Peacock
Collegiate conceived the idea for a play about date rape. After input from
colleagues and students, he asked two local writers, Richard Frost and Greg
Olsen, to script the material. There are parts for forty students, including a
small choir.

The editors of Eureka! intend the book to be a study text as well as a
source of performance material. All of the plays, but particularly the
collective creations, could act as inspiration for a group of teenagers to
create their own new script on an issue of their own choice.

Joyce Doolittle
Professor Emeritus of Drama
University of Calgary
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